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1. Introduction 
 
The goal of this paper is to provide an in-depth linguistic study of C'Lela, a language 
of northwestern Nigeria. The speakers of this language, who designate themselves as 
Lelna, have undertaken the arduous challenge of developing a standard written form 
of the language. The study aims to be of adequate scope and thoroughness to furnish 
the linguistic understanding prerequisite to success in such development of the 
language. Also, while the study may not answer questions of more general 
theoretical interest, it should at least point those raising such questions in the right 
direction. 
 
Section 1.1 of this chapter describes the Lelna people in relation to their historical 
and sociolinguistic context, particularly focussing on their use of language. The 
classification of the language and its affinity to its geographic neighbours is 
discussed in Section 1.2. 
 
The author of this paper and others concurrent with and before him have written a 
number of articles and descriptions pertaining to various aspects of the language. 
This chapter, particularly in Section 1.3, briefly reviews some of the contributions 
made by this research. The research works include the following areas of study of 
C'Lela: 

sociolinguistics (Harris 1938, Amfani 1990, Bako 1990, Baba-Waziri 1992, 
Dettweiler and Dettweiler 1993, Dettweiler and Dettweiler 2005) 

lexicon (Rikoto 2002) 
phonology and orthography (Rikoto and Rumu 1996, Dettweiler 2000b, 

Dettweiler 2002b, Ango 2004, Dettweiler 2012d, Aliero and Mode 2014, 
Dettweiler 2014) 

grammar (Hoffmann 1967, Dettweiler 2005, Dettweiler 2010, Dettweiler 2012c, 
Aliero 2013) 

study of discourse features (Dettweiler 2002a, Dettweiler 2008). 
 
Reference may also be made to studies on the following Kainji languages, 
particularly in their implications for the study of C'Lela: Salka Kambari (Crozier 
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1984), Dukawa (Heath and Heath 1997), U̱t-Ma'in (Smith 2007), Cicipu (McGill 
2009) and the Kainji group of languages generally (Blench and McGill 2012). 
 
Section 1.4 gives details concerning the fieldwork on which the data of this study is 
based. 
 
An overview of the phonology of C'Lela is given in Chapter Two, with special 
attention paid to syllable structure, morphophonological processes and tone. 
Chapter Three, on noun morphology, includes a survey of the class system of C'Lela. 
Chapter Four handles the inflectional morphology of C'Lela verbs, highlighting the 
fact that this is an aspect-prominent language. Chapter Five explores the syntax of 
noun phrases and adpositional phrases. Chapter Six studies the syntax of simple 
clauses, including the syntax of negatives, interrogatives, and passives. Chapter 
Seven discusses the types of complex clause structures commonly found in C'Lela. In 
conclusion, Chapter Eight summarizes the main themes observed in C'Lela grammar. 
Back matter of this study includes a key to abbreviations used in the presentation of 
C'Lela data and a sample C'Lela narrative displayed in a clause structure chart. 

1.1 The Lelna People and their Language 
The Lelna, known to most outsiders as the Dakarkari or the Dakarawa (alternate 
Hausa names for the people), are the indigenes of Zuru Local Government Area of 
Kebbi State, Nigeria, with minority presence in some of the areas bordering on Zuru 
LGA – these include Donko-Wasagu LGA and Sakaba LGA in the eastern arm of 
Kebbi State, and Rijau LGA in northern Niger State. Many others have migrated 
away from the language area, usually southwards and for the sake of farmland. 
(Dettweiler and Dettweiler 2005, 3) 
 
Some of the population centres of the Lelna today are Kebu, Roma, Dogo, Isgogo, 
Dabai, Rikoto, Peni, Zuru, Manga, Senchi, Ushe, Tadurga, Diri, Ribah, Conoko and 
Rade. (Dettweiler and Dettweiler 1993, 7) The order of this listing is first from north 
to south along the ridge of hills on the west side of the language homeland then 
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from west to east across the plain. Generally each population centre has associated 
with it an old settlement on a hill (strategic in past ages for defense from invasion 
on horseback) as well as a particular dialect of C'Lela. The list is not exhaustive; 
most population centres named can be seen in (101).1  
 
(101) The Home Area of the Lelna People2  

 
 

                                           
 
 
1 Illustrative material such as maps, tables, and sets of language data are numbered consecutively, 
from the beginning of each chapter, using a three-digit number whose first digit is the chapter 
number. Thus Chapter 1 has (101), (102), (103),... whereas Chapter 2 illustrative material starts with 
(201), Chapter 3 from (301), and so on.      
2 Adapted from Dettweiler and Dettweiler (1993, 6). Fakai L.G.A. was not separated from Zuru 
L.G.A. until a later year. 
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Outsiders call the language Dakarci (the name as designated by Hausa speakers), or 
more informally the Zuru language. The people themselves call their language C'Lela 
(phonetically [ʧəlélà]). An individual member of the language group (whether male 
or female) is called K'Lela ([kəlélà]), the cultural system (including traditional 
religious beliefs and practices) is called D'Lela ([dəlélà]) and the name of the 
language homeland is A'Lela ([àlélà]). (Rikoto, Dictionary: C'Lela-English-Hausa 
2002, 137) 
 
Written sources suggest three possible origins for the Hausa name Dakarkari, cited 
in Dettweiler and Dettweiler (1993, 1-2). Of these three, the notion that the name is 
derived from the Hausa word daakaaree, 'foot soldier', is likely the most popular 
explanation given. This is linked with the story that the Dakarkari were a subject 
people (with others) in the Hausa kingdom of Kebbi. As the story goes, their men 
were employed by the Hausa king as foot soldiers until the 1700s, when the Lelna 
and other subject peoples migrated southwards to where they could "farm 
undisturbed by continual internecine warfare [of the Hausa states]" (Harris 1938, 
116-117).  
 
A K'Lela elder, interviewed at length in the process of Dettweilers' initial 
sociolinguistic survey, claimed that the original founder of the tribe, a man named 
Daka Yan Usa, came from the town of Elela in Sokoto State. (1993, 7). He 
considered this town name the origin of the root Lela, and the founder's name the 
origin of the designation Dakarkari. 
 
Research in historical linguistics and archaeology, as presented by Roger Blench 
(Archaeology, Language, and the African Past 2006), does not flatly contradict these 
oral traditions concerning the origins of the Lelna as distinct from other Kainji 
peoples.3 It does however suggest their earlier origins were from further south (not 
north), and their motivation for leaving their original homeland to be other than 
                                           
 
 
3 In fact the story of beginning as a subject people of the Kebbi kingdom is shared by the Lelna with 
three neighbouring people groups, according to Harris (1938). 
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farming. Based on the historical comparative method of linguistics, the ancestors of 
the Kainji peoples (and hence of the Lelna) belonged to the Benue-Congo "source 
population" when they lived together speaking one language (designated 
Proto-Benue-Congo). The homeland of Benue-Congo is thought to likely have been 
near the confluence of the Niger and Benue Rivers. Blench says that "the initial 
reason for their expansion from the confluence is unknown" (2006, 134). Though 
speakers of Benue-Congo languages today are "typically farmers", common 
vocabulary for farming "cannot be reconstructed to Proto-Benue-Congo" (134) – this 
discounts the theory that expansion was due to innovations in agriculture (127). 
Raising the possibility that bow and arrow hunting introduced a "major 
technological revolution" when it began in West Africa, Blench documents the 
common vocabulary associated with "bow" and "arrow" across Niger-Congo 
languages. (129-131) He then suggests that the expansion of the Niger-Congo 
phylum (preliminary to the expansion of Niger-Congo's sub-phyla such as 
Benue-Congo and West Atlantic) was sparked by acquisition of this "radical new 
[hunting] technology in conjunction with improving climate ..." (132). 
 
The dominant economic activity of the Lelna has been and still is farming. Gunn and 
Conant (1960, 34-35) describe the language area as "split into two sharply defined 
areas": 

 [There is] a narrow range of stony hills along the western boundary and 
the well-watered plain lands to the east... Vegetation is of the guinea 
savannah type. Rainfall is about 900 mm (36 inches) per year, falling 
mainly between June and September. Harmattan winds blow in cycles 
from November to March, and the harmattan season shades into a hot 
season from March to May. 

Though written more than 50 years ago, this is still a valid description of the 
climate and environment today. Bashir (1990, 159-60) furnishes these details on the 
practice of agriculture by the Lelna: 

Agriculture rests on a system of shifting cultivation, with the crops grown 
(e.g. guinea corn, millet, maize, acha ['hungry rice'], groundnuts, beans, 
sugar cane, cotton) and the techniques employed similar to most farming 
communities of central Nigeria. Small industries which supplement income 
from farming are brewing alcohol, blacksmithing, mat making, smelting 
and pottery. 
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The author has witnessed the continuation of most of these practices in the life of 
rural Lelna to the present. 
 
Lelna men traditionally went out hunting for game during dry season. Though this 
seasonal occupation is no longer prevalent in modern Nigeria (Gunn and Conant, 
36), it is still an important theme in C'Lela narratives. Ever since World War II, 
serving in the armed forces of Nigeria has been a popular occupation for Lelna men, 
revealing a strong cultural identification with the foot soldier meaning most often 
given to their Hausa name. Boys and young men preparing for marriage in the rural 
Lelna society are traditionally involved first in wrestling matches (c'mɘdi), then in 
farm service (golmo) for their prospective brides. These kinds of activities are 
important not only in Lelna culture but also throughout the neighbouring (and 
culturally related) people groups. The bride service tradition is closely associated 
with the practice of the traditional religion, which includes initiation of golmo 
youths into the men's secret society known as M'Gilɘ. (Dettweiler and Dettweiler 
1993, 3-4)  
  
The three religions widely practiced among the Lelna to the present day are the 
traditional religion, Islam, and Christianity. The presence and prestige of Islam were 
strengthened by the migration of Katsina Muslims into the area's towns in the late 
19th century and by the British colonial policy in the first third of the 20th century 
of ruling over northern Nigeria through Hausa-Fulani structures already in place. 
This led to the conversion of many Lelna from the traditional religion to Islam. 
(Bako 1990, 125) Christianity made its initial appearance among the Lelna with the 
establishment of a mission station in Zuru in 1925. In spite of early difficulties the 
work eventually thrived. After World War II, Lelna men returning home from 
military service brought new strength and leadership to churches, which at that 
time diversified to numerous denominations. Education (in Hausa and later in 
English) and leadership development are features of Christianity's impact among the 
Lelna. In the rural areas Christianity and the traditional religion seem equally 
prevalent whereas in the towns of the area, Islam and Christianity are both strong 
and the traditional religion is not openly practiced. (Dettweiler and Dettweiler 
2005, 19) 
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Various opinions about the extent and significance of Hausa bilingualism in the 
Lelna language community have been expressed. Writing in 1938, Harris predicted 
that "another thirty years will see changes ... which will probably result in an almost 
complete assimilation of the Dakarawa [Lelna] with the Hausa." (152) The author 
and his wife called that assimilation hypothesis into question in their 1993 survey 
report (Dettweiler and Dettweiler, 5). During ten years of fieldwork in the language 
area subsequent to that, they saw even more evidence that C'Lela was being 
vigorously maintained (alongside Hausa as the language of wider communication) 
than that C'Lela was dying because of a widespread shift to Hausa in all language 
domains. The changes anticipated by Harris have indeed resulted in widespread 
bilingualism,4 but the result in the Lelna language area is better seen as a stable 
pattern of diglossia5 or triglossia rather than as assimilation of the Lelna to their 
northern neighbours. A conservative estimate of the population of the Lelna today 
(2014) is 136,000 people. This is based on a projection at an annual growth rate of 
2% from the estimate of a population of 90,000 in 1993 (Dettweiler and Dettweiler 
2005, 9).   

1.2 Language Classification 
In Crozier and Blench (1992, 76), C'Lela is classified as Niger-Congo, Benue-Congo, 
Kainji, Western Kainji, Northern Group, Lela. Figure 2 shows the sub-classification 
of Western Kainji languages in tree diagram form, including the four members of the 
Northern group as named in Crozier and Blench (119) – the people of the Kag 
cluster have since chosen the name uṯ-Ma'in as the preferred designation for their 
language (Smith 2007, 4). The tree diagram in (102) shows the designation of 

                                           
 
 
4 This refers to bilingualism of C'Lela (as mother tongue) with Hausa (as LWC); use of English as a 
third language is also widespread because it is the language of education. A survey of over four 
hundred indigenes of the Middle Belt of Nigeria shows that the majority speak at least three 
languages (Niyang (1997, 110) as cited in Crozier and Dettweiler (2011, 56).  
5 Diglossia is defined as "a stable pattern of language use across a society in which people use two 
different languages, one for high functions and one for low functions" (Crozier and Dettweiler 2011, 
65) 
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coordinate branches of Western Kainji as presented by Gerhardt (1989), with some 
names in the Northern (Group 7) group taken from later literature. 
 
(102) Sub-classification of Western Kainji Languages (Gerhardt 1989, 362-3) 

 
 

 
(103) Map showing C'Lela and its Neighbours (The Languages of Nigeria 2014) 

 

© SIL International 2015 
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The geographic neighbours of the Lelna can be seen in (103): to the north, the 
neighbours are the Hausa and the Gwamhi-Wuri; to the west, the speakers of 
U̱t-Ma'in; to the south, the Hun-Saare (Dukawa) and members of the Kambari group; 
to the east, the Acipu (speakers of Cicipu) and the Hausa. All neighbours but the 
Hausa have a West Kainji language as mother tongue. 
 
Recent work in progress gives a much more detailed sub-classification of Kainji 
languages. This is shown in (104). 
 
(104) Subclassification of Kainji Languages (Blench and McGill 2012, 37) 

 
 
Blench and McGill note that further work is needed to confirm the "classificatory 
levels represented by different nodes." (2012, 37) However, the unity of the 
Northwest group to which C'Lela belongs is reasonably evident from existing 

 Reshe 
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research.6 As Blench and McGill put it, the group "is unified by a striking 
morphological feature, the reduction of nominal prefixes to single consonants." (24)  

1.3 Previous and Current Linguistic Work 
Rowlands made an important observation concerning the unity and diversity of the 
Kainji group. He elicited and published a comparative wordlist of 142 items in four 
languages identified as Dakakari (sic), Duka, Kambari, and Kamuku (1962, 73-77). 
He concluded that Dakarkari and Duka are more closely related to one another than 
either of them is to Kambari or Kamuku.  
 
Hoffman collected and published a considerable amount of previously 
undocumented C’Lela language data (An outline of the Dakarkari noun class system 
and the relation between prefix and suffix noun class systems 1967). In this paper 
he presented an insightful analysis of some unusual features of the C’Lela noun class 
system. Hoffman also contributed a C’Lela wordlist elicited from speakers of Dabai 
and Zuru to the Benue-Congo Comparative Wordlist (Williamson and Shimizu 1968, 
xxiv). 
 
Dancy collected a 100-item wordlist (Wordlist (100 items) of the Lela language 
1972) as part of a wider survey of Nigerian languages. A. H. Amfani collected a 
100-item Swadesh list in C’Lela, compared it with three other languages of Zuru 
Local Government Authority (identified as Banganci, Dukanci, and Fakanci) and 
calculated lexical similarity (1990, 53). He also argued that C’Lela is the most 
linguistically divergent member of this group of four languages (55). 
 
Baba-Waziri wrote a short book entitled Aspects of Zuru Emirate Languages (1992) 
which seeks to build on the work of Amfani and other indigenes of Zuru Emirate 
who had contributed to Studies in the History of the People of Zuru Emirate (Augi and 
                                           
 
 
6 There is no research beyond wordlists for the Wurə dialect cluster, formerly designated Gwamhi-
Wuri (as in 101). Blench and McGill's work in progress gives Gwamhyə, Wurə, and Mba as 
members of this cluster (as in 103). The unity of the whole Northwest group cannot yet be asserted 
beyond the consonantal noun-class prefix feature mentioned here. 
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Lawal 1990). Baba-Waziri bases his brief description of C'Lela phonology and 
grammar on the Dabai dialect (21). He takes the unusual position (against the 
evidence of other linguists) that, out of the four members of the Northwest group of 
Kainji languages, only Duka (Hun-Saare) and C'Lela have status as languages (intro. 
ii). He calls the others "dialects of these two languages" (5). 
 
Aliero's PhD thesis (Aspects of the Morphology of C'Lela 2013) is an extensive 
grammatical description of some aspects of C'Lela morphology. It is welcomed as a 
stride forward in published research into "the morphological aspect of the 
language." At the beginning of his description, Aliero speaks of C'Lela morphology, 
fairly enough, as "largely unexamined." (2013, 23) Morphology is certainly within 
the scope of this present study, and I will in subsequent chapters present data and 
interpretations thereof that diverge to some extent from Aliero's in the areas of both 
phonology and morphology.  
 

1.4 Fieldwork and Data  
This analysis and description is based primarily on field data collected in the area of 
northwest Nigeria in which C'Lela is spoken. The author collected most of the data 
while living in the town of Zuru, Kebbi State from 1995 to 1997 and in the village 
of Tungan Marke near Bedi from 1997 to 1999 and from 2000 to 2004. Much of the 
data collected in this period of learning the language were lexical items, phrases, 
simple sentences and questions. These were written down phonetically in a series of 
data notebooks. But fieldwork in 1999 and 2001-2002 also included collection and 
interlinearization of a corpus of C'Lela texts.  
 
Some additional data, cited as Dettweiler 2007, 2012a, 2012b, 2013a, and 2013b, 
were elicited to explore specific topics in the grammar of C'Lela for this paper. 
Linguistic data gathered on a final field trip to confirm and update research findings 
is cited as Dettweiler 2015a, b, and c. 
 
The focus of this description is on the Zuru dialect of C'Lela, which belongs to a 
central group including the dialects of Dabai, Isgogo, Manga, Peni, Rikoto, Rumu, 
Senchi, Ushe, Zuru, and of villages aligned to these towns (Dettweiler and 
Dettweiler 2005, 7). The Zuru dialect is the one chosen by the Lelna language 
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community for standardization, with rationale for this choice given in Dudu and 
Ango (Survey to Determine the Preference of Lelna for a Reference Dialect for 
Writing C'Lela 1995). Some of those from whom fieldwork data were collected 
speak other dialects of the central group, as can be observed in (105). The author 
feels it is justified to use data from speakers of other dialects in the central group 
because he has not heard of or observed any significant variation in morphology 
and syntax within the dialects of this group. 
 
(105) Data Collections as Cited  

Dialect of 
Language 

Consultant(s) 

Year and Venue Date of Data Collection 
Specified in Works Cited 

and Archives 
Zuru 1995-96, College of Agriculture, Zuru Dettweiler 1995, 1996a, 

1996b 
Dabai 1996-2000, home in Tungan Marke 

village 
Dettweiler 2000 

Dabai, Zuru 2012, Nigeria Bible Translation 
Trust, Jos 

Dettweiler 2012a 

Senchi 2012, ELM House, Jos 
2013, ELM House, Jos  

Dettweiler 2012b 
Dettweiler 2013a 

Zuru 2013, St. Patrick's Church, Kontagora Dettweiler 2013b 
Zuru 4 July 2015, WadTare Guest Inn Dettweiler 2015a 
Zuru 6 July 2015, UMCA Mission 

Compound 
Dettweiler 2015b 

Zuru 6 July 2015, Widows Rehabilitation 
Centre 

Dettweiler 2015c 
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 2. Phonology 
 
This chapter provides an outline of the main elements of the phonology of C'Lela. It 
draws on the fuller description presented in (2002b), with some material added on 
the basis of more recent discoveries. 
 
The phonemes of C'Lela are presented in sections 2.1 and 2.2. Section 2.3 discusses 
syllable structure and word structure, providing a basis for the interpretation of 
ambiguous segments and sequences in section 2.4. Section 2.5 makes further 
observations on the distribution of consonants and vowels, while Section 2.6 argues 
that C'Lela has contrastive vowel length. Morphophonological processes are 
presented in Section 2.7, followed by a discussion of lexical tone in Section 2.8. 
Section 2.9 briefly looks at grammatical tone, with an example from verbal 
morphology. 

2.1 Consonant Phonemes of C'Lela 
The consonantal sounds for which contrast can be demonstrated in identical or 
analagous environments are shown in the chart of (201). The extensiveness of 
palatalized and labialized phonemes should be noted as well as the restrictions on  
 
(201) Consonant Phonemes 

p          pʲ 
b          bʲ 

t         tʷ 
d        dʷ 

kʲ     k     kʷ        ʔ     ʔʷ  
ɡʲ     ɡ     ɡʷ        

f           f ʲ 
v 

s         sʷ       t͡ʃ        t͡ʃ ʷ 
z         zʷ      d͡ʒ       d͡ʒʷ 

                     hʲ  h    hʷ        

m         mʲ n        nʷ        ŋ 
 ɾ         ɾʷ           

l         lʷ 
 

w                      j  
 
which ones can be labialized (coronals, velars and both glottals). Phonemic contrast 
for phonetically similar pairs of these segments was demonstrated in Rikoto and 
Rumu (1996, 3-7) as part of the process of developing the current orthography of 
C'Lela (Ango 2004, 7). A small selection of paired phonemes is shown in (202). Most 
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examples show only contrast of word-initial consonants. Section 2.5 shows there is a 
more limited distribution of consonants in word-medial positions. Only three 
consonantal phonemes occur in word-final position, /n/, /w/ and /j/.7  
 
It is acknowledged that some of the later pairs of (202) involve ambiguous sounds 
that could be interpreted as sequences of phonemes. The discussion of C'Lela 
syllable and word structure (Section 2.3) demonstrates that the syllable structure of 
C'Lela does not permit branching onsets, thus upholding the interpretation of sounds 
such as [t͡ʃ], [gʷ] and [hʲ] as single phonemes. 
 
(202) Consonant Contrasts8  

a. [p] versus [b]:    [pàsà]   'cross over' (e.g. a river or road) 
           [bàsá]   'urinate' 

b. [d] vs. [ɾ]     [dògó]   'side of bed near wall' 
           [ɾògó]   'kind of soft, brown stone' 

c. [d] vs. [l]     [dàgà]   'choose' 
           [làgà]   'stop, leave' 

d. [ɾ] vs [l] 9     [ɾákà]   'slap'     [bɘḱɾɘ]̀ 'split' 
          [làká]   'be spattered'  [bɘk̀lɘ]́ 'grind' 

  

                                           
 
 
7 The interpretation of these as consonantal codas is discussed in Section 2.4, with examples there.  
8 Most examples in (202) and (204) were originally furnished in Rikoto and Rumu (1996) and 
carefully checked before local publication of that paper. A few additional examples, and tone marks 
on all examples, were furnished by consultation of the dictionary (Rikoto, Dictionary: C'Lela-
English-Hausa 2002). 
9 Other languages of the Kainji subgroup to which C'Lela belongs (Kainji, Western, Northwest) have 
[ɾ] and [l] as allophones of a single phoneme (e.g. , Dukawa (Heath and Heath 1997, 2.13-2.14)). 
Some C'Lela dialects show free variation between [ɾ] and [l], but an overview of data in the 
dictionary (Rikoto 2002) supports contrast between /r/ and /l/. 
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(202), Continued 
e. [n] vs. [ŋ] 10    [də-hɘǹəgù] 'pleasant smell' 

           [də-kɘŋ́gù]  'fiery coal' 
f. [t] vs. [t͡ʃ]     [tá:gè]   'archer' 

           [t͡ʃá:gè]   'weaver' 
g.  [t͡ʃ] vs. [t͡ʃʷ]    [t͡ʃèt͡ʃè]   'fish with spiked fins' 

           [t͡ʃʷèt͡ʃé]  'scorpion' 
h. [g] vs. [gʷ] vs. [w]  [gà:]    'braid' 

           [gʷà:]   'plant' 
           [wà:]   'buy' 

i. [k] vs. [ʔ]     [kə-kùɾú]  'room' 
           [sə-ʔùɾú]  'walls' 

j. [j] vs. [hʲ]     [jɔ:̀kò]   traditional male name 
          [hʲɔk̀ó]   'sesame seed' 
k. [ʔ], [h]      [ʔùɾú]   'wall' 

           [hùgù]   'wild duck' 
 
Note that every C'Lela noun root has an associated class-marking affix (sometimes 
Ø). Throughout this paper, non-null noun class affixes are separated from the noun 
root by a hyphen.11  

2.2 Vowel Phonemes of C'Lela 
The vocalic sounds for which contrast can be demonstrated in identical or analagous 
environments are shown in the chart of (203). 
 
  
  

                                           
 
 
10 /ŋ/ will later be shown to be limited in distribution to syllable coda position, as in these examples. 
11 Most noun classes are marked by prefixes, but Class 2 is marked with a suffix. 202e and 202i show 
the first examples of non-null noun class prefixes in the paper. 
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(203) Vowel Phonemes 

i     i:                                        u     u: 
ɘ     ɘ: 

e     e:                       o     o: 
ɛ     ɛ:             ɔ     ɔ: 

a     a: 
 
C'Lela has an inventory of sixteen phonemic vowels (8 pairs of phonemes with 
members of each pair having the same vowel quality but contrasting in length). 
Similar "eight-vowel" systems, including the feature of contrastive length, can be 
found in other Kainji languages. Gerhardt (1989, 368) cites vowel systems within 
Plateau and Kainji having from five to nine distinct vowel qualities. Ut-Ma'in, a 
Kainji language closely related to C'Lela, is identified in Rebecca Smith's thesis 
(2007, 10-11) as having eight contrasting vowel qualities as well as a phonemic 
vowel length contrast. Contrasts are displayed for C'Lela in data set (204). 
 
(204) Vowel Contrasts  

a. [i] vs. [i:]  [t͡ʃ-kʷìɾí]  'misery' 
        [t͡ʃ-kʷì:ɾù]  'mounds (of hoed soil)' 

b.  [i] vs. [ɘ]  [və-kíɾú]  'small narrow drum' 
        [kɘɾ́ú]   'short cut' 

c. [ɘ] vs. [ɘ:]  [gɘǵú]   'groin' 
        [gɘ:́gù]   'chosen spouse' 

d. [ɘ] vs. [u]  [ɘs̀ɘ]́   'suckle breast' 
        [ùsɘ]́   'rub (e.g. oil)' 

e. [u] vs. [u:]  [kə-dútú]  'lumbar region' 
        [dú:tú]   'necessity' 

f. [e] vs. [e:]  [tʃ͡ètò]   'father' 
        [t͡ʃè:tá]   'pepper' 

g. [e] vs. [ɛ]  [hétè]   'make someone fall (in wrestling)' 
        [hɛt̀ɛ]́   'give way' 

h. [ɛ] vs. [ɛ:]  [s-pɛt̀ɛ]̀   'splinters' 
        [s-pɛ:́tɛ]̀  'months' 
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(204), Vowel contrast, cont'd. 
i. [o] vs. [o:]  [ʔòpà]   'tick' 

        [ʔó:pá]   'ten' 
j. [o] vs. [ɔ]  [jògò]   'guinea fowl' 

        [jɔg̀ò]   'pied crow' 
k. [ɔ] vs [ɔ:]  [ʔɔḿɔ]̀   'dog' 

        [kʲɔ:́mɔ]̀  'sheep' 
l. [ɛ] vs. [a]  [kɛg̀ɛ]̀   'stork' 

        [kàgà]   'unprocessed iron' 
m. [a] vs. [a:]  [màkà]   'jump' 

        [mà:ká]   'measure' 
n. [ɔ] vs. [a]  [kɔb̀ɔ]́   'buffalo' 

        [skàbó]  'ribs' 
 
Nasalized vowels also occur in C'Lela pronunciation but section 2.4 argues for their 
interpretation as /VN/ (Vowel plus Nasal consonant) sequences. 

2.3 Syllable and Word Patterns 
The syllable patterns observed in C'Lela noun and verb roots are: CV, CVC, and 
CVCC,12 with CV as the most pervasive. Examples of each pattern are shown with 
bold type in (205). 
 
(205) C'Lela Syllable Patterns 
CV  zé    'say, think' 
   bù.kú  'tomorrow' 
   səlàl.kò 'message' 
 
  

                                           
 
 
12 where C = consonant and V= vowel. In the examples, a syllable division within roots is 
indicated by a dot (.) and division between class-marking prefix and noun root by a hyphen (-).  
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(205) C'Lela Syllable Patterns, cont'd. 
CVC  dòg.nò  'antelope' 
   bɛɾ́.ɡɛ ́  'swallow' (type of bird) 
 
CVCC bɘt̀k.sɘ ́ 'expose' 
 
Hoffmann (1967, 241) observes that C'Lela noun roots “show a much greater variety 
in their phonological shapes than the usual CV or CVCV patterns that tend to be 
regarded . . . as typical for languages in the Western Sudan [western Sub-Saharan 
Africa].” The data of (206) confirm the validity of this statement and show that it 
extends to C'Lela verb roots. 
 
The word patterns most frequently observed are CV, CV.CV, CV.CV.CV, and 
CVC.CV. These four common word patterns are displayed in the first four sections of 
(206). The final three sections show two trisyllabic word patterns (CVC.CV.CV and 
CV.CVC.CV) and one disyllabic pattern (CVCC.CV). These patterns, though 
infrequent in C'Lela, are the best interpretation of how the data in (206e,f,g) should 
be syllabified.13 
  
Five observations about C'Lela syllable and word structure can be made in reference 
to the data of (206). 

1. No C'Lela roots end unambiguously in a final consonant (Cf); 
2. C'Lela disyllabic roots have an abundance of word-medial consonants (Cm), 

both in the coda of the first syllable and the onset of the second syllable; 
3. C'Lela root-initial syllables have mandatory initial consonants (Ci); 

  

                                           
 
 
13 The alternative, positing a CCV pattern, is problematic for the examples of (206e,f,g): CCV is a 
syllable pattern not attested in C'Lela, and the branching onset (CC) often violates the principle of 
sonority sequencing. The branching coda of CVCC faces neither of these problems. 
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4. The full repertory of C'Lela syllable patterns is found only in the first syllable 
of disyllabic roots; 

5. In the isolation form of C'Lela nouns, consonantal noun-class prefixes are best 
interpreted as extrasyllabic consonants. 

 
 (206) Syllable & Word Patterns in C'Lela Roots14  
a. (px-)CV, as in 
[zé]     'say, think' 
[t͡ʃé]      'tree' 
[pà:]    'hawk'  
[kò:]     'frog' 
[ì-lɛ]́   'hometown' 
[ù-bù:]  'house'  
[də-ɡá:] 'mush' (staple 
                 starch food) 

b. (px-)CV.CV, as in 
[ké.bà]   'star' 
[bù.kú] 'tomorrow' 
[ì-dò.ɾò]  'pot'   
[dó:.ɾè]   'nine' 
[jɘ:́.ɾù]    'eight' 
[əd-bɘ.̀tɘ]̀ 'stomach'    
[səʔù.ɾú] 'walls'    

c. (px-)CV.CV.CV,  as in 
[mà.ɡà.zè] 'elder sibling'  
[t͡ʃà.ɾá.ké]  'potion' 
[bà.kà.sá]  'remember' 
[kù.lì.sí]  'hit one's head 
            against something' 
[bɛ.̀sɛ.̀tɛ]̀  'last-born child' 
[kəpɛ.́lɛ.́tò]   'Fulani' 
[kà:jálà]   'Fiscal Shrike'          

d. (px-)CVC.CV,  as in 
[bɛɾ́.ɡɛ]́    'swallow' (n) 
[dòɡ.nò]   'antelope' 
[ʔɔb̀.kɔ]̂    'bush fowl' 
[ʔɘɾ̀ə.mɘ]̂   'man' 
[bɛl̀.vɛ]̀  'turn head' 
[səlàl.kò]  'message' 
[kəkùk.bû]   'claw'      

e. CVC.CV.CV, as in 
[bàs.né.mà] 'fig tree' 
[kún.tɔ.̀mɔ]̀ 'fruit bat' 
[kát͡ʃ.kà.là]  'bustard'              

g. (px-)CVCC.CV, as in 
[bàzɡə.nà]   'twine plant' 
[káɾəɡ.sà]    'gather'  
[kɔm̀ɡə.nɔ]̀  'cotton silk 
                    tree' 
[bɘt̀k.sɘ]́     expose 
[ʔàsk.sé]  'bathe (oneself)' 
[kə-sɘp̀k.nɘ]̀   'fish trap' 

f. CV.CVC.CV, as in 
[bɔ.́ɡɘm̀.bɔ]̂  'egret' 
[hí.ɾɘɾ̀.mù] 'medicinal 
                  herb' 

 
It is appropriate to relate the first three observations to the general statement 
Gerhardt makes about the structure of word stems in Kainji and Platoid languages. 
He gives the "canonical shape of stems" as "CiV(Cf) for monosyllabic stems and 

                                           
 
 
14 All class marker prefixes are marked off with hyphens and symbolized as (px-) in the word 
templates of (206). The parentheses indicate that the prefix is not considered as part of the word 
pattern demonstrated by the root.  
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CiVCmV(Cf) for disyllabic stems." (1989, 368). The lack of a final consonant in C'Lela 
roots (Observation 1) is consistent with Gerhardt's statement, as is Observation 3 
about mandatory initial consonants. Observation 2, concerning word-medial 
consonants, shows that C'Lela is not typical of Kainji and Plateau languages in this 
regard: Gerhardt's canonical shape of a disyllabic stem does not include the 
possibility of a coda to the first syllable let alone a branching coda as we see in the 
data of (206g), such as bɘt̀k.sɘ́ 'expose'.  
 
The distinctives of C'Lela word and syllable structure can be explored further by 
expanding on each of the five observations in turn. 
 
We observed first that none of the C'Lela roots shown in (206) end in a final 
consonant. However, Section 2.4 of this paper demonstrates that C'Lela roots exist 
which can (and arguably should) be interpreted as ending in a final consonant. Two 
such roots are ù-t͡ʃón 'ear' and gɘ̀w 'locust', but note the possibility of interpreting 
these with CV syllables as ù-t͡ʃṍ and gɘ̀ᵘ. 
 
A further comment from Gerhardt's overview pertains to the second observation: 
"Abutting consonants in [word-]medial position are quite rare and in most cases 
indicative of compounds." (1989, 369) The presence of unambiguous CVC and CVCC 
patterns in the first syllable of disyllabic C'Lela roots (such as ʔàsk.sé 'bathe' in 
(206g)) is a notable exception to the first half of Gerhardt's statement, i.e. C'Lela has 
clustering of two or three consonants word-medially. CVC and CVCC syllables are 
also attested in close linguistic relatives of C'Lela. Dukawa has o-kɔt́ 'bush' and 
ɨr-geks 'neck' (Heath and Heath 1997, 2.7, 2.3) and U̱t-Ma'in has u-dàk 'ground' and 
ɘt-dɘs̀t 'choosing' (Smith 2007, 14). The difference for these two languages is that 
the C or CC coda is word-final, not word-medial. There is evidence that the 
clustering of C'Lela word-medial consonants need not be "indicative of compounds", 
as the second half of Gerhardt's statement would suggest. Lexical differences in 
C'Lela dialects, originally mentioned in sociolinguistic survey interviews, could well 
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arise from diachronic loss of word-medial vowel(s) from polysyllabic CVCVCV… 
stems, as shown in (207).15 
 
(207) Diachronic Loss of Word-medial Vowels Between Dialects of C'Lela 

(Dettweiler and Dettweiler 1993, 6)16 
   Ribah dialect    Zuru dialect  Gloss 
 a.  [ʔɘɾ̀ɘḿɘ]̀     [ʔɘɾ̀mɘ]̂    'man' 
 b.  [t͡ʃə-kʷɘǹɘb́ɘ]̀    [t͡ʃə-kʷɘǹəbɘ]̂  'okra' 
  
The third observation, that C'Lela root-initial syllables have mandatory consonantal 
onsets, was also noted by Hoffmann (1967, 241) Roots which appear to be 
vowel-initial may be regarded as beginning with a root-initial glottal stop, more 
noticeable when the root is preceded by a prefix.17  
 
The fourth observation notes that the full repertory of syllable patterns – CV, CVC, 
and CVCC – is found only in the first syllable of disyllabic roots. Most C'Lela roots 
are either monosyllabic or disyllabic. Roots or stems of three and four syllables are 
not unknown, but many of these involve reduplication of syllables or are formed by 
the compounding of morphemes e.g. the four-syllable word dadgɘmlɛndɛ 'spider' is 
said to be a compound of dadga 'spread' and m-lɛndɛ 'thread'. (Dictionary: C'Lela-
English-Hausa, 33,139)  
 

                                           
 
 
15 On this hypothesis, the Ribah dialect would be considered to retain the older pronunciation of 
these roots.  
16 Tone diacritics were added and vowel length corrections were made by the author and checked 
with a native speaker of C'Lela (S. Dettweiler 2015a, 6) . 
17 Another context where the root-initial glottal shows itself is in the derivation of a 
benefactive form of the verb. (S. Dettweiler 2005) For some verbs this derivation includes 
labialization of the root-initial consonant. Compare the following two items: 
(1) /ɡɔtɔ/ 'watch' → /ɡʷɛtɛ me/ 'watch for me'  
(2) /ʔɔmɔ/ 'pick up' → /ʔʷɛmɛ me/ 'pick up for me'. 
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The fifth observation pertains more generally to the phonemic status of the vowel 
rendered in the phonetic transcriptions of (206) as a superscripted schwa (whether 
as əC or as Cə). This vowel is shown sometimes between word-medial consonants, 
particularly when they are voiced. It should be considered a non-phonemic 
transitional vowel in that context, not as a syllable nucleus. For example, in (206g) 
[bàzɡə.nà] 'twine plant' and [káɾəɡ.sà] 'gather' are phonemically /bazgna/ and 
/kargsa/.18 A similar interpretation is posited when the superscripted schwa occurs 
next to a consonantal C'Lela noun-class prefix. These prefixes could be interpreted 
instead as evidence of a syllabic C (for prefixes m- and s-) or VC (for prefixes d- and 
v-) or CV syllable pattern (for prefixes k- and t͡ʃ-). This interpretation, however, 
introduces two new syllable patterns which are attested only in this context, never 
within lexical roots. The author's earlier sketch of C'Lela phonology (S. Dettweiler 
2002b, 9) argues that the consonantal noun-class prefixes are best interpreted (at 
the periphery of nouns in isolation as in (206)) as extrasyllabic consonants, i.e. 
"shielded" from syllabification in this context. (Kenstowicz 1994, 274) No evidence 
to contravene that interpretation has been forthcoming in the interim. So the 
examples in (206a,d) with consonantal class markers would be shown phonemically 
as /d-gá:/ 'mush', /s-làlkò/ 'message' and /k-kùkbû/ 'claw'.  
 

2.4 Interpretation of Ambiguous Segments and Sequences 
The unambiguous syllable patterns established in Section 2.3 can now be used in 
determining the interpretation of ambiguous segments and sequences. 
 
Since there is no unambiguous example of a syllable pattern without a consonantal 
onset, we interpret close vocoids [i] and [u] in syllable onset position as consonants 
/j/ and /w/ respectively, as in (208). 
 

                                           
 
 
18 There is free variation among speakers in where transitional vowels are pronounced between 
consonants.  
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(208) [i] or [u] in Syllable Onset: Interpret as Consonants /j/ or /w/ 
 a. [íá.là]  /jálà/  'beans'    b.  [ùè.ɡá]/wèɡá/ 'point out' 
 c. [ù-ìò.bó]  /ù-jòbó/ 'share, piece'  d. [à-úɘ:́]/à-wɘ:́/  'death' 
  
There is no unambiguous example of a CC syllable onset or of a CVV syllable. 
Therefore a sequence of contoid-plus-close-vocoid is interpreted as a single 
palatalized or labialized consonant, as in (209a,b,d,e), unless the close vocoid is the 
syllable nucleus as in (209c,f). 
 

(209) Consonant Followed by Close Vocoid in Syllable Onset: Interpret as 
Single C 
 a. [gìò.bó]  /gʲòbó/ 'dung beetle'   b. [híá:]  /hʲá:/   'fall' 
 c. [ɾì.sì]  /rìsì/   ‘hedgehog’    d. [tùè.ɾé]  /tʷèré/   'tail' 
 e. [gùà:]  /gʷà:/ 'sow (seed)'   f. [gùdə.gù]  /gùdgù/ ‘jump up’ 
 

Similarly, the contoid sequences [tʃ] and [dʒ] are interpreted as single consonants 
when in onset position, because no C'Lela syllable pattern has a branching onset. So 
they are interpreted as affricates /t͡ʃ/ and /d͡ʒ/, as in (210a,b,c). The argument for 
interpreting a labialized affricate /t͡ʃʷ/ as single-consonant onset in the first syllable 
of (208d) is twofold – a branching onset is disallowed and a CVV interpretation of 
the syllable /tʃ͡ùè/ (i.e. branching nucleus) is also disallowed as unattested in C'Lela.  
 

(210) Sequences [tʃ] and [dʒ]19 and [tʃw]: Interpret as Single C 
 a. [tʃè.tʃè]        /tʃ͡èt͡ʃè/   'fish with spiked fins' 
 b. [dʒò.pó]       /d͡ʒòpó/  'night' 
 c. [dʒágə.ɾà]       /d͡ʒágrà/  'pick up in pieces' 
 d. [tʃwè.tʃé] / [tʃùè.tʃé]   /tʃ͡ʷèt͡ʃé/  'scorpion' 
 e. [də-kʷìtʃə.bì]      /d-kʷìt͡ʃbì/  'heap' 
 

                                           
 
 
19 Many modern lects of C'Lela include /d͡ʒ/. It is often a free variant of /gʲ/. For example 
(210b) /d͡ʒòpó/ has variant /gʲòpó/ 'night'. /t͡ʃ/ is much more frequent in the C'Lela lexicon.  
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The rationale changes when the sequence [tʃ] is in the syllable coda as in (210e). A 
branching coda is attested in C'Lela, but C'Lela has no /ʃ/ as an independent 
phoneme. So /t͡ʃ/ must be interpreted as a non-branching coda20 in this example. 
 

Some C'Lela roots (most of them monosyllabic) close with an ambiguous two-vocoid 
sequence [Vi] or [Vu]. Data set (211) shows a sample of roots with such a sequence. 
Three interpretations of these sequences are recommended for consideration (Payne 
and Burquest 1993, 108-117): 

(1) as a VV sequence, /Vi/ or /Vu/ 
(2) as a diphthong (a single vowel), /Vj/ or / Vw/ 
(3) as a VC sequence, /Vj/ or /Vw/ 

 
Interpretation (1) would require positing a new syllable type, CVV. This type has no 
unambiguous attestation in C'Lela. This is an undesirable interpretation because 

(a) while the first vocoid can be any of the eight C'Lela vowels, the second is 
restricted to being either [i] or [u]; 

(b) the sequence always occurs in a word-final syllable, so the CVV syllable 
would have a limited distribution within the word; 

  
Interpretation (2) requires positing a large number of vowel diphthongs since at 
least ten such two-vocoid sequences have been observed in C'Lela roots. The main 
advantage of this interpretation is that it avoids adding a syllable type, since CV is 
the only unambiguously attested word-final syllable type. However, the positing of 
diphthongs has the following drawbacks: 

(a) It would add a large number of vowels to the phonemic inventory. 
(b) The diphthongs would have limited distribution in that they could only occur 

in word-final syllables.  
  

                                           
 
 
20 /t͡ʃ/ (written as <c>) is also the prefix marking nouns in C'Lela's class 6. In this 
morpheme and its agreement markers it is frequently in a syllable coda position.  
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(c) The diphthongs would act differently from other single-vowel units that 
occur in word-final position. For example, the plural of most C'Lela Class 1 
nouns is formed by adding a suffix -nV, where V is a copy of the root-final 
vowel. So we have singular/plural pairs such as dʷìɾì 'hyena'  dʷìɾìnì 
'hyenas' and ʔɔḿɔ ̀ 'dog'  ʔɔḿnɔ ̀ 'dogs'. Thus we would expect the plural of 
ʔàgâʷ 'bee-eater' to be ʔàgáʷnàʷ with the full diphthong copied, but it in fact 
is ʔàgáʷnò 'bee-eaters'. 

 
Interpretation (3), interpreting a [Vi] or [Vu] sequence as a VC sequence, has one 
drawback. This is the lack of attestation of an unambiguous CVC syllable pattern 
word-finally in C'Lela. There are, however, unambiguous CVC syllables that are not 
word-final. Also, other closely-related Kainji languages, including Dukawa and 
U̱t-Ma'in (as shown on p.19), have unambiguous word-final CVC syllables. Two 
related sets of observations support the CVC interpretation. 

(a) C'Lela prohibits the following four patterns word-finally: [CV.je], [CV.ji], 
[CV.wo], and [CV.wu]. This prohibition suggests that the /CVj/ and /CVw/ 
sequences arose over time from the systematic total elision of the word-final 
vowel in this kind of phonological context. 

(b) This interpretation is successful in predicting the quality of the suffix vowel 
that surfaces in two inflections that add an -nV suffix to noun roots: a 
construction that adds an á proclitic as well as an –nV suffix to indicate 
instrumentality or accompaniment (as in 211a and b), and plural formation 
for Class 1 nouns (as in 211c and d). 

 
(211) Two-vocoid Sequences [Vi] and [Vu]: Interpret as /Vj/ and /Vw/ 
 vocoid 

sequence 
CVC inter-
pretation 

gloss posited historical 
form of root (CV1CV2) 

with -nV2 suffix 

a. [ei] /t͡ʃ-téj/ 'saliva' *[téjè] /á t͡ʃ-téjnè/ 
'with saliva' 

b. [ɘi] /à-bɘj̀/ 'lower 
back' 

*[bɘj̀ì] /á à-bɘj̀nì/ 
'with back' 
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(211) Two-vocoid Sequences, cont'd. 
c. [ɘu] /gɘẁ/ 'locust' 

 
*[gɘẁù] /gɘẁnù/ 'locusts' 

d. [au] /ʔàgâw/ 'bee-eater' *[ʔàgáwò] /ʔàgáwnò/ 'bee-eaters' 
 
If this interpretation of word-final two-vocoid sequences is accepted, it suggests a 
solution for two other interpretation issues: 

(a) It recommends including long vowels in the vowel inventory of C'Lela (see 
Section 2.2) rather than furnishing the sole evidence, at best ambiguous, for 
a CVV syllable pattern. 

(b) It favors excluding nasalized vowels from the vowel inventory, and 
interpreting them instead as allophones of a VN sequence (see Section 2.7.1 
for the rule of complementary distribution). This interpretation is “at no 
expense”, since it extends to the word-final context a CVC pattern already 
established unambiguously. 

 

2.5 Distribution of Phonemes 

2.5.1 Distribution of Consonants 
As mentioned in Section 2.3 concerning syllable structure, the greatest variety of 
C'Lela syllable types is observed in the initial syllable of disyllabic roots. The 
following restrictions have been observed on consonants in this syllable: 

1. The onset position is filled by any consonant except [ŋ]. 
2. The coda position(s), whether one or two, cannot be filled by any palatalized 

or labialized consonant or by [ʔ] or [h].. 
3. If the coda position is filled by a consonant cluster C1C2, C1 may be any 

obstruent, nasal, or liquid that is not palatalized or labialized. C2 may be any 
obstruent (except palatalized or labialized obstruents). C1 and C2 need not be 
assimilated in place or manner of articulation. 

The examples of Data Set (212) demonstrate some of these restrictions on consonant 
distribution. 
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(212) Consonant Distribution in C'Lela Roots 
a. [mɛŋ̀.kɛ]̀   'rain' 
b. [sɛǹə.kɛ]̀   'bush mouse' 
c. [bàzgə.nà]  'plant for twine' 
d. [ʔìp.kù]   'question' 
e. [də-kʷɘǹə.bɘ]̂ 'okra' 
f. [ɾèm.bá]   'fig tree' 
g. [kɘm̀p.lɘ]̀  species of grass 
h. [hʲu ̀.hʲû]   species of large reptile 

 
It appears that the onset position of non-initial syllables (which are almost always 
CV syllables) can be filled by any consonant except [ʔ], [ŋ] or [d͡ʒ]. Palatalized and 
labialized consonants have not been observed in this position either, except where 
there is a reduplication of the word-initial syllable (see 212h). 
 

2.5.2 Distribution of Vowels 
One of the primary features of C'Lela's vowel system is that of vowel harmony (cf. 
Dettweiler (2000b)). The harmonic system is quite pervasive in that almost all noun 
and verb roots have their vowels drawn from one of two disjoint sets of vowels, 
[+high] or [-high].21 These two sets of C'Lela vowels are indicated in (213). The 
vowel height harmony in C'Lela roots is then illustrated by the data in (214) and 
(215). 
 
 
  

                                           
 
 
21 Many but not all of the apparent exceptions to this vowel harmony can be identified as loan words 
from Hausa, compound words, or disharmonic dialectal variants of roots that are harmonic in other 
dialects. 
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(213) Disjoint Sets of C'Lela Vowels  
                     i                              u            [+high] 
                                    ɘ 
              --------------------------------------------------- 
                        e                        o               [-high] 
                            ɛ    ɔ 
                                    a  
 
(214) Roots with [+high] Internal Vowel Harmony 

a. [d-tɘǹdì] 'nest' 
b. [ʔɘɾ̀əmɘ]̂ 'man' 
c. [t͡ʃə-ɾìnɘ]̀ 'charcoal' 
d. [kə-pɘɾ̀ú] 'flower' 

 
(215) Roots with [-high] Internal Vowel Harmony 

a. [kʷèsá] 'show' 
b. [əd-dàksò] 'sole (of foot)' 
c. [t͡ʃə-gʲɔm̀bò] 'eyebrows' 
d. [sòmá] 'run' 

 
C'Lela exhibits a tendency to have identical vowels in both syllables of its disyllabic 
stems. This is a widespread tendency of African languages - for example, Berom, 
with its seven-vowel system, has this property "in 80.8% of all disyllabic stems" 
(Gerhardt 1989, 368). The tendency is not as strong, however, for C'Lela stems. 
Based on the table of vowel distribution given in Dettweiler (2000b, 7), the 
occurrence of identical vowels is calculated as only 61% (158 out of 260) for C'Lela 
disyllabic stems.  
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(216) Vowel Distributions in Disyllabic C'Lela Stems (S. Dettweiler 2000b, 7) 

 
 

2.6 Vowel Length 
There is contrastive vowel length in C'Lela. In terms of phonetics, we could say 
there is a three-way contrast. We have already seen that a very brief transitional 
vowel, represented phonetically as raised schwa [ə], frequently occurs between 
consonants in a cluster. Second, all eight C'Lela vowels can occur as the nucleus of 
CV and CVC syllables. Third, all eight vowels can occur in lengthened form.  
 
In Section 2.3 we briefly presented the argument that the transitional vowel [ə] 
should not be considered a phoneme. Section 2.2 demonstrated that there is a 
phonemic contrast between long and short vowels. The question that remains in this 
section concerns the nature of the environment in which we find this contrast 
between long and short vowels. 
 
Vowel length contrast has been observed primarily in root words, usually noun roots 
or verb roots. The contrast is most often observed in a disyllabic root in which the 
time taken to pronounce the vowel of the first syllable is significantly longer than 
the time taken on the vowel of the second syllable. Such a root will sometimes 
contrast in meaning with another disyllabic root in which the vowel of both 
syllables is the same length. The data of (217) is a sample of the vowel length 
contrasts to be found in C'Lela noun roots. A few examples of short vowels in 
monosyllabic roots are also included. Tone seems to be unrelated to vowel length in 
any predictable fashion. 
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(217) Contrastive Vowel Length in C'Lela Noun Roots 
Phonetic Token  Gloss 

a. [ʔɘḱù]      'ancestor' 
b. [və-gɘ:̀ɾù]    'root' 
c. [əv-pɛt̀ɛ]̀     'splinter' 
d. [pɛ:́tɛ]̀      'month' 
e. [ì-dòɾò]     'pot' 
f. [dò:ɾó]     'mortar' 
g. [də-hí]      'head' 
h. [hì:]      'guinea corn' 
i. [də-t͡ʃé]     'wooden stool' 
j. [də-gá:]     'staple food' 

 
It has been argued (S. Dettweiler 2012d) that C'Lela has contrastive vowel length. 
The contrast is easily perceived and measured between vowel lengths of adjacent 
syllables in disyllabic roots. Examples of short vowels in monosyllabic roots are 
much less frequent, and it is difficult to demonstrate and measure contrast except in 
phrase-medial contexts. However, the conclusion of Dettweiler (2012d, 235) is that 
long vowels should be written wherever it is clear that they occur phonemically. 
 

2.7 Morphophonological Processes 

2.7.1 Distribution of Nasalized Vowels 
C'Lela vowels are always nasalized when they occur as nucleus of a CVN syllable, 
that is, one with a nasal stop in the coda. The environments in which a nasalized 
vowel can occur apart from a nasal stop are limited to these: 

1. a word-medial or phrase-medial environment, when immediately preceding a 
syllable with a ‘weak’ onset such as /j/, /w/, /ʔ/, /h/, /hʷ/, /hʲ/, /r/, or /rʷ/. 

2. a phrase-final environment, i.e. when immediately preceding a pause. 
These environmental constraints are illustrated by the data of (218). 
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(218) Occurrence of Nasalized Vowels 
Environments with nasalized vowel only Environments with vowel plus nasal stop 
a. [be j́à]   'rice'        b. [də-gɔ ńdɔ]́   'navel' 
c. [t͡ʃə-t͡ʃṍ]  'ears'        d. [t͡ʃṍn t͡ʃə-ɾi]  'my ears' 
e. [bùk tú-la ]́ 'tomorrow he will come'  f. [tú-la ḿ bùkú]  'he will come' tomorrow' 

As already suggested in Section 2.4, one implication of this complementary 
distribution is that [CṼ] can be interpreted as /CVN/ in all environments. 

2.7.2 Homorganic Nasal Assimilation across Word Boundaries 
In (219), the examples in the left-hand column illustrate homorganic nasal 
assimilation across a word boundary. Within words, assimilation of nasals to the 
place of articulation of the following consonant occurs but is not mandatory, as 
shown in the right-hand column of (219). 
 
(219) Nasal Assimilation and Non-assimilation 
nasal assimilation across word boundaries non-assimilation of word-medial nasals 
/ɘǹ/ + /bù:rî/ -> [ɘm̀.bù:.ɾî] 
'in'      'my house'      'in my house' 

[d-kʷɘǹ.bɘ]̂  'piece of okra'  
  (but cf.  [kèm.pá]  'lad') 

/làn/ + /tɛǹtɛ/̀ -> [làn.tɛń.tɛ]̀ 
'coming'  'today'        'coming today' 

[k-t͡ʃòm.tè] 'messenger' 
  (but cf. [kún.t͡ʃù]  'pestle') 

/kán/+/kónà/    -> [káŋ.kó.nà] 
'one.of'  'begging'        'beggar' 

  /ɔǹɔ/̀  +  /-k-/       ->   [ɔń.kɔ]̀ 
'well up'   perfective        'welled up' 

 

2.7.3 Word-Final Vowel Elision 
Many C'Lela morphemes consisting of two or more syllables drop their final vowel 
in a fast-speech context. To put it another way, the final vowel of these words 
undergoes elision whenever the word occurs in the middle of a phrase (as opposed 
to when it occurs in isolation or immediately before a pause). It appears that the 
majority of C'Lela words of two or more syllables undergo this elision when not 
phrase-final. However, it is also apparent that a minority of polysyllabic words 
retain their final vowel in precisely the same context. (220) displays examples both 
of words which undergo final vowel elision and words which do not. 
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(220) Word-final Vowel Elision and Retention in a Phrase-medial Context22 
pre-pause word form  word form otherwise elision? 
[dáptá]    'mantis' [dáptáʔèlló]   'there is a mantis' no 
[dàptà]   'monkey' [dàptʔèlló]    'there is a monkey' yes 
[hʷèɾá]   'rest' [túhʷèɾátáhnà]   'he will rest here' no 
[ʔèsá]   'stand' [túʔéstáhnà]    'he will stand here' yes 
[gʷì:mì]  'leopard' [gʷì:mnì]    'leopards' yes 
[dʷìɾì]    'hyena' [dʷìɾìnì]    'hyenas' no 
 
Carl Hoffmann, in his article on C'Lela nouns, observed this phenomenon of 
word-final vowel elision and posited that it was lexically, not phonologically, 
conditioned (1967, 242). I agree with Hoffmann that there is no phonological rule 
that can be used to predict which morphemes display this elision. Instead, 
knowledge of the lexicon alone determines whether the vowel is elided or retained 
in a phrase-medial context. 
 

2.7.4 Epenthesis of the Near-Close Central Vowel 
Another widespread phenomenon in C'Lela morphology is the epenthesis of the 
near-close central vowel, denoted [ɘ] in this paper. Unlike "word-final vowel 
elision", ɘ-epenthesis is phonologically predictable. This epenthesis is C'Lela's main 
strategy for resyllabifying words and phrases in which morphological processes have 
produced clusters of three or more consonants. (221) demonstrates this. 
 
Though it is phonologically predictable, the process of epenthesis is not stated as a 
phonological rule in this paper. Junko Itô (A prosodic theory of epenthesis 1989) 
has convincingly argued that epenthesis should not be explained in terms of 
language-specific phonological rules but in terms of the syllable template of the 
language providing appropriate 'sites' for epenthesis. This is the terminology used in 

                                           
 
 
22 Tone marks are shown in this data to help demonstrate that tone does not provide a phonological 
explanation for the vowel elision phenomenon. 
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accounting for the data of (221). Section 2.3 of this paper provides the relevant 
information concerning the syllable patterns of C'Lela. 
 
(221) Epenthesis as a Strategy for Resyllabifying 
* intermediate stage – needs resyllabification 
Sites with No Epenthesis/Comment Sites with Epenthesis / Comment 
a. [nèmà]  + [-nV]   [nèm.nà] 
    'bird'          plural       'birds' 

b. [ʔòblâ]  + [-nV]   [ʔòblnâ]* 
                          [ʔò.bɘĺ.nà] 
    'snake'         pl.         'snakes' 

(The example to the right shows the 
epenthetic ɘ surfacing at a different site  
than  in the  example above it, due to final 
vowel elision, as already explained in 
section 2.7.3.) 

c. [ʔòblnâ] + [zádá]  [ʔòb.lɘń.zá.dá] 
    'snakes'       'are not'   'there are no snakes' 

d. [kʲɔk̀sò] + [-nV]   [kʲɔk̀s.nò] 
   'cockroach'   pl.       'cockroaches' 

e. [lɔg̀mɔ]̂  + [-nV]    [lɔg̀mnɔ]̂* 
                                [lɔ.̀gɘḿ.nɔ]̀ 
   'elephant'      pl.         'elephants' 

f. [kùgətú] + [-kV]  [kùgət.kú] 
   'kneel'        PFV1      'knelt' 
(by contrasting with the example to the 
right, note the significance of the ordering 
of voiced and voiceless consonants in 
determining whether or not epenthesis 
occurs) 

g. [kɛk̀lɛ]́  + [-kV]    [kɛk̀lkɛ]́* 
                                [kɛ.̀kɘĺ.kɛ]̀ 
   'laugh'        PFV1        'laughed' 
 

 
All the examples of (221) are based on adding either an –nV or a –kV suffix (where 
the V is a copy of the root-final vowel), usually followed by deletion of the root-final 
vowel.23 (221a,b,d,e) each illustrate pluralization of a noun of the animate class. 
(221f,g) illustrate how the –kV suffix puts a verb in the perfective aspect. These 

                                           
 
 
23 The final vowel is retained on some lexical items 
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morphological processes both frequently (but not always) produce a need for 
resyllabification and hence a site for epenthesis. This kind of suffixation is a 
widespread phenomenon in C'Lela. 

2.7.5 Anticipatory Assimilation of Obstruents across Morpheme Boundaries 
When morphemes come together, it has been observed that obstruents often 
assimilate across the morpheme boundary. The examples cited in (222) show that 
this assimilation is anticipatory (that is, C1 assimilates to C2). In (222a) there is 
optional assimilation in voicing (the obstruents already share place and manner of 
articulation). In (222b) there is assimilation in both voicing and in manner of 
articulation. 
 
(222) Assimilation of Obstruents 

a. [dò:gá] + [-kV]  [dò:gə.kâ] ~ [dò:k.kâ] 
    'return'      PFV1      'returned' 
b. [kʷɛz̀]  + [t͡ʃ-ʔíllɘ]̀   [kʷɛz̀t͡ʃʔíllɘ]̀*    [kʷɛt̀t͡ʃ.ʔíl.lɘ]̀              
    'twenty'     'two'                                        'forty' 
 

2.8 Lexical Tone 
C'Lela has two levels of lexical tone, namely high [H] and low [L]. This is illustrated 
in (223) for monosyllabic noun roots and in (224) for disyllabic noun roots. Note 
the minimal pairs in (223e & k) showing emic contrast between [ge ]́ 'river' and [ge ]̀ 
‘species of tree’, with H and L tone patterns respectively.  
 
(223) Lexical Tone Patterns in Monosyllabic Noun Roots 

Note: (px-) indicates class marker prefix. 
(px-) L (px-) H 
a. [də-wɘ:̀]    'pit' 
b. [kò:]         'frog' 
c. [hì:]         'guinea corn' 
d. [wɛ:̀]        'year' 
e. [ge ]̀          species of tree 
f. [t͡ʃə-gɘj̀]    'wedding' 

g. [də-wɘ:́]  'corpse' 
h. [ù-ná:]    'foot' 
i. [s-hí]       'hair' 
j. [t͡ʃé]        'tree' 
k. [ge ]́         'river' 
l. [t͡ʃə-dáw]  'feces' 
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In (224), note examples of minimal pairs showing emic contrast between L L and H 
H, between L L and L H, and between L L and H L patterns. 
 
(224) Lexical Tone Patterns in Disyllabic Noun Roots 

Note: (px-) indicates class marker prefix. 
(px-) L  L (px-) H L 
a. [nè.mà]   'bird' 
b. [gɔ.̀mɔ]̀   'chief' 
c. [gʷɛ.̀lɛ]̀    'goat' 
d. [hʲù.ɾù]   'stirring stick' 
e. [ɾì.gɘ]̀      'story' 
f. [dàp.tà]    'monkey' 

g. [dʷé:.ɾè]     species of tree 
h. [kʲɔ:́.mɔ]̀     'sheep' 
i. [gɛ.́nɛ]̀         'fish' 
j. [hʲú.ɾù]        'chew-stick tree' 
k. [də-hóɾ.mò]  'shadow/spirit' 
 

(px-) L  H (px-) H  H 
l. [hʷè.lá]      'fire' 
m. [t͡ʃʷè.t͡ʃé]  'scorpion' 
n. [tɔ.̀ɾɔ]́       'neck' 
o. [ʔù.ɾú]     'wall' 
p. [ɾì.gɘ]́      'shea-nut tree' 
q. [dò:.ɾó]   'mortar' 

r. [də-ɾé.mé]    'tongue' 
s. [t͡ʃə-já.má]    'jaws' 
t. [də-gɔń.dɔ]́    'navel' 
u. [əv-dú.mú]   'heart' 
v. [dáp.tá]       'praying mantis' 

 
Another feature of C'Lela is the occurrence, primarily in disyllabic noun roots, of a 
falling [HL] tone. The distribution of the HL tone appears to be restricted as follows: 

1. It is almost always in a word-final CV syllable where the V is phonetically 
long (vowel length was confirmed with speech analyzer software). 

2. The preceding (penultimate) syllable is always low tone. 
3. The penultimate syllable is almost always either a CVC syllable, or a CV 

syllable with a long vowel in the nucleus (the first two examples of data set 
(225) are the only observed exceptions to this). 

 
The data of (225) illustrates these three restrictions on the distribution of HL. 
Examples of disyllabic nouns that meet condition 3 can also be found in all the tone 
patterns shown in (224). However, none of these examples have a phonetically long 
vowel as the nucleus of their final syllable. 
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(225) A Fifth Tone Pattern in Disyllabic Noun Roots 
(px-) L   H L 
a. [ʔà.gâw]     'bee-eater bird' 
b. [də-ʔò.bô:]  'squash' 
c. [nà:.mâ:]    'cow' 
d. [t͡ʃə-kà:.tâ:] 'sandals' 
e. [lɔg̀.mɔ:̂]     'elephant' 
f. [wàɾ.kô:]     'young child' 

 
I am of the opinion that the vowel length in the final syllable is a phonetic correlate 
of the falling tone, and is not phonemic. If the final syllable's vowel length is 
non-phonemic, then (225) provides evidence that L HL is an emic tone pattern for 
disyllabic noun roots, contrasting with the other four patterns L H, L L, H L, and H 
H. 

2.9 Grammatical Tone in Verbal Morphology  
An in-depth study of how a Benue-Congo language like C'Lela is structured should 
not overlook the function of tone in the grammar of the language. This study of tone 
is necessary even though the decision has been taken not to include the marking of 
tone with diacritics in the language's orthography. (Ango 2004, 13) An 
understanding of how tone functions in a language can often guide written 
development of the language in such matters as word division. So it is appropriate 
to briefly explore how verb roots and their inflectional affixes interact tonally before 
leaving the realm of morphophonemics.  
 
C'Lela verb roots, the majority of which are disyllabic or monosyllabic, can be 
shown to each carry one of three distinct tone melodies. The three contrasting 
melodies of the verb roots only become clear with the display of several inflected 
forms for each verb. 
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Data set (226) shows examples of three inflections commonly applied to verbs. The 
unmarked form is given as the verb root and it is glossed with a correspondingly 
minimal form in English as an indication that its interpretation partially depends on 
discourse context.24  
 
(226) Examples of C'Lela Inflectional Verbal Morphology 

Verb Root 
& Posited 
Melody 

Main Perfective  
-kV* 

Main Relative 
Perfective  

-in(e) /-in(i) 

Incompletive 
Imperfective 

Monosyllabic verbs: 
sɔ:̀         'drink' 
(1) L 

ù-sɔ:̀-kɔ ́ 's/he drank' sɔ-̀iné '...that drank' tú-sɔ:̀ 
'he will drink' 

tɔ:́       'leave' 
(2) H 

ù-tɔ:́-kɔ ̀ 'he left' tɔ-́inè '...that left' tú-tɔ:́   
'he will leave' 

tɘ:̀(H)   'chew' 
nɛ:̀(H)    'give' 
(3) L (H)25 

ù-tɘ:̀-kɘ ́   'he chewed' 
ù-nɛ:̀-kɛ ́  'he gave' 

tɘ-̀iní   '...that 
chewed' 
nɛ-̀iné     '...that gave' 

tú-tɘ:́      'he will chew' 
tú-nɛ:́     'he will give' 

Disyllabic verbs with Final Vowel eliding in all word-medial contexts: 
dɔv̀ɔ ̀ 'touch' 
kùmù  'get' 

(1) L 

ù-dɔv́-kɔ ̀ 'he touched' 
 
ù-kúm-kù  'he got' 

dɔv̀-ìnê  
     '...that touched' 
kùm-ìnî '...that got' 

tú-dɔv̀ɔ ̀  
    'he will touch' 
tú-kùmù  'he will get' 

wá:gà 'sweep' 
lɘv́ɘ ̀  'sleep' 

(2) H L 

ù-wá:g-kà  'he swept' 
ù-lɘv́-kɘ ̀    'he slept' 

wá:g-ínè  
   '...that swept' 
lɘv́-ínì   '...that slept' 

tú-wá:gà  
   'he will sweep' 
tú-lɘv́ɘ ̀ 'he will sleep' 

vòsá   'hit' 
gùzú   'wash' 
(3) L H 

ù-vós-kà  'he hit' 
ù-gúz-kù  'she washed' 

vòs-ínè  '...that hit' 
gùz-ínì   
    '...that washed' 

tú-vósá  'he will hit' 
tú-gúzú 'she will wash' 

                                           
 
 
24 This unmarked form can be elicited as the second person singular of the imperative. 
25 The superscripted (H) is used to indicate a floating High tone which is realized in certain 
environments. 
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(226) Examples of C'Lela Inflectional Verbal Morphology, cont'd. 
Disyllabic verbs with Final Vowel retained in some word-medial contexts: 
sɛ:́tɛ ̀   'help' 
 
nóktà   'bring' 

(2) H L 

ù-sɛ:́t-kɛ ̀ 'she helped' 
 
ù-nókt-kà  
        'he brought' 

sɛ:́tɛ-̀inê   
      '... that helped' 
nóktà-inê  
    '... that brought' 

tú-sɛ:́tɛ ̀  
  'she will help' 
tú-nóktà   
  'he will bring' 

ʔùnú    'rise' 
kʷèsá   'show' 

(3) L H 

ù-ʔùnú-kù  'she rose' 
ù-kʷèsá-kà    
     'he showed' 

ʔùnú-inì  'that rose' 
kʷèsá-inè    
     '... that showed' 

tú-ʔúnú   'she'll rise' 
tú-kʷésá 'he'll show'      

* V indicates a copy of the final vowel of the verb root - the unmarked (citation) form always shows 
this final vowel, whether it has the lexical property of being lost or retained in inflected forms. The 
copy vowel usually elides when the inflected form occurs in a phrase-medial context.26  
 
Data sets (227) to (229) show how this inflection surfaces segmentally and tonally 
in conjunction with monosyllabic verb roots carrying the three different tone 
melodies. It is observed that in all three cases the long vowel of the root is 
shortened, the initial suffix vowel /i/ bears the same tone as the now-shortened 
vowel, and the second vowel of the suffix bears the opposite tone (with High tone 
phonetically realized in utterance-final context as a falling tone). This behaviour 
suggests that the initial suffix vowel is toneless and the second suffix vowel is polar. 
 
(227) Monosyllabic Verb Root with Melody 1 – L  
/ ù-sɔ:̀  -inE  /    /ù-sɔì̀né/  '... that s/he drank'  
 3s-drink -RPFV1 
  
  

                                           
 
 
26 The only exception to the copy vowel's elision in this context is predictable from a combination of 
the structural (syllabic) and lexical properties of the verb. The copy vowel is retained for CVCV roots 
where the first vowel is short and the second vowel is lexically marked for retention in inflected 
forms. The final two verbs in (226), ʔùnú 'rise' and kʷèsá 'show' are both examples of this. 
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(228) Monosyllabic Verb Root with Melody 2 – H 
/ ù-tɔ:́  -inE  /    /ù-tɔí́nè/  '... that s/he left'  
 3s-leave -RPFV1 
 
(229) Monosyllabic Verb Root with Melody 3 – L (H) 
/ ù-nɛ:̀ˊ  -inE  /    /ù-nɛì̀né/  '... that s/he gave' 
 3s-give  -RPFV1 
 
Data sets (230) to (232) show how the relative perfective inflection is realized in 
conjunction with disyllabic verb roots carrying the three different tone melodies. In 
all three cases, the second vowel of the root drops and the tone on the final suffix 
vowel is opposite to that of the preceding syllable. Data sets (230) and (231) are 
also analogous to the monosyllabic cases in that the tone on the first suffix vowel 
/i/ matches that on the verb root's first TBU (suggesting the spreading of this tone 
rightward to the first suffix vowel). But in (232) the first suffix vowel bears a High 
tone, opposite to the tone on the initial vowel of the verb root. This could be taken 
to contradict the hypothesis based on the monosyllabic cases. But another possibility 
is that the lexical tone melody on this class of verb roots is actually Toneless High, 
not L H.27 There is no tone to spread rightward from the first syllable, so the floating 
High left behind when the root's second vowel is deleted docks on the first suffix 
vowel. The second suffix vowel takes Low tone. The root's first vowel is assigned 
Low tone by default. 
 
(230) Disyllabic Verb Root with Melody 1 – L L 
 / ù-kùmù  -inE  /    /ù-kùmìní/  '... that s/he got'  
  3s-get   -RPFV1 
 
  

                                           
 
 
27 This is further supported by this melody class's behaviour when inflected for incompletive 
imperfective. 
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(231) Disyllabic Verb Root with Melody 2 – H L 
 / ù-lɘv́ɘ ̀  -inE  /    /ù-lɘv́ínì/   '... that s/he slept'  
  3s-sleep  -RPFV1 
 
(232) Disyllabic Verb Root with Melody 3 – T̄ H28 
 / ù-vosá  -inE  /    /ù-vòsínè/   '... that s/he hit'  
  3s-hit   -RPFV1 
 
Finally, (233) presents an example of a disyllabic verb root which is lexically 
marked as retaining its final vowel. The persistence of the final vowel of the verb 
includes the persistence of the tone it bears. The root's first vowel is assigned Low 
tone by default, i.e. if no High tone docks on it through any tone spreading process. 
 
(233) Disyllabic Verb Root with Melody 3 – T̄ H, and persistent FV 
 / ù-kʷesá  -inE  /     /ù-kʷèsáínè/  '... that s/he showed'  
  3s-show  -RPFV1 
 
A study is in process on whether and how the same tonal perturbations apply when 
adding the relative perfective suffix –inE to verbs of three or more syllables. The 
account presented here is one possible way of accounting for the contrasting 
melodies on the verb forms obtained when inflecting a monosyllabic or disyllabic 
verb root. It is tentatively posited that tonal perturbations brought about in other 
processes of inflectional verbal morphology can also be accounted for by grouping 
C'Lela verbs in three classes according to their tone melody. 

2.10 Summary 
This chapter has demonstrated certain recurrent themes in C'Lela phonology. First, 
constraints on C'Lela syllable structure and word patterns are very useful in 
accounting for morphophonemic processes such as epenthesis. Second, there is a 

                                           
 
 
28 The T̄ ("T-bar") indicates tonelessness - lexically there is no tone autosegment linked to the root's 
initial vowel. 
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definite contrast in C'Lela phonology between the greater syllabic complexity of 
lexical words (we have primarily considered noun roots) and the simplicity of 
functors such as class markers, prepositions, and discourse particles. For example, 
only lexical words have been observed to have unambiguous CVC syllables and 
contrastive vowel length. A third theme of C'Lela phonology is word-final vowel 
elision being lexically conditioned, not phonologically conditioned.  
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3. Lexical Categories 
 
In 2001 when work on this sketch of C'Lela grammar began, a team of my 
colleagues was working hard to prepare the first-ever dictionary of the language, 
giving English and sometimes Hausa equivalents for the various forms identified as 
words.29 It was straightforward enough to categorize prototypical nouns30 and verbs, 
but the dictionary team quickly discovered the limitations of deciding the category 
of more ambiguous word forms such as adjectives, adverbs, and connectives on the 
basis of the properties of supposed English equivalents.  
 
Comments given here (from this early perspective) may not always reflect insights 
into the more formal distributional and structural properties of nouns, verbs, 
modifiers, and grammatical particles. The emphasis is more on the way that various 
categories of words function in C'Lela discourse than on formal definitions. I hope 
that this emphasis will provide a useful overview of the nature of the language's 
words, particularly to those involved in the development of a written standard for 
C'Lela.  
 

3.1 Nouns 
Every C'Lela noun belongs to one of fourteen noun classes.31 Examples of C'Lela 
nouns in context are shown in (301) to (306). An exposition of the morphology of 
the noun class system is deferred to Section 4.1. 
 
                                           
 
 
29 The dictionary (Rikoto, Dictionary: C'Lela-English-Hausa 2002) has 6500 entries, and also 
features "reverse finder" lists for C'Lela words starting from English and Hausa.  
30 Prototypical nouns are "words that express highly and obviously time-stable concepts" - 
e.g. "rock","tree", "house" (T. Payne, 33) 
31 Guided strictly by the number of distinct sets of agreement markers (shown in Section 
4.1), there are twelve noun classes. However, two of these twelve classes can be further 
divided in two on the bases of semantics and pluralization. For convenience, these sub-
classes may sometimes be described as if they were distinct classes. 
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(301) A Representative of Noun Class 6, with Class Prefix t͡ʃ- 
 t͡ʃ-kà:tá 'sandals'  gɔt̀  t͡ʃ-ká:tá.     'Look at sandals.' 
        look.at C6-sandal 
        kà:tá  t͡ʃ-zá    dá.  'There are no sandals.' 
        sandal  AG6-not.be not 
 

(302) A Representative of Noun Class 7, with Class Prefix i- 
 ì-hònò 'calabash'  gɔt̀  í-hònò.     'Look at a calabash.' 
        look.at C7-calabash 
        hòn  í-zá   dá.  'There is no calabash.' 
        calabash AG7-not.be not 
 

(303) A Representative of Noun Class 8M, with Class Prefix m-  
 m-lɛǹdɛ ́ 'cotton thread'  gɔt̀   (ɘ)́m-lɛǹdɛ.́   'Look at cotton thread.' 
           look.at  C8M-thread 
           nɛ:̀ ʔó   lɛǹdɛ ́ m-ɾì.   'Give him my cotton thread.' 
           give 3s.OBJ thread  AG8M-1s.POSS 
 

(304) A Representative of Noun Class 2, with Class Suffix -nV 32 
 kɘt́͡ʃnì 'chickens'  gɔt̀  kɘt́͡ʃ-nì.     'Look at chickens.' 

        look.at chicken-C2 
        kɘt́͡ʃ-(ɘ)̀n ø-zá   dá. 'There are no chickens.' 
        chicken-C2 AG2-not.be not 
 
(305) A Representative of Noun Class 1, with Null Class Prefix  
 gɔm̀ɔ ̀ 'chief'  gɔt̀  ø-gɔḿɔ.̀    'Look at a chief.' 
      look.at C1-chief 

 gɔt̀  gɔḿ v-nɘ.̀   'Look at their chief.' 
      look.at chief AG1-3p.POSS 

                                           
 
 
32 V represents a copy of the root-final vowel. The suffix vowel is normally elided when the 
noun is in phrase-medial position, as the second part of most of these examples shows – 
(301) and (303) are lexical exceptions to phrase-medial vowel elision. 
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(306) A Representative of Noun Class 10, with Null Class Prefix 
 jálà 'beans'  tú-gʷà:   ø-jálà.   'He will plant beans.' 
      3s.ICM-plant  C10-bean 
      gɔt̀  jál ìnló.     'Look at those beans.' 
      look.at bean AG10.that.near.you 
 
(301) to (306) demonstrate some of the structural properties of prototypical nouns. 
These include the following: 
1. The noun displays membership in one of the fourteen C'Lela noun classes by a 

class prefix (for 13 classes) or a class suffix (for Class 2 only). This membership 
is noted in the heading for each example: the nouns of (301) to (303) have class 
prefixes t͡ʃ-, i-, and m- respectively. In (304), kɘ́t͡ʃnì shows Class 2 membership by 
the suffix -ni.  

2. Another way a noun's class membership is shown is by the agreement prefix(es) 
displayed on target elements in noun phrases of which they are the head. Since 
the nouns of (305) and (306) both have a null class prefix, their class 
membership can only be differentiated by reference to their distinct agreement 
prefixes as displayed on target elements in noun phrases of which they are the 
head. In (305), gɔm̀ɔ ̀is shown to be Class 1 because of the v- agreement prefix on 
the possessive pronoun nɘ̀, whereas jálà in (306) shows its membership in Class 
10 by the i- which begins the demonstrative suffix in the second clause.33 

 
The distributional properties of nouns include the following: 
1. A noun can function as the subject of a verb (unmarked position preceding the 

verb) or the object of a verb (unmarked position following the verb). 
2. A noun can follow a preposition as its object. 
3. A noun can head a noun phrase or it can follow a head noun (and be targeted for 

agreement with it). 

                                           
 
 
33 Section 4.1 presents this structural property of nouns more thoroughly and also shows what 
subject agreement prefix is shown when the subject NP is (or is headed by) a noun of each class.   
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3.2 Verbs  
Verbs can be distinguished from nouns by the following grammatical properties: 
1. They can take a variety of suffixes which indicate the verb's aspect. Common 

C'Lela verbal suffixes are -kV (marking basic perfective aspect in main 
clauses), -uzo/-uzu (marking sequential perfective), and -ine/-ini (marking basic 
perfective aspect in subordinate clauses). The incompletive aspect is shown by a 
change of subject agreement prefix and by a tonal change on the first syllable of 
some verb roots. 

2. Various modalities and imperfective aspects are marked using periphrasis (with a 
matrix verb and complement clause), tone, and reduplication of the verb. 

3. Verbs always have identifiable subjects and potentially they also have direct and 
indirect objects and arguments such as location and time, as appropriate to the 
semantic properties of the verb. 

 
This set of properties excludes the confusion of verbal nouns with verbs. A verb has 
no class-marking affix associated with it. Verbal nouns are derived from verbs by 
the attachment of a class marker. The class markers most commonly used on verbal 
nouns are m- and u-, but a wide variety of class-marking prefixes (including the null 
prefix) has been observed on verbal nouns. The specific noun class markers can be 
used to give various shades of meaning to the nominalized action. (307) illustrates 
the distinction between verbal nouns and verbs. 
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(307) Verbs and Verbal Nouns 
Lexical Items Verb Corresponding Verbal Noun 
gàbà    'follow' 
s-gàbà 'following' 

gàb       sássà. 
follow    carefully 
'Go carefully.' 

í     ún         ká s-gàbà. 
it.is  3s.INDE   NOM.s C4-following 
'He is a follower.' 

zé         'say' 
m-zé   'saying' 

í      jɛ ́   ù-zé-inè? 
it.is   what 3s-say-RPFV1 
'What did she say?' 

í      jɛ ́   ù-ɾè-ìn               n(ɘ)́ m-zé? 
it.is  what 3s-be.SUB-RPFV1   LOC C8M-saying 
'What is she saying?' 

vɛv̀ɛ ̀   'peek' 
ù-vɛv̀ò 'peeking' 

nòt͡ʃ   vɛv́-k       (ɘ)̀n d-hùtù. 
person peek-PFV1  LOC C5-gate 
'Someone peeked in the gate.' 

làg      ú-vɛv̀ò. 
leave      C3A-peeking 
'Stop peeking!' 

 
C'Lela has a set of copular forms which display some but not all of the grammatical 
properties of verbs. Each of these copulas, for example, fill the position in the clause 
normally occupied by a verb and always have an identifiable subject as a verb 
would (property 3). However, no verbal nouns are derivable for them and they are 
much more limited than regular verbs in whether and how they can be marked for 
aspect and modality (properties 1 and 2). These forms are shown in Section 7.4 with 
a brief discussion of their properties and examples of their use. This paper refers to 
them as copulas or copular verbs, with the acknowledgement that they do not 
display all the properties of normal verbs. 

3.3 Modifiers 

3.3.1 Adjectival Words 
 
As in almost every language, C'Lela adjectives are "problematic" to describe 
semantically "in terms of a prototype", standing between nouns and verbs (T. Payne, 
63). Yet the claim of this paper is that C'Lela does have a small morphologically 
distinct class of words which are used to express property concepts such as age, 
dimension, value and colour. 
 
Adjectival words show all the distributional properties of nouns when used in 
discourse to refer to a particular thing or class of things, i.e. they can be the subject 
or object (or complement) of a verb, they can be object of a preposition which 
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immediately precedes them, and so on. However, two morphological properties of 
adjectival words distinguish them from nouns: 
1. The adjective root is a bound root with an empty class membership slot - this 

slot can be filled (for the resulting word to be used in discourse) by any one of 
the fourteen C'Lela noun class markers34 (if the resulting word is to be used as a 
noun) or agreement markers (if the modifier of a noun).  

2. An adjectival word which is a modifier in a noun phrase has its agreement with 
the head noun marked only by an agreement prefix; it has no autonomous class 
prefix to be combined morphologically with the agreement prefix. In that way, 
modification by an adjective is structurally distinct from modification of one 
prototypical noun by another.  

 
Data sets (308) and (309) illustrate that the category of adjectives can be divided 
into two sub-categories: adjectives that show prefix agreement only and adjectives 
that show both prefix and suffix agreement.35 
  
(308) Descriptive Adjectives with Prefix Concord Only (Dettweiler 2012c) 

a. bèl   ú-nà:ké  'a bad farm'   head noun: ù-bèlà 'farm' 
C3A.farm AG3A-bad 
 

b. vàn   t͡ʃ-ná:ké  'bad swords'    head noun: t͡ʃ-vàná 'swords' 
C6.sword AG6-bad 
 

c. kʷìnt (ɘ)́d-ùtù 'an old hoe'    head noun: d-kʷìntɘ ̀'hoe' 
C5.hoe AG5-old 
 

d. tɛl̀   s-kásí  'good bones'   head noun: s-tɛl̀ɛ ̀ 'bones' 

                                           
 
 
34 This is true in theory, though in practice collocational clashes (such as assigning the concept 
damra  'large' an  i- prefix indicating membership in the diminutives class) would be avoided.  
35 A difference between the syllable structure of bound roots in these sub-categories is noted in 
Section 6.5 of this paper.   
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C4.bone AG4-good       (class 4 indicates narrow bones)   
    

e. tà:ɾ    k-dámɾá 'a big boulder' head noun: k-tà:ɾè 'boulder' 
C11.boulder  AG11-big 

The point of the second morphological property given for the category adjective 
may be better understood by comparing the noun phrase tɛl̀ s-kásí of (308d) 'good 
bones', argued to be Noun + Adjective, and the noun phrase tɛl̀ s(ɘ́)-s-kàbó 'side 
bones/ribs', which is Noun + Noun.36  
 
(309) Descriptive Adjectives with both Prefix and Suffix Concord 

a. bèl   ú-sʷà:-wɘ ̂    'a huge farm'  head noun:  ù-bèlà 'farm' 
C3A.farm AG3A-huge-AG3A 
 

b. t͡ʃòp   ú-gʲɔz̀-ô    'red earth'   head noun:  ù-t͡ʃòpó 'ground' 
C3A.earth  AG3A-red-AG3A 
 

c. t͡ʃòp  ú-pùs-û     'white earth'   head noun:  ù-t͡ʃòpó 'ground' 
C3A.earth AG3A-white-AG3A 
 

d. vàn    í-zìsk-î    'a long knife'  head noun: ì-vàná 'knife' 
C7.knife  AG7-long-AG7 
 

e. kóm  á-pùs-á     'a white hand' head noun: à-kómá 'hand' 
C13.hand AG13-white-AG13 

 
Data set (310) starts with two examples of the adjectival word kàsí used in a 
predicate nominal construction. The final two examples are reminders that, like all 
languages, C'Lela is not limited by the small pool of adjectives in meeting the 
discourse purpose of description. In fact, most words used for descriptive function 
are transparently nouns.37   

                                           
 
 
36 Noun phrases associating two prototypical nouns are explored further in Section 6.6. 
37 Even those I have described separately as adjectival words could be alternatively treated as being 
in a subcategory of nouns that are 'classless'.   
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(310) Predicate Use of Adjectives and Other Descriptive Strategies in C'Lela 
a. s-t͡ʃé í  s-kàsí.    'Trees are good.' (predicate use with copula í) 

C4-tree it.is AG4-good 
 

b. Sìl   á-kàsí.      'God is good.' (predicate use without copula)) 
C13.God AG13-good 

 

c. kínd   ø-lɔǵ-kɔ.̀    'It is too expensive.'  
C10.money  AG10-is.big-PFV1   (use of a stative verb to describe) 
 

d. vá:   k-t͡ʃ-gòló     'a large yellow leaf/ yellow piece of paper' 
C11.leaf AG11-C6-locust.bean   (associative phrase - N + N) 

 

3.3.2 Numerals 
Like adjectival words, numerals display all the distributional properties of noun 
phrases, i.e. they can be the subject or object of a verb, they can be object of a 
preposition which immediately precedes them, and so on. A distinction can be 
made, however, between cardinal numerals and ordinal numerals with respect to 
their structural appearance when used as modifiers of the head noun of a noun 
phrase: 

1. Ordinal numerals begin with a noun class prefix which is autonomous of the 
class of the head noun. Thus the first noun in the ordinal numeral phrase is 
marked first with an agreement prefix showing the class of the head noun (d- in 
all examples in the last column of (311)) and second with this autonomous class 
prefix 'belonging to' the numeral phrase (v- on the first nine examples). This is 
the same dual prefix structure shown in modifying nouns/NPs in an associative 
(N+N) construction. 

2. Cardinal numerals (or numeral phrases) in a modifying position show class 
agreement with the head noun, i.e. with the class of the animate or inanimate 
thing being enumerated. This agreement is marked as a prefix on the final 
constituent of the numeral phrase - in the examples in the middle column of 
(311) this is usually t͡ʃ-, but note the agreement prefix of d- used when the 
numeral finishes in a one and the lack of any agreement prefix when the 
numeral finishes in a zero. Structurally this resembles what happens with 
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attributive adjectives (displaying agreement prefixes but no autonomous class 
prefixes). However, the class prefix is retained on the head noun from which (as 
we shall see in Chapter 4) it is normally dropped in NPs with any other type of 
modifying constituent.38 This is an important structural difference. 

There is also an interesting lexical contrast involving a 'trade-off' of vowel and 
consonant length between the ordinal and cardinal root forms. This is displayed in 
the first syllable;39 for example, contrast cardinal na:se 'four' versus ordinal nasse 
'fourth' in (311). The ordinal numbers (with the exception of 'first') are used when 
counting objects, so that people say the C'Lela equivalent of "one, second, third, 
fourth, fifth, ..." when they count. The cardinal numbers are used for reporting the 
total number of the group of objects being counted. 
 
(311) Cardinal and Ordinal Numbers 
 Cardinal (Reporting) Ordinal (Ranking) 
1 t͡ʃin 'one' (count only)   dɘn  'one, single'   

example: d-hʷe d-dɘn 'one day' 
hʷe d-v-dɘn    'first day' 
hʷe d-m-ʔɛtɛ   'beginning day' / 'Sunday' 

2 ʔilɘ  'two'    ex.  t͡ʃ-hʷe  t͡ʃ-ʔilɘ 'two days' ʔillɘ '2nd ' (count) hʷe d-v-ʔillɘ  '2nd day' 
3 tɘ:t͡ʃu '3'  ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe  t͡ʃ-tɘ:t͡ʃu '3 days' tɘtt͡ʃu '3rd '      hʷe d-v-tɘtt͡ʃu '3rd day' 

4 na:se '4'  ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe  t͡ʃ-na:se '4 days' nasse '4th '     hʷe d-v-nasse '4th day' 

5 tan '5'     ex.    t͡ʃ-hʷe  t͡ʃ-tan   '5 days' tan '5th '         hʷe d-v-tan     '5th day' 
6 t͡ʃihin '6'  ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe t͡ʃ-t͡ʃihin  '6 days' t͡ʃihin '6th '     hʷe d-v-t͡ʃihin  '6th day' 

7 tanʔilɘ '7' ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe t͡ʃ-tanʔilɘ  '7 days' tanʔilɘ '7th '  hʷe d-v-tanʔilɘ '7th day'    or 
tanʔillɘ 

8 jɘ:ɾu '8' ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe t͡ʃ-jɘ:ɾu '8 days' jɘ:ɾu '8th '   hʷe d-v-jɘ:ɾu '8th day' 
9 do:ɾe '9' ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe t͡ʃ-do:ɾe '9 days' do:ɾe '9th '  hʷe d-v-do:ɾe '9th day' 
10 ʔo:pa '10'    ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe ʔo:pa '10 days' ʔo:pa '10th '   hʷe d-n-ʔo:pa '10th day' 

                                           
 
 
38 This is a distinctive feature of C'Lela and its near relatives in the Kainji, Northwest group 
(ɘt-Ma'in, Dukanci, and presumably also Gwamhi-Wuri). 
39 Speakers of C'Lela tell me this contrast may not be maintained too strictly for numbers 
beyond 'four/fourth', even in compounds containing the smaller numbers (12 vs. 12th, etc.) 
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11 ʔo:pa-n d-dɘn '11' 40 
ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe ʔo:pa-n d-dɘn '11 days' 

ʔo:pa-n v-dɘn  '11th' 
hʷe d-n-ʔo:pa-n  v-dɘn '11th day' 

12 ʔo:pa-n t͡ʃ-ilɘ  '12' 
ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe ʔo:pa-n t͡ʃ-ilɘ   '12 days' 

ʔo:pa-n v-ilɘ     '12th' 
hʷe  d-n-ʔo:pa-n  v-ilɘ   '12th day' 

15 ʔo:pa-n t͡ʃ-tan  '15' 
ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe ʔo:pan t͡ʃ-tan  '15 days' 

ʔo:pa-n v-tan    '15th' 
hʷe  d-n-ʔo:pa-n  v-tan   '15th day' 

20 d-kʷɛzɛ   'twenty' 
ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe  d-kʷɛzɛ    '20 days' 

d-kʷɛzɛ   '20th’ 
hʷe  d-d-kʷɛzɛ  'twentieth day' 

30 d-kʷɛz-n ʔo:pa  'thirty' 
ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe  d-kʷɛz-n ʔo:pa '30 days' 

d-kʷɛz-n ʔo:pa  '30th'   
hʷe  d-d-kʷɛz-n ʔo:pa  '30th day' 

40 kʷɛz t͡ʃ-ilɘ  'forty' (lit. twenties two) 
ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe  kʷɛz t͡ʃ-ilɘ     '40 days' 

kʷɛz t͡ʃ-ʔilɘ   'fortieth' 
hʷe  d-n-kʷɛz  t͡ʃ-ʔilɘ    '40th day' 

50 kʷɛz t͡ʃ-il-n ʔo:pa  'fifty'  
ex.t͡ʃ-hʷe kʷɛz t͡ʃ-il-n ʔo:pa '50 days' 

kʷɛz  t͡ʃ-ʔil-n ʔo:pa   'fiftieth' 
hʷe  d-n-kʷɛz  t͡ʃ-ʔil-n ʔo:pa '50th day' 

75 kʷɛz t͡ʃ-tɘ:t͡ʃ-n ʔo:pa-n t͡ʃ-tan 
twenties   three-plus ten-plus    five     '75' 
 ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe  kʷɛz t͡ʃ-tɘ:t͡ʃ-n ʔo:pa-n 
t͡ʃ-tan   'seventy-five days' 

kʷɛz t͡ʃ-tɘ:t͡ʃ-n ʔo:pa-n v-tan '75th' 
twenties-three-plus  ten-plus  fifth 
hʷe  d-n-kʷɛz  t͡ʃ-tɘ:t͡ʃ-n ʔo:pa-n v-tan     
'seventy-fifth day'   

100 kʷɛz  t͡ʃ-tan / v-zɘngu (v-dan)  '100' 
ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe   v-zɘngu  '100 days' 

v-zɘngu     '100th' 
hʷe  d-v-zɘngu  '100th day' 

200 s-zɘngu s-ilɘ / v-bai v-dɘn 41 '200' 
ex. t͡ʃ-hʷe  s-zɘngu  s-ʔilɘ  '200 days' 

s-zɘngu   s-ʔilɘ       'two hundredth' 
hʷe  d-s-zɘngu  s-ʔilɘ   '200th day' 

                                           
 
 
40 Note the use of the affix -n/n- as 'plus' after o:pa; the word o:pa itself behaves as a non-
pluralizable noun with null prefix. Larger units such as d-kʷɛzɛ 'twenty', v-zɘngu 'hundred', 
and dubu 'thousand' (latter two adopted from Hausa) have plural forms. The class marker 
prefix on dɘn here is the class marker of the singular form of the noun d-hʷen 'day' whose 
count is being reported. Due to this class concord, C'Lela has six ways to report 'eleven' of 
something: ʔo:pa-n u-dɘn, ʔo:pa-n i-dɘn, ʔo:pa-n a-dɘn, ʔo:pa-n k-dɘn, ʔo:pa-n d-dɘn, ʔo:pa-n  
v-dɘn. Similarly, the plural class agreement prefixes can all be used when the units digit of 
the number is 2 through 9. 
41 This has only been heard in relation to money, and the basic meaning is 'one small bag', 
possibly referring to a standard way of carrying cowry shell currency in the past. 
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3.3.3 Adverbs  
These are grammatical properties observed for adverbs:  
 They do not display class agreement. 
 They immediately follow the verbal word (which may include a cliticized 

pronominal object). 
 
Ideophones are specialized to particular verbs or adjectives and occur immediately 
after them. The examples shown in (312c-e) have the grammatical properties of 
adverbs, but it is not claimed that all ideophones do. 

 
 (312) Examples of Adverbs 

a. ɘm̀-bɔḿ-k nò   hʷɛd́í.    'Thank you very much.' 
1s-praise-PFV1 2p.OBJ much 

 
b. ì   málé   tú-émá.     'She would always do that.' (Hyena17) 

it.is   always   3s.ICM-do    (Here the adverb is preposed for emphasis.) 
 

c. nà-hét ʔò   bɘṕ.       'He would be brought down hard.' (Deceit25c) 
 1p.IN-fell 3s.OBJ oof! 
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d. ɾèm   d-ɾú-úz     fútt.  'The blade edge then protrudes properly.' 
C5.tongue AG5-come.out-SEQ  well    (Hoemake10) 
 

e. t͡ʃé hé-k   wà:ggápp.    'The tree fell with a crash.' 
tree fall-PFV1  sound-of-crash     (Rikoto 2002, ix) 

 

3.4 Grammatical Particles 

3.4.1 Prepositions 
The main grammatical property of a prepositional particle is that it must be 
followed by a noun phrase (to which the relational meaning expressed in the 
preposition applies). 
 
There are a few such prepositions in C'Lela, each having a general area of meaning. 
More specific meaning pertaining to movement or location may be carried by the 
verb and by the use of specific locative nouns in conjunction with a general 
preposition (as in the last four entries in (313)). 
 
(313) Prepositions 
Preposition Gloss Notes 
(ɘ)n  in, to, by, 

with 
LOC 

-cliticizes to beginning of noun phrase 
-used immediately after locational copula in 
progressive aspect  

à  in, at, to indicates stationary position, posture 
á  (... -nV) with, and 

(in a list) 
indicates accompaniment or manner; suffix -nV 
ends the prepositional phrase which starts with á 

n mí:(n) inside, 
under 

compound preposition, second part is 
grammatically a noun 

n t͡ʃòná(n) over compound preposition, second part is 
grammatically a noun 

à pa:t(ɘn) beside compound preposition, second part is 
grammatically a noun 

à tɛk̀(ɘn) in the 
middle of 

compound preposition, second part is 
grammatically a noun 
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Examples of the use of prepositions will be furnished in Section 6.8 on prepositional 
phrases. 

3.4.2 Connectives 
Connectives (also known as conjunctions) show the nature of the semantic 
connection between two clauses or sentences. This can be a time connection, a 
logical connection, or a complement connection. Quite commonly in C'Lela, clauses 
are juxtaposed with no connective to convey the semantic relations between 
propositions. But the type of connection can still be ascertained from the grammar 
(e.g. use of a subordinating suffix) or the context. 
 
The two primary places where C'Lela connectives can be located in a clause are at 
the beginning of the clause and in the verb phrase (normally immediately following 
the verb). Many connectives that have been adopted from Hausa are found in the 
more prominent clause-initial position, whereas the post-verb position is less used 
for adopted connectives. The connectives are listed in (314) below, along with 
information observed about each one.  
 
(314) Connectives 
Connective Usual Meaning(s) Clause type Position(s) Hausa Loan? 
á when, if time initial no 
álà or logical initial no 
àmmá but logical initial yes 
àsé expresses surprise/ 

doubt 
logical initial yes (ashe) 

áwàz  if logical initial no 
àz / àj that complement initial no 
bàt in order that logical initial no 
bɛ ̀ if before (unreal) logical post-verb no 
bɔ ́ then, but (clause 

develops story) 
logical, 
time 

post-verb no 

dé rather, instead logical post-verb yes (dai) 
hál until time initial yes (har) 
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(314) Connectives, cont'd. 
hɔd̀(ɘń) like, as logical initial no 
kâ: so, but, however logical post-verb no 
kahi before time initial yes (kafin) 
kana then, therefore logical post-verb yes 
ko even, if logical initial yes 
là too, but logical post-verb / 

post-subject 
no 

ma too, even logical post-verb / 
post-subject 

yes 

ɾém(ɘń) because, so that 
(depends on verb 
aspect) 

logical initial no 

sái until, unless, when logical, time initial yes 
tɘḿɘ,́ tɘḿ also, again, 

moreover 
logical initial or 

post-verb 
no 

 
Examples of the use of connectives within sentences are furnished in Chapter 8, on 
clause combinations.  
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4. Noun Morphology 
The main thing to know about C'Lela noun morphology is the way in which the noun class system is organized. C'Lela has a robust 
noun class system, as do most of the languages in the western part of the Kainji group. In order to properly describe the system, it 
is important to go beyond making an inventory of class prefixes. The understanding of each class is incomplete until the 
agreement marking on target elements such as adjectives, quantifiers, and verbs is studied. In this chapter, I am indebted to the 
work of Paterson (2012) in her thorough description of the noun class system of u̱t-Ma'in. Since C'Lela is closely related, I have 
sought to use a similar numbering of noun classes.  

4.1 Class System and Concord 
(401) and (402) show the citation form of nouns representing two different C'Lela noun classes (in A) and the various agreement 
markers corresponding to these nouns (in B-L). 
 
(401) – Agreement Markers used with a Noun from Class 1: dàptà  'monkey' 

A. Phrase-Final (Citation) Form  nés    dàptà.       'Hand over Monkey.' 
              hand.over C1.monkey 

B. Possessive Adjective     dàpt    (ɘ)́v-ɾì       'my monkey' 
            C1.monkey  AG1-1s.POSS 

C. Subj. Pronominal - Regular   í    pɛ:́n  dàptà?  ù-sóm-kà.  'Where is Monkey? He ran away.' 
            it.is  where  C1.monkey AG1-escape-PFV1 

D. Subj. Pronominal – Lexical  dàpt    ø-sóm-kà.     'Monkey ran away.' 
            C1.monkey  AG1-escape-PFV1  
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(401) – Agreement Markers used with a Noun from Class 1: dàptà  'monkey', cont'd. 

E. Subj. Pronominal – Incompletive dàpt   tú-sómá.     'Monkey will run away.' 
             C1.monkey AG1.ICM-escape 

F. Obj. Pronominal        ɘv̀-hɛń-k dàpt   dɛ:̀dɛ?̀   'Did you see a monkey yesterday?' 
              2s-see-PFV1 C1.monkey yesterday 

             hɘ,̂ ɘm̀-hɛń-k ʔò.      'Yes, I saw him.' 
              yes  1s-see-PFV1 AG1.3s.OBJ  
G. Free Pronoun        ùnwá   tú-sómá.     'He himself will run away.' 
              3s.C1.INDE  AG1.ICM-escape 

H. Adjectival Suffix       í  pɛ:́n  dàpt   pùs-û?   'Where's a white monkey? 
             it.is where  C1.monkey white-AG1 

             í  pɛ:́n  dàpt   gʲɔz̀-ô?   'Where's a brown monkey?' 
             it.is where  C1.monkey brown-AG1 

I. Deictic          dàpt ùhnâ        'this monkey' 
              C1.monkey AG1.this 
              dàpt ùnló        'that monkey' / 'the monkey' (recent reference, high status) 
              C1.monkey that.near.you 
              dàpt ùnzó        'yonder monkey' 
              C1.monkey AG1.that.far 
              dàpt ùnê        'the monkey' (recent reference, low status) 
              C1.monkey the 

J. Which one?        dàpt    pɛ:́-wɘ?̀     'Which monkey?' 
              C1.monkey where-AG1 
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(401) – Agreement Markers used with a Noun from Class 1: dàptà  'monkey', cont'd. 

K. Numeral <10        dàpt    (ɘ)̀v-dɘń 'one monkey'   dàpt-n   í-jɘ:́ɾù  'eight monkeys' 
              C1.monkey AG1-one        monkey-C2 AG2-eight 

L. Relative Pronoun       dàpt    únɘń   ɘv̀-wà-ìnê    'a monkey which you bought' 
              C1.monkey AG1.REL   2s-buy-RPFV1 

 
(402) – Agreement Markers used with a Noun from Class 7 : ì-kùsú  'shirt' 

A. Phrase-Final (Citation) Form nés   ì-kùsú              'Hand over a shirt.' 
            hand.over C7-garment 

B. Possessive Adjective    kùs  í-ɾù                'his shirt' 
            garment AG7-3s.POSS  

C. Subj. Pronominal - Regular í  pɛ:́n kùs  í-ɾì?    ì-ná:-ka.     'Where is my shirt? It is ruined.' 
            it.is where garment AG7-1s.POSS 3s.AG7-spoil-PFV1 

D. Subj. Pronominal - Lexical  kùs  í-ná:-ka.              'A shirt is ruined.' 
            garment 3s.AG7-spoil-PFV1 

E. Subj. Pronominal – Incompletive kùs  tí-ná:.             'A shirt will be ruined.' 
              garment 3s.AG7.ICM-spoil 

F. Obj. Pronominal ɘv̀-hɛń-k kùs  í-ɾì    dɛ:̀dɛ?̀  hɘ,̂ ɘm̀-hɛń-k ʔè.  'Did you see my shirt yesterday? Yes, I saw it.' 
        2s-see-PFV1 garment AG7-1s.POSS yesterday  Yes 1s-see-PFV1 3s.OBJ.AG7 

G. Free Pronoun hɘǹ-mì    ná:s-k  ìnjà.             'My brother/sister ruined it.' 
       sibling-1s.INAL  ruin-PFV1 3s.C7.INDE 
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(402) – Agreement Markers used with a Noun from Class 7 : ì-kùsú  'shirt', cont'd. 

H. Adjectival Suffix kùs  í-pò:-jɘ ̂  'a new shirt'   kùs  í-ɾìm-î    'a black shirt' 
       garment AG7-new-AG7      garment AG7-black-AG7 

I. Deictic  kùs íhnà   'this shirt'        kùs ínló      'that shirt' / 'the shirt' (recent reference, high status) 
     AG7.this           AG7.that.near.you 
     kùs ínzó   'yonder shirt'       kùs ínè      'the shirt' (recent reference, low status) 
     AG7.that.far           AG7.the 

J. Which one?  kùs  í-pɛ:́-jɘ?̀    'Which shirt?' 
       garment AG7-where-AG7 

K. Numeral <10  ì-kùs   í-dɘń   'one shirt'   m-kùs   (ɘ)́m-jɘ:́ɾù  'eight shirts' 
        C7-garment AG7-one       C8-garment  AG8-eight 

L. Relative Pronoun kùs  ínɘń   ɘv̀-wà-ìnê     'the shirt which you bought' 
          garment AG7.REL  2s-buy-RPFV1 
 
(403) presents the complete C'Lela noun class system as defined by the various sets of agreement markers. As already mentioned 
in Chapter 3, C’Lela has twelve classes of nouns, two of which have two sub-classes each. Carl Hoffmann (1967, 241-5) names 
these classes by the class prefix which appears on the noun in isolation, joined in the case of a Ø class prefix with a common 
agreement prefix. Hoffmann's analysis of C'Lela noun classes is accurate and useful, so is presented as the first column of (403). It 
is also felt to be in order to attempt a numbered class system more in the Bantu and Benue-Congo tradition followed by 
Williamson (1989) and De Wolf (1971). 
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(403) - Noun Class System & Concord: C'Lela [dri] 

 

                                           
 
 
42 The second option given is the agreement prefix on the possessive pronoun. This is also the prefix used when the possessive adjective is 
separated from the head noun by another NP constituent 
43 An alternative construction uses a similar CV suffix, with -Cɘ replaced by –Ca.  
44 If an adjectival root ends with a consonant, the suffix harmonizes with the root as –u or –o; if root ends with a vowel, the suffix is the 
complete CV syllable shown. The same pattern holds for Classes 2,3, and 3A. 
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ø-v 1 ø v-/u- ù- ø tú- ʔò ùnwà -Ò /  
-wɘ4̀4 

úhnà 
únè 

-wɘ ̀ v- ùnɘǹ singular dàptà 
'monkey' 

ø-a 2 -nV  ø /à- à- ø tá- nɘ ̀ ɘǹʔà -à / 
 -nɘ ̀

áhnà 
ánè 

-nɘ ̀ ì- nàn plural gʷɛl̀-nɛ ̀'goats' 
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ø-u 3 ø ø /ù- ù- ø tú- ò ùnwà -Ò /  
-wɘ ̀

úhnà 
únè 

-wɘ ̀ ù- ùnɘǹ sg. t͡ʃé 
'tree' 

u 3A ù- ù- ù- ù- tú- ò ùnwà -Ò /  
-wɘ ̀

úhnà 
únè 

-wɘ ̀ ù- ùnɘǹ pl., 
gerund 

ù-bèlà 
'farm' 

s- 4 s- s- s- s- sɘń- sɘ ̀ sɘǹsà -sɘ ̀ sɘh́nà 
snê 

-sɘ ̀ s- sɘǹsɘǹ pl. s-zɘt̀ɘ ̀
'branches' 

d- 5 d- d- d- -d dɘń- dɘ ̀ dɘǹdà -dɘ ̀ dɘh́nà 
dnê 

-dɘ ̀ d- dɘǹdɘǹ sg. d-tà:ɾè 
'rock' 

c- 6 t͡ʃ- t͡ʃ- t͡ʃ- -t͡ʃ tɘt́͡ʃ- t͡ʃɘ ̀ t͡ʃɘǹt͡ʃa -t͡ʃɘ ̀ t͡ʃɘh́nà 
t͡ʃnê 

-t͡ʃɘ ̀ t͡ʃ- t͡ʃɘǹt͡ʃɘǹ pl. t͡ʃ-kàpó 
'shoulders' 

i- 7 i- i- ì- -i tí- ?è ìnjà -È / 
-jɘ ̀ 

íhnà 
ínè 

-jɘ ̀ ì- ìnɘǹ sg. ì-kùsú 
'shirt' 

m- 8 
 
8M 

m- m- m- m- tɘḿ-  mɘǹmà -mɘ ̀ mɘh́nà 
mnê 

-mɘ ̀ m- mɘǹmɘǹ pl.,  
gerund, 
mass  

m-kùsú 
'shirts' 
m-hɔ:̀ 
'water' 
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(403) - Noun Class System & Concord: C'Lela [dri], cont'd. 

 
 

v- 9 v- v- v- v- vɘń-  vɘǹvà -vɘ ̀ vɘh́nà 
vnê 

-vɘ ̀ v- vɘǹvɘǹ sg. v-gʲú: 
'finger' 

ø-i 10 ø i-/ ø ì- ø tí- ʔè ìnjà -È / 
-jɘ ̀ 

íhnà 
ínè 

-jɘ ̀ ì- ìnɘǹ pl. hì: 
'guinea corn' 

k- 11 k- k- k- k- kɘń- kɘ ̀ kɘǹkà -kɘ ̀ kɘh́nà 
knê 

-kɘ ̀ k- kɘǹkɘǹ sg. k-kùsú 
'wrapper' 

a- 13 a- a- à- a- tá- nɘ ̀ ɘǹʔà -à / 
-nà 

áhnà 
ánè 

-nɘ ̀ à- nànàn sg., 
complex 

à-kómá 
'hand' 
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4.2 Pairing of Classes as Genders 
(404) shows the genders (pairings of noun classes) that are well attested in the C'Lela 
lexicon. The percentage labelled on the line between each pair of numbers indicates the 
frequency with which that noun class pairing occurs out of all count nouns in the C'Lela 
dictionary. For example, 13% of C'Lela count nouns have k- (class 11 prefix) on a 
singular form of the noun and c- (class 6 prefix) on a corresponding plural. 
 
These percentages are calculated on a total of 1250 count nouns that were included in 
the study, using the C'Lela dictionary produced in 2002 (Rikoto). Diagram (404) 
represents pairings for about 98% of the nouns included - most pairings with under 6 
tokens are not shown (an exception was made for Class 13, which is rare).  
  

4% 

10% 
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(404) Genders of C'Lela Count Nouns 
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4.3 Noun Pluralization 
C'Lela's Noun Class 1 contains all singular animate nouns,45 with corresponding plurals 
in Class 2. The plural of each noun in Class 1 is formed  by adding a suffix –nV to the 
noun root, where V is a copy of the final vowel of the isolation form of the root. Th is is 
shown in the data of (405). The vowel that is copied into the suffix is frequently elided 
from before the -nV suffix. Both isolation and phrase-medial forms of the Class 2 nouns 
are shown. 
 
(405) The Animate Gender in C'Lela 

Class 1 Noun (singular) Class 2 Noun (plural) 
isolation form isolation (phrase-final) form phrase-medial form 

(a) gʷɛl̀ɛ ̀          'goat' gʷɛl̀-nɛ ̀      'goats' gʷɛl̀-(ɘ)̀n       'goats' 
(b)  sìbɘ ̀      'Gambian orbi' sìb-nɘ ̀         'orbis' sìb-(ɘ)̀n        'orbis' 
(c)  ɔḿɔ ̀                'dog' ɔḿ-nɔ ̀            'dogs' ɔḿ-(ɘ)̀n            'dogs' 
(d)   dɛk̀ɛ ́         'warthog' dɛk̀-nɛ ̂         'warthogs' dɛk̀-(ɘ)́n      'warthogs' 
(e) nìnmú        'house rat' nìn(ɘ)́m-nù  'house rats' nìnm-(ɘ)́n  'house rats' 
(f)  t͡ʃʷèt͡ʃé       'scorpion' t͡ʃʷèt͡ʃ-nê       'scorpions' t͡ʃʷèt͡ʃ-(ɘ)́n   'scorpions' 
(g) lɘńtɘ ̀         'mosquito' lɘńt-nɘ ̀       'mosquitoes' lɘńt-(ɘ)̀n     'mosquitoes 
(h) lɔg̀mɔ ̂       'elephant' lɔg̀(ɘ)́m-nɔ ̀ 'elephants' lɔg̀m-(ɘ)́n     'elephants' 
(i)   bàtkê        'eagle' bàtké-nè      'eagles' bàtké-n         'eagles'     
(j)  ɘɾ̀mɘ ̂       'man' ɘɾ̀(ɘ)́m-nɘ ̀       'men' ɘɾ̀m-(ɘ)́n        'men' 
(k)  dòndó:kà  'antelope' dòndó:k-nà  'antelopes' dòndó:k-(ɘ)̀n  'antelopes' 
(l)  dàptà        'monkey' dàpt-nà      'monkeys' dàpt-(ɘ)̀n      'monkeys' 
(m) dáptá    'praying mantis' dáptá-nà     'mantises' dáptá-n        'mantises' 

                                           
 
 
45 Diminutive and augmentative prefixes are sometimes used with these roots for pragmatic 
purposes. For example, the Hyena narrative (see Section 11.2) uses the prefix ì- on gʷɛl̀ɛ ̀'goat' to 
indicate a particularly small goat. But citation forms of nouns referring to humans and all other 
members of the animal kingdom are invariably in Class 1. Another apparent exception is the 
use of the prefix k- to indicate a person's position or type (examples: k-t͡ʃètò 'a father', k-lélà 'a 
member of the Lelna tribe'). But even when used with this prefix these nouns will still follow 
the agreement patterns of Class 1. 
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(405) The Animate Gender in C'Lela, cont'd. 
(n) dʷìrì           'hyena' dʷìrì-nì           'hyenas' dʷìrì-n           'hyena' 
(o) hòra͏́ŋgá       'crane' hòra͏́ŋgá-nà    'cranes' hòra͏́ŋgá-n     'cranes' 
(p) nètà(H)    ‘woman, wife’46 nètà-nâ          'women'     

(contrast with (330k) 'hyenas') 
nètà-n           'women' 

(q) nòt͡ʃó   'person, human being' nèt-nâ              'people' nèt-(ɘ)́n          'people' 
 
The following may be observed concerning the morphology of this form of noun 
pluralization:47 

1. The final vowel of the singular noun is normally elided in the corresponding 
plural, but (405i) bàtkê 'eagle'  bàtké-nè 'eagles' is an example of an 
idiosyncratic feature of some noun roots, that their final vowels persist. (405m) 
through (405p) are further examples of this persistence of the final vowel. 

2. When there is elision of the final vowel, a High tone formerly linked to the 
elided vowel persists and links to the Class 2 suffix, resulting in a falling tone on 
the final vowel as in (405d) dɛk̀ɛ ́ dɛk̀-nɛ.̂  

3. The isolation form of the plural noun always finishes with a Low tone, though 
the final -nV syllable may have a falling (HL) or a Low tone. This suggests that 
the vowel of the Class 2 suffix has Low tone linked to it by default. The vowel on 
the plural suffix is subject to elision whenever the plural noun is used phrase-
medially. 

4. The suffix on the isolation form of the Class 2 plural noun is posited to be -nV̀, 
where V is a copy of the final vowel of the isolation form of the Class 1 noun. 

  

                                           
 
 
46 (H) indicates floating High tone. This is the only noun root I have so far discovered with this 
tone melody, though some monosyllabic verb roots also end in a floating High (see data set 
(501)). 
47 This is the most common form of noun pluralization. As was shown in Section 5.2, the Class1-Class2 
gender is the most frequent pairing of all. 
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5. Where epenthesis is necessary (to maintain allowable syllable structures), the 
epenthetic vowel is /ɘ/ (enclosed in parentheses in all examples). Any available 
floating High tone is associated with the epenthetic vowel, otherwise the 
epenthetic vowel is assigned Low tone by default – it cannot be assigned a 
contour tone. As an example of this, note the two forms of the plural on lɔg̀mɔ ̂in 
(405h):  

1) the phrase-final plural lɔg̀(ɘ́)m-nɔ ̀ has the epenthetic vowel in its medial 
syllable. The -nV̀ suffix has a copy of the final vowel of the singular form, 
which then elides. The elision leaves an unacceptable CVCC syllable (a 
coda of mg would be acceptable but gm violates sonority), so the 
epenthetic ɘ separates the unacceptable sequence and receives the 
floating High left by the elided vowel. 

2) the phrase-medial plural lɔg̀m-(ɘ́)n has the epenthetic vowel in its final 
syllable. Both the copy suffix vowel and its original elide, and the most 
economical resyllabification is CVC.C(ɘ)n . The floating High left from the 
original ɔ ̂is again associated with the epenthetic vowel. 

 
The pluralization of all other count nouns is less complex morphologically, since it 
involves only the substitution of one noun class prefix for another. Notice that a null 
class prefix is used for one of the singular classes (Class3) and one of the plural classes 
(Class10). Only isolation forms are shown for both singular and plural; the phrase-
medial forms of most noun roots (not including monosyllabic ones) are formed by 
elision of the root-final vowel. 
  
(406) Non-Animate Count Nouns and their Corresponding Plurals  

Gender singular (isolation form) plural (isolation form) 
3-4 
" 

wɛ:̀   'year' 
ɾìgɘ ́ 'shea-nut tree' 

s-wɛ:̀      'years' 
s-ɾìgɘ ́    'shea-nut trees' 

3A-6 
" 

3A-4 

ù-bèlà    'farm' 
ù-t͡ʃón     'ear' 
ù-ná:      'foot' 

t͡ʃ-bèlà      'farms' 
t͡ʃ-t͡ʃón       'ears' 
s-ná:              'feet' 

5-6 
" 

5-10 

d-bɘt̀ɘ ̀      'stomach' 
d-ɾémé      'tongue' 
d-ʔìsɘ ́         'eye' 

t͡ʃ-bɘt̀ɘ ̀      'stomachs' 
t͡ʃ-ɾémé      'tongue' 
ʔìsɘ ́            'eyes' 
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(406) Non-Animate Count Nouns and their Corresponding Plurals, cont'd. 
7-8 
" 
" 

ì-dòɾò    'cooking pot' 
ì-lɛ ́       'hometown' 
ì-vàná    'knife' 

m-dòɾò    'cooking pots' 
m-lɛ ́        'towns' 
m-vàná    'knives' 

9-10 
" 

v-gʲú:       'finger' 
v-jálà      'bean' 

gʲú:       'fingers' 
jálà      'beans' 

13-4 
13-6 

à-jòmkò  'work,task' 
à-kómá    'hand' 

s-jòmkò    'tasks' 
t͡ʃ-kómá     'hand' 

 
The following observations pertain to the morphology of non-animate noun 
pluralization: 

1. All C'Lela noun class prefixes consist of either single phonemes (not including 
long or nasalized vowels) or are null. 

2. The tone associated with a vowel class prefix when the noun is in isolation form 
is Low by default. Class prefixes which are voiced consonants are pronounced in 
isolation with a transitional schwa either before or after the consonant (free 
variation), with evidence that this transitional vowel is not a tone-bearing unit.48 
Prefixes which are voiceless consonants (or null) also seem to have no emic tone 
associated with them.  

4.4 Inalienable Possession 
C'Lela has a small subset of Class 1 nouns that take a special set of pronominal suffixes 
indicating close relationship. These nouns are all terms of human relationship, for 
which "a possessed item is seen as being in a permanent or necessary relationship to its 
possessor" (Crystal 1997, 154). When a language marks this type of relationship 
morphologically, it is called "inalienable possession".  

                                           
 
 
48 Since the vowel is transitional and does not bear tone, it is not shown in the data, which is written 
phonemically from this point in the sketch. Consonantal class markers are considered extra-syllabic 
when shown in isolation. Where an epenthetic tone-bearing vowel appears, it is marked with 
parentheses. The distinction between transitional vowels and epenthetic vowels is an important one in 
C'Lela. Root-initial glottal stops are shown with ʔ in the data because they are phonemic (but not in the 
orthography except when represented by apostrophe ' or non-breaking hyphen - ). 
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The limited subset of nouns observed to take the inalienable possession suffixes is:  
t͡ʃètò 'father', ìnù 'mother', hɘǹù 'sibling', hʲà:ɾò 'peer/companion', mɔ:́ɾò 'in-law', and 
wà:ɾò 'child'. 
 
Another set of pronominal morphemes is used to indicate alienable possession, for 
which "... a possessed item is seen as having only a temporary or non-essential 
dependence on a possessor" (Crystal 1997, 12). This is the more frequently observed 
way of indicating possession, extending to most nouns not in this special set. However, 
there is evidence that these morphemes are not suffixes, but adjectival roots that take 
prefixes marking their agreement with the head noun in a noun phrase. The topic of 
alienable possession will be further considered as part of Chapter Six, under phrase 
syntax.  
 
As in the pluralization of Class 1 nouns, the attachment of the inalienable possession 
set of suffixes seems to be strictly inside word boundaries. Each member of this set has 
lexically assigned tone which shows up on the surface (in pronunciation of the word). 
 
(407) Paradigm for t͡ʃètò 'father' 
person & number 'father' (possessed is singular) 'fathers' (possessed is plural) 
1s   -mÉ  t͡ʃèt-mé      'my father' 

father-1s.INAL 

t͡ʃèt-mé-nè              'my fathers'  
father-1s.INAL-C2 

2s   -vÓ t͡ʃèt-vó     'your(sg) father' 
father-2s.INAL 

t͡ʃèt-vó-nò         'your(sg) fathers'  

father-2s.INAL-C2 

3s    -Ò t͡ʃèt-ò        'his/her father'  t͡ʃèt-ò-nò            'his/her fathers' 

1p.IN   -át͡ʃínnâ t͡ʃèt-át͡ʃínná                   'our father(s) (and yours too)' 

1p.EX   -át͡ʃò t͡ʃèt-át͡ʃò                          'our father(s) (but not yours)' 

1p.DU   - át͡ʃîn t͡ʃèt-át͡ʃín                       'father(s) of us two' 

2p   -ánò t͡ʃèt-ánò                           'your(pl) father(s)' 

3p   -ánɘ ̀ t͡ʃèt-ánɘ ̀                           'their father(s)' 

Further features to observe in the paradigms of (407) and (408) are: 
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1. The vowel of each singular pronominal suffix harmonizes with the vowels of the 
root in height ((407) and (408) show t͡ʃètò and hɘ̀nù as roots from different 
harmony classes). 

2. Each singular pronominal suffix occurs before the –nV pluralization suffix, closer 
to the noun root. This observation extends to the ordering of a plural 
pronominal suffix with the -nV pluralization suffix if both are used, as in hɘ̀n-
át͡ʃò-nò 'our siblings (but not yours)' in (408).  

3. The plural pronominal suffixes do not harmonize with the noun root.  
4. When a plural pronominal suffix is used, the use of the -nV pluralization suffix is 

apparently optional and even unusual.49 The plurality or singleness of the 
inalienably possessed noun is supplied from the context. 

 
(408) Paradigm for hɘǹù 'sibling' 

person & 
number 

'sibling' (possessed is singular) 'siblings' (possessed is plural) 

1s   -mÉ  hɘǹ-mí    'my brother/sister' 

sibling-1s.INAL 

hɘǹ-mí-nì      'my brothers&sisters' 

sibling-1s.INAL-C2 

2s   -vÓ hɘǹ-vú     'your(sg) sibling' 

sibling-2s.INAL 

hɘǹ-(ɘ)́v-nù      'your(sg) siblings' 

sibling-2s.INAL-C2 

3s    -Ò hɘǹ-ù       'his/her sibling hɘǹ-ù-nù          'his/her siblings' 

1p.IN    -át͡ʃínnâ hɘǹ-át͡ʃínná                 'our sibling(s)  (and yours too)' 

1p.EX    -át͡ʃò hɘǹ-át͡ʃò                       'our sibling(s)  (but not yours)' 

1p.DU   - át͡ʃîn hɘǹ-át͡ʃîn                       'sibling(s) of us two' 

 
 
(408) Paradigm for hɘǹù 'sibling', cont'd. 
                                           
 
 
49 When checked with a speaker of the Zuru dialect,  the paradigm shown in (409) was said not 
to include use of the -nV plural following any of the plural forms, since they were 'not common' 
(S. Dettweiler 2015b, 1).  
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2p  -ánò hɘǹ-ánò                          'your(pl) sibling(s)' 

3p  -ánɘ ̀ hɘǹ-ánɘ ̀                         'their sibling(s)' 

 
With such a small class of noun roots which take these suffixes, it is difficult to state 
many generalizations. Data set (409) shows a few more examples. The last two columns 
may indicate the existence of two allomorphs for some roots, one ending in ɾ used 
before singular inalienable possession suffixes and the other (ending in n) used before 
the plural suffixes. 
 
(409) Other Roots Taking Inalienable Possession Suffixes 

ìn-ù            'his/her mother' 

mother-3s.INAL 

hʲà:ɾ-ò   'his/her agemate' 
agemate-3s.INAL 

wà:ɾ-ò  'his/her child'50 
child-3s.INAL 

ìn-ù-nù      'his/her mothers' 
mother-3s.INAL-C2 

hʲà:n-ánɘ ̀'their agemate(s)' 
agemate-3p.INAL 

mɔ:́ɾ-vò  'your in-law' 
in-law-2s.INAL 

 
  

                                           
 
 
50 the noun phrase /wà: v-ɾû / (alienable possession) is the way to express 'his/her child' which 
is more often heard. 
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5. Verbal Morphology - Inflection 
C'Lela has an elaborate system of verbal morphology which bears considerable 
similarity to the more completely documented Bantu systems. Some C'Lela verbal 
suffixes "extend" the verb root, changing such things as its meaning and its argument 
structure. As in a Bantu system, these derivational suffixes could appropriately be 
called verbal "extensions" (Nurse 2008, 311). The focus of this chapter is on the form 
and function of inflectional affixes, which in C'Lela alter such things as aspect and 
direction of motion. The universal tendency in ordering these two main types of affixes, 
that "derivational affixes occur nearer to the [verb] root than inflectional ones" (Nurse, 
310), is followed in C'Lela. For example, compare the forms lɘ́vɘ ̀ 'sleep' , lɘ̀vɘ-̀sɘ́ 'cause 
to sleep' and lɘ̀vɘ-́s-kɘ̀ 'caused to sleep'. One can observe in the third form that the 
causative suffix -s(V), which is derivational, is nearer to the root lɘ́vɘ̀ than is the 
perfective suffix -k(V), which is inflectional. 
 
Both segments and suprasegmentals (specifically tone and vowel harmony) are 
involved in inflectional morphology, and verbal inflection may also be shown in part 
by the form of the subject pronominal which is prefixed to the verb stem. 
 

5.1 The Simplest Form of the Verb 
The simplest form of the C'Lela verb is the subjunctive (i.e. the form which gives 
imperative, jussive, and optative meaning, among others). Not only is the subjunctive 
simplest both segmentally and suprasegmentally, it is most useful for explaining other 
forms. This form may be used in clause chains where a realis interpretation is called for 
instead of the usual irrealis interpretation of the subjunctive. Frequently a sentence in a 
C'Lela narrative has a verb marked as requiring a realis interpretation, followed in a 
listed series of clauses (sharing the same subject) by other verbs in unmarked form. An 
example from the Freed narrative is shown in (501). Of the four verbs in this sentence, 
only the first one, kárgsà 'gather', is marked (for incompletive aspect, interpreted in 
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context as past habitual). The other three, (zòlá 'bathe', màmgsá 'dress', and wá:gà 
'sweep'), are in the subjunctive form.51 
 
(501) Realis Interpretation of Subjunctive Verb Form in Narrative Context 

kòngám únló  tú-káɾgsà   àknâ, ù-zòl  nɘ ́ kʷɛ,́ 
that 3s.ICM-gather.ICM children 3s-bathe them all 

 
ù-màmgsá  nɘ ̀ kʷɛ,́  ù-wá:g  t͡ʃ-bà:. 
3s-dress   them all   3s-sweep  C6-place 
'(Every morning,) that old man gathered the children ..., bathed and dressed them all, and swept 
everywhere.' (Freed07) 

 
C'Lela verb roots are most frequently disyllabic, with monosyllabic verbs being the 
second most common and trisyllabic verbs in third place for lexical frequency.  

5.2 Perfective Aspects 
Derek Nurse (2008:126) says that the majority of Bantu languages have "fully 
superimposed tense on aspect", but that only a minority of non-Bantu Niger-Congo 
languages have done this. This sketch of the grammar of C'Lela illustrates that it is an 
aspect-prominent language, handling time reference not grammatically but lexically. 
Perfective versus imperfective aspect (not past, present, and future tense) are the 
primary categories employed in inflectional morphology of the C'Lela verb. 
 
In researching such a language it is easy to initially confuse imperfective aspect 
marking on the verbal phrase for the present tense, and perfective aspect marking for 
the past tense. In his work on the typology of aspect, Comrie (1976:82-83) concedes 
that this tendency is not far wrong as a sort of 'default' interpretation of the aspects. 
That is, speakers of the language are likely themselves to interpret a perfective as 
referring to past action "in the absence of any contextual indication of time reference". 

                                           
 
 
51 The subjunctive is the citation form given for verbs in the C'Lela dictionary (Rikoto, Dictionary: 
C'Lela-English-Hausa 2002). What this paper calls the mainline perfective form is often given by the 
dictionary in parentheses beside the citation form.    
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However, C'Lela stative verbs such as "see", "know", and "be full-grown" use the same 
perfective form to refer to present time or past time depending on the context. 
Compare the statements of (502a) and (502b), noting that only the time adverbials 
dɛ:̀dɛ ̀ 'yesterday' and ɘ̀n tɘ́mɘ̀ 'now' at sentence end indicate the time reference as past 
or present. The perfective inflection on the verb is the same. Moreover the perfective 
forms of dynamic (non-stative) verbs can also under the pressure of a discourse context 
be correctly understood as referring to present time or even future time (as in (502c) – 
note that the initial time phrase t͡ʃ-hʷé  t͡ʃ-hónà 'days few' is not sufficient to establish this 
statement as referring to future time without a discourse context to disambiguate). 
 
(502) C'Lela Perfective Used in Reference to Past, Present, and Future 
  a. ɘm̀-hɛń-k ò   dɛ:̀dɛ.̀    'I saw him yesterday.' 
   1s-see-PFV1 3s.OBJ yesterday 
 
  b. ɘm̀-hɛń-k ò     (ɘ)̀n tɘḿɘ.̀  'I see him now.' 
   1s-see-PFV1 3s.OBJ  LOC present 
 
  c. t͡ʃ-hʷé t͡ʃ-hónà  nà-bát-k ò   nà-vóg-k ò. 
   C6-days AG6-few  1p.IN-drop-PFV1 her 1p.IN-drive-PFV1 her  
   i. 'In just a few days she will be divorced and driven away.' or 

ii. 'In just a few days she was divorced and driven away.' 
 
C'Lela has at least five inflectional suffixes on the verb that mark different kinds of 
perfective aspect. What unifies these perfective aspects is that the verb so inflected is 
presenting a situation "... as a whole, regardless of the time contrasts which may be a 
part of it." (Crystal 1997:283) The imperfective aspect markers, discussed in Section 
5.3, are used to describe situations in which internal time contrasts, such as the 
beginning and ending of the situation, are deemed more significant. 
 
The first two perfective aspect morphemes are here called main perfective and 
highlighting perfective. These are used only on verbs in main clauses. The two relative 
perfective morphemes, -inE and –tinE, are used only in subordinate clauses, and 
correspond in usage to the main perfective and highlighting perfective respectively. 
The sequential marking on a main-clause verb, which will not be discussed further in 
this paper, indicates that the clause describes a situation which follows closely on what 
was described in the previous main clause. 
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5.2.1 Main Perfective  
The use of the main perfective suffix on a main clause verb is the standard strategy in 
this language for presenting a situation in the mainline of a narrative. The situation is 
seen as whole or complete, so this perfective frequently but not of necessity conveys a 
past (completed) action. 
 
The main perfective suffix has the form –kV. The vowel V is a copy of the verb root's 
final vowel, or the corresponding short vowel when that root's final vowel is emically 
long. For example, the monosyllabic verb wa: 'buy' takes the perfective suffix -ka, not -
ka:. If the root is disyllabic, the final root vowel is usually lost when the perfective 
suffix is added. For example, vòsá 'hit' has vós-kà as perfective form, not vòsá-kà. 
Lexically marked verbs such as kʷèsá 'show' retain their final vowel, resulting in this 
verb's main perfective form being kʷèsá-kà, not kʷés-kà. Perfective forms of a variety of 
C'Lela verbs are shown in (503). There seems to be a L-H-(L)52 tonal template 
associated with this perfective: the High tone surfaces either on the syllable preceding 
the -kV suffix or on the suffix vowel itself.53  
 
(503) Some C'Lela Verbs Inflected with Main Perfective Suffix -kV (gloss -PFV1) 
a. / ù-sɔ:̀   -kV / →   /ù-sɔ:̀kɔ/́  's/he drank' 
  3s-drink -PFV1 
b. / ù-tɔ:́   -kV / →   /ù-tɔ:́kɔ/̀  's/he left' 
  3s-leave -PFV1 
c. /ù-nɛ:̀  -kV  / →   /ù-nɛ:̀kɛ/́  's/he gave' 
  3s-give -PFV1 
  

                                           
 
 
52 The final Low tone is only present when the High tone is assigned to the penultimate syllable of the 
inflected form. The initial Low is present at least on the pronominal subject prefix. 
53 Which of these two possibilities is realized can be predicted from the syllable structure and tone 
"melody" of the verb. Attention in this chapter and following ones will generally be restricted to 
grammatical forms and their functions, with the operations of grammatical tone recognized but left for 
exploration in other studies. 
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(503) Some C'Lela Verbs Inflected with Main Perfective Suffix -kV, cont'd. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
d. / ù-kùmù  -kV / →  / ù-kúmkù /  's/he got'  
  3s-get   -PFV1 
e. / ù-lɘv́ɘ ̀  -kV / →  / ù-lɘv́kɘ ̀ /  's/he slept'  
  3s-sleep  -PFV1  
f. / ù-vòsá  -kV / →  / ù-vóskà  /  's/he hit' 
  3s-hit   -PFV1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- 
g. / ù-kʷèsá  -kV / →  / ù-kʷèsákà /  's/he showed' 
  3s-show  -PFV1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
h. / ù-gʷèdàsá -kV / →  / ù-gʷèdáskà/  's/he opened' 
  3s-open  -PFV1 
 
The verbs in (503) are chosen to illustrate a variety of results of adding this -kV suffix: 
(503a-c) are monosyllabic, (d-f) are disyllabic, (g) is disyllabic but marked for retention 
of the root-final vowel, (h) is trisyllabic. The verb forms resulting from inflection vary 
chiefly in how the L-H-(L) template is applied. 
 

5.2.2 Highlighting Perfective  
The use of a -tV suffix on a main clause verb is the marked strategy in C'Lela for 
identifying the situation described by the verb (usually dynamic) as developing the plot 
of a narrative. Accordingly, this is called the highlighting perfective. I have observed this 
strategy only in the mainline of monologue narrative. The highlighting perfective is 
used in lieu of the main perfective whenever a storyteller wants to indicate the 
importance of an action in developing his story line. Thus it is unnecessary in dialogue 
unless one of the interlocutors takes her/his turn in the dialogue to tell a pointed story. 
I recently confirmed this by discussion and an experiment with three speakers of the 
language. (2015a, 8-9), (2015c, 1-2) 
 
The meaning of this suffix as a perfective is virtually identical to that of -kV (the main 
perfective), with the sole difference being the pragmatic function of highlighting that it 
has. It also interacts with other morphemes (both segmentally and tonally) in exactly 
the same way as the main perfective suffix. 
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One other noticeable feature of this suffix's use in discourse is that it is almost 
invariably followed by the connective bɔ.́ This connective is used to indicate that the 
utterance in which it appears helps develop the speaker's (or author's) purpose, as is 
argued from the study of a number of narrative texts by Dettweiler (2002a, 11-12). Its 
free translation can be 'so', 'then', or even 'but', depending on the context, but it is 
glossed here as DEV, indicating development of the narrator's purpose in telling the 
narrative. 
 
The clauses presented in (504) to (507) are from a single narrative, Farmer. The actions 
of sweeping, saying, turning the head, and coming are all highlighted in the narrative 
plot by the use of the -tV suffix coupled with bɔ.́ If these actions had not been 
significant to the development of the plot, the verbs would occur in the corresponding 
main perfective (PFV1) forms (wá:gk,54 zék, bɛl̀(ɘ́)vkɛ,̀ and nókkà), all without the 
particle bɔ.́ It is also noted that the verbs of (506) and (507) are lexically marked for 
final vowel retention in a phrase-medial context. 
 
(504) Verb wá:gà 'sweep', plus -tV (glossed PFV2) 
 hìv wá:g-t  bɔ ́ rí: t͡ʃɘǹl    káp.  'So Thief collected all those things.' 
 thief sweep-PFV2  DEV that.near all    (Farmer13) 
 
(505) Verb zé  'say',  plus -tV (PFV2) 
 ù-zé-t  bɔ́ ò,         'And then he said to him, ...'
 3s-say-PFV2 .OBJ       (Farmer14b) 
 

(506) Verb bɛl̀vɛ ̀'turn head', plus -tV (PFV2) 
 ù-bɛl̀(ɘ)́v-tɛ ̀  bɔ.́ 'Then he (Farmer) turned his head ...' 
 turn.head-PFV2  DEV   (Farmer15a) 
 
  

                                           
 
 
54 g assimilates completely to k phonetically, making this form more pronounceable. 
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(507) Verb nòká 'come', plus -tV (PFV2) 
 wà: nók-tà   bɔ.́  'So the boy came.' 
 child come-PFV2  DEV  (Farmer23c) 
 

5.2.3 Relative Perfectives 
Two suffixes, represented in examples as -inE and -tinE55 (with allomorphs 
respectively -ine/-ini and -tine/-tini)56 mark only verbs in subordinate clauses. The data 
of this section demonstrate that -inE in a subordinate clause is functional counterpart to 
-kV in a main clause, and that similarly -tinE is counterpart to -tV. 
 
A verb marked with one of these suffixes presents a situation that is: 

 backgrounded relative to the main clause situation  
 complete in some sense, and 
 realis.  

There are three contexts in which verb subordination is frequently used in C'Lela 
narratives: cleft constructions in which a fronted element is in focus, time adverbials 
beginning with the connective proclitic a 'when', and relative clauses each modifying a 
nominal head. Data sets (508), (509), and (510) show examples from each of these 
three contexts in turn. The question to be addressed in each context is whether the 
'regular' -inE suffix or the 'highlighting' -tinE suffix is the one used in subordinating the 
verb.  
 
The three examples in (508) are cleft constructions. The fronted constituent is in 
contrastive focus and the rest of the proposition, including the verb, is a backgrounded 
presupposition. It is not surprising therefore that the verbs take the regular and not the 
highlighting relative perfective. For example, the presupposition of the statement in (a) 

                                           
 
 
55 Technically, this suffix would be more accurately represented as -t(V)inE. The V represents a 
copy vowel from the last syllable of the verb root, present only for the verbs marked lexically 
for vowel retention e.g. kwèsá-tàìné, ùnú-tùìní. 
56 The final vowel of these suffixes, represented as the archiphoneme E, harmonizes with the 
verb root for vowel height and surfaces accordingly as /i/ or /e/.) 
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is that a person of some tribal identity fathered the child being adressed, and the focus 
is on that tribal identity being K'Lela (Dakarkari) in contrast with the Igbo identity of 
the children speaking. In (b) and (c) the interrogative pronoun is in focus. The question 
in (c) has its focus on what got the addressee into trouble, with the 'getting' verb form 
(kùm-ìní) taking the regular backgrounding suffix.  
 
(508) Relative Perfectives in Cleft Constructions involving Focus 

a. í   k-lél     ɘń  màt-ín vò 
it.is  TYP.C1-Dakarkari who give.life-RPFV1 2s.OBJ 
 'It's a Dakarkari man who fathered you.'  (Found16) 
 

b. í   pɛ ̀  ká: v-lá-ínè? 
it.is  where  EXP 2s-be.PST-RPFV1 
 'So where were you?'      (HareLiz13b) 
 

c. jɛ-́n   kùm-ìn v(ɘ)́  ká: tá:-hnà? 
what-that  get-RPFV1 2s.OBJ EXP way-this 

   'So what got you into this mess?' (Smith15) 
 
The three examples in (509) are time adverbials, all introduced with the connective à 
'when'. (509a) is a transitional statement which moves the narrative from a fairly 
lengthy description of setting to a specific event, the inciting incident which gets the 
plot rolling. This is a conventional way to present an event, but the use of the 
highlighted relative perfective serves notice to the audience that the event is something 
significant.  
 
In my observation it is the narrator's choice how much highlighting to give to each new 
event as the narrative progresses: I have on record one traditional tale where a similar 
transitional statement is presented in the highlighted perfective (not backgrounded) 
and another one where the time transition is done with a time phrase using only the 
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regular relative perfective.57 Though it may seem strange to have a backgrounded verb 
highlighted, it is a way of presenting significant or topical information in a restrained 
way that gives more punch to the peak events when they finally break out. That is 
certainly the effect of the highlighted relative perfectives hɛń-tín and és-tín in the Hare 
and Lizard story, as shown in (509b,c). 
 
 (509) Relative Perfectives in à Time Adverbials 

a. à   ì-cé-tàin   (ɘ)́n d-hʷén, ...  à-bàlɘḿ-ka ...  
when AG7-arrive-RPFV2 LOC C5-day   3p-turn.into-PFV1 
  'As it happened one day, they turned into [hyenas]...' (Hyena18) 
 

b. à   ù-hɛń-tín   ù-nák-kà ... 
when 3s-see-RPFV2 3s-go.far-PFV1 
  'When he saw he had gone far ...' (HareLiz07) 
 

c. à   ù-és-tín    (ɘ)́n vàl  (ɘ)̀m-kʷɛńtɛ ́...  
when 3s-stand-RPFV2  LOC await AG8M-chameleon 

    'While he stood, waiting for chameleon ...' (HareLiz08) 
 
The four examples of (510) are equally divided between those spoken by the narrator 
(510a,c) and those spoken by a participant in the narrative (510b,d). Higher topicality 
of the relativized propositional information in the mind of the speaker may be one 
reason she/he choose to use the highlighting relative perfective over the regular one. 
For example, the fact of the tyrannical blacksmith being kept very busy at his work is 
the main point of the part of the Blacksmith narrative where the highlighting relative 
perfective form rè-tìnê is used as shown in (510c). However, the fact that the hyena-
man always came looking for the biggest goat is stated with the regular relative 
perfective form lɔg̀-ínè in (510a), showing that this is only to be expected or only of 
incidental interest to the narrator in his telling of the story. 
                                           
 
 
57 The latter phrase is  à  ì-zànà-ìné  'when it was daybreak' (ElephantHen 5), using the verb zana  'dawn' 
in a construction similar to the first two words of (509a), but with the regular form of the relative 
perfective. The preceding speech makes reference to a contest that would start at dawn, and the 
storyteller sees no need to highlight the coming of dawn as a plot development. 
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(510) Relative Perfectives in Relative Clauses 

a. gʷɛl̀  kɘńkɘǹ  lɔg̀-ínè 
goat  AG11.REL grow.big-RPFV1 
'the goat which was biggest' (Hyena11) 
 

b. ... ɾí:  ínɘ(̀n)  kán bù:   ù-ɾí   zè-ìnê   
  thing AG7.REL  NOM.s  AG3A-my  say-RPFV1 
'... what my husband says' (Smith16) 
 

c. sàbódà   zɔ:́ ànl     à-ù-ɾè-tìnê 
because.of.H  smithing AG13.that AG13-3s-be.SUB-RPFV2   
'because of that blacksmithing in which he was [engaged]'  (Smith09) 

 
d. dà:  v-(ɘ)́v-t͡ʃé-tàìn   dúk,  ì-hón-kà. 

time  AG9-2s-arrive-RPFV2  all.H  AG7-be.right-PFV1 
'Whatever time you reach the place, it will do.'  (HareLiz05) 

5.3 Imperfective Aspects 
An inflection of the verb is identified as marking an imperfective aspect when it 
indicates "the way in which the internal time structure of a situation is viewed" (Crystal 
1997, 191). C'Lela, like many African languages, prominently contrasts imperfective 
with perfective aspects. The latter, as shown in the previous section, present the 
situation as a whole, "regardless of the time contrasts it may contain." 
 
C'Lela has at least three distinct imperfective aspects, which are here presented as 
progressive, incompletive,58 and inceptive. Data set (511) shows an example of each of 
these imperfective aspects in relation to the citation form (subjunctive): 
 

(511) Imperfective Aspects Illustrated with Transitive Verb bɔm̀ɔ ̀'praise'  

                                           
 
 
58 In C'Lela Future Time Reference (2012c, 21-22) , I suggest incompletive as an appropriate 
term for certain semantic properties associated with a particular morphological marking of the 
verb phrase. This rationale is reviewed in section 5.3.2. 
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a. Citation Form (subjunctive): 
nà-bɔm̀  dɔḱ-(ɘ)̀n  kʷɛ:̀vɛ.̀ 
1p.IN-praise horse-C2   speed 
'We should praise horses for swiftness.' 

 
b. Progressive Aspect 

nà-ʔèl   (ɘ)́n bɔm̀  t͡ʃ(ɘń)-dɔḱ-n-á-nl    kʷɛ:̀vɛ.̀  
1p.IN-be  LOC praising AG6.of-horse-C2-AG2-that.near speed 
'We are/were praising those horses for swiftness.' 

 
c. Incompletive Aspect 

nán    bɔm̀ dɔḱ-n ánl     kʷɛ:̀vɛ.̀ 
1p.IN.ICM  praise horse- AG2.that.near speed 
'We will praise those horses for swiftness.' / 'We praise those horses for swiftness.' 

 
d. Inceptive Aspect 

nán    bɔm̀~bɔm̀  dɔḱ-n ánl     kʷɛ:̀vɛ.̀ 
1p.IN.ICM  praise~INCE  horse- AG2.that.near speed 
'We are about to praise those horses for swiftness.' 

 

5.3.1 Progressive Aspect 
Progressive aspect in C'Lela is shown by a periphrastic construction in which there is a 
copula verb whose complement is a locational phrase containing a nominalized form of 
the lexical verb.59 This construction takes the form of a clause describing the "location" 
of the clause's subject. The unmarked order of this locative clause is subject noun 
phrase, followed by a stative copula (èl or one of its copular relatives, all indicating the 
subject's presence or absence at a particular physical or metaphorical location.), 
followed by the preposition n (glossed LOC, and attaching as a clitic to whatever it 
precedes), followed by a noun phase as the complement of the preposition. This is 

                                           
 
 
59 That is, the verb which corresponds to the activity or situation construed as being in 
progress.  
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illustrated in (512) and (513). Notice that the time reference of the situation in both 
clauses is determined from the discourse context rather than from morphology. 
 
(512) Structure of Locative Statement 

à-ʔèl   (ǝ)́n lɛ ́   í-ʔùtù.  'They are/were in an old hometown.'  
3p-be   LOC hometown AG7-old (Dettweiler 2000a:167) 
Subject-Vcop PREP NP  

 

(513) Structure of Progressive Statement 
à-ʔèl   (ǝ)́n bɔm̀  t͡ʃ-nô.   'They are/were praising you.' 
3p-be   LOC praising AG6-2p.POSS 
Subject-Vcop PREP NP  

 
Data Set (514), drawn from my field research notes, displays the usual structure for 
C'Lela clauses in progressive aspect. The complement of the the stative copula is a 
locative phrase. The complement of the locative preposition is the verbal noun which 
conveys the action being presented as in progress. 
 
(514) Progressive Aspect, Affirmative & Negative (Dettweiler 2000a:25) 
a. à-ʔèl (ǝ)́n s-kán.        b. à-zá   n s-kán    dá. 

3p-be LOC C4-shouting       3p-not.be  LOC C4-shouting not 
'They are shouting or They were shouting' 'They are not shouting or They were not shouting' 
 

(514) Progressive Aspect, cont'd. 
c. à-ʔèl (ǝ)́n t͡ʃ-wà:gò.       d. à-zá  n t͡ʃ-wà:g    dá. 

3p-be LOC C6-sweeping        3p-not.be LOC C6-sweeping not 
'They are sweeping or They were sweeping'  'They are not sweeping or They were not sweeping' 

 
e. dàpt  ʔèl n(ǝ)́ m-lǝv́ǝ.̀     f. dàpt  zá   n(ǝ)̀ m-lǝv́   dá. 

Monkey be  LOC C8-sleeping     Monkey not.be  LOC C8-sleeping not 
'Monkey is sleeping or Monkey was sleeping'  'Monkey is not sleeping or Monkey was not sleeping' 

 
The verbal phrase starts with the lexical subject or subject pronominal, then a stative 
copula (here affirmative ʔèl or negative zá), followed by the preposition n (augmented 
by epenthetic schwa if needed for pronunciation). The preposition is not an inflectional 
suffix on the copula; for pronunciation purposes it is linked with the coda of the copula 
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or with the noun class marker depending on phonetic syllabification processes. It 
appears that a floating High tone is a lexical property of the preposition n. If the copula 
has lexical Low tone (as for ʔèl) this High docks on the nucleus of the syllable which 
includes the preposition. For example, in (514a) we have the High tone docking 
immediately before the n whereas in (514e) it docks on the epenthetic ɘ immediately 
after the n [dàpt.ʔèl.nɘḿ.lɘv̀ɘ]̀, with syllable division as indicated by the dots. 
 
If the copula has lexically High tone (as zá), then the Obligatory Contour Principle 
(OCP) requires the absorption of the floating High and any epenthetic vowel which 
surfaces (only in (514f) [dàpt.zá.nɘm̀.lɘv̀.dá] ) is pronounced with default Low tone. 
 
In (514), all the underlying verbs are intransitive. (515) illustrates how the objects of 
underlyingly transitive verbs are associated with the appropriate verbal noun. 
 
(515) Progressive Aspect, Transitive Clauses (Dettweiler 2000a:16, 57) 

a. ù-ʔèl (ǝ)́n wà:g  m(ɘ)̀-d-bà:.   'S/he is sweeping a place.' or 
3s-be LOC sweep  AG8-C5-place   'S/he was sweeping a place.' 

 
b. ù-ʔèl (ǝ)́n gùz  m(ǝǹ)-kùs  í-rì.    'S/he is washing my shirt.' or 

3s-be LOC wash  AG8-shirt   AG5-1s.POSS 'S/he was washing my shirt.' 
 

c. ɘm̀-ʔèl  (ǝ)́n bɔm̀  t͡ʃ-róvò.     'I am praising you.' or 
1s-be  LOC praise  AG6-2s.POSS   'I was praising you.' 

The syntactic pattern of the construction is the same: copula followed by prepositional 
phrase. The main difference is that the nominalized form of the transitive verb becomes 
the head of a noun phrase, with the remaining part of the phrase indicating the object 
of the action expressed in the verbal noun. The kind of noun phrase so formed could be 
called a genitival or associative construction of the form NHEAD + NP. This associative 
construction is widely used in C'Lela (see Section 6.6). There is no requirement that the 
head of the phrase be a verbal noun as it is in (515). 
 
The noun class marker most common on verbal nouns is m-. This may have semantic 
significance: m- is the marker of mass nouns (class 8M) and a transitive action such as 
'sweeping' a place or 'washing' a shirt may be construed as a mass of action that 
accomplishes a particular purpose. However, verbal nouns have been observed to take 
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a variety of class prefixes other than m-. For example, the verbal nouns s-kán 'shouting' 
in (514a) and t͡ʃ-bɔm̀ɔ ̀ 'praising' in (515c) use prefixes of plural classes 4 and 6 
respectively. This suggests that the progressive action is iterative (countable repeated 
actions), since the prototypical nouns in these plural classes refer to eminently 
countable objects such as trees (s-t͡ʃé, class 4) and pieces of fruit (t͡ʃ-kùbù 'baobab fruits', 
class 6). 
 
The progressive aspect tends to be used, as for many languages, in narrative clauses 
which give background actions, ongoing processes or situations that are given as 
context for mainline events.  

5.3.2 Incompletive Aspect 
The morphological strategy commonly used in C'Lela to make predictions about future 
situations, whether dynamic or static, is proposed in this section to be a major 
imperfective aspect for which the name incompletive is considered appropriate. It can be 
interpreted in various contexts of C'Lela discourse as future, habitual past or present, 
generic or hypothetical.60 
 
The two components of the verbal piece which are morphologically marked by 
incompletive aspect are the pronominal subject agreement marker and (potentially) the 
first syllable of the verb root. 
 
First, one of a special set of subject pronominals is employed. All members of this set 
are monosyllabic with High tone. They bear a clear resemblance to the "standard" set of 
subject pronominals – these are segmentally simpler monosyllables bearing default Low 
tone and used in statements not marked for incompletive aspect. Data set (516) shows 
examples contrasting the standard subject pronominals and the special set. 
(516) Incompletive Marking Contrasted with Simplest Verb Form (SBJV) 

(S. Dettweiler 2000a, 174-175) 

                                           
 
 
60 Most common are the interpretations of incompletive as future or habitual; elicited and text examples 
are used throughout this paper. Interpretations as generic or hypothetical are discussed in Dettweiler 
2012c (C'Lela Future Time Reference, 24-27).   
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 Subjunctive       Incompletive (with Future Interpretation)    
ù-wà:      versus  tú-wà:     Melody1: L 

3s-buy          3s.ICM-buy 
'S/he should buy.'      'S/he will buy.' 
 
ù-tɔ:́      versus  tú-tɔ:́      Melody2: H 
3s-leave         3s.ICM-leave 
'S/he should leave.'      'S/he will leave.' 
 
à-tɘ:̀(H)      versus  tá-tɘ:́      Melody3: T̅ (H) 
3p-chew         3p.ICM-chew 
'They should chew.'      'They will chew.' 
 
à-kùmù     versus  tá-kùmù     Melody1: L 
3p-get          3p.ICM-get 
'They should get.'       'They will get.' 
 
nà-lɘv́ɘ.̀     versus  nán-lɘv́ɘ.̀     Melody2: H L 
1p.IN-sleep         1p.IN.ICM-sleep 
'We should sleep.'       'We will sleep.' 
 
nà-sòmá.     versus  nán-sómá.      Melody3: T̅ H 
1p.IN-run         1p.IN.ICM-run 
'We should run.'       'We will run.' 
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The second part of incompletive aspect morphology is a change of the tone on the first 
syllable of certain verb roots. This actually changes only those verb roots bearing the 
tone melody T̅ H.61 The examples of (516) illustrate this for monosyllabic and disyllabic 
verb roots having each of three tone melodies. 

5.3.3 Inceptive Aspect 
Events or states anticipated in the immediate future are marked in C'Lela by the 
incompletive aspect followed by reduplication of the verb. Three examples are shown 
in (517), with an alternative strategy using an auxiliary verb in (518). The action 
contemplated in (518) is not as immediate as that in (517c).  
 
Immediate future is also sometimes called inceptive or inchoative aspect. According to 
Crystal (1997:192) these terms "refer to a type of aspectual relationship in which the 
beginning of an action is specified."  

 
(517) Inceptive (Immediate Future) in C'Lela (Elicited Data Set #1) 

a. gɔt̀  bɔ ́ t͡ʃèt-mê,   tú-t͡ʃá:n~t͡ʃâ:n. 
look.at DEV father-1s.INAL 3s.ICM-arrive~INCE 
'See my father there, he is about to arrive.' 

 
b. t͡ʃèt-mé   á   tú-t͡ʃá:n~t͡ʃá:n  dá. 

father-1s.INAL  will.not 3s.ICM-arrive~INCE not 
'My father is not about to arrive.' 
 

c. t͡ʃèt-mé    tú-hʷá:~hʷá:   gʷɛl̀ ùnló. 
father-1s.INAL  3s.ICM-kill~INCE  AG1.that.near 
'My father is about to kill that goat.' 

 
                                           
 
 
61 The three tone melodies on disyllabic verb roots in citation form, as posited in Section 2.9, 
are L, H L, and T̅ H (where T̅ represents a toneless TBU, not lexically linked to the tonal tier). 
Monosyllabic verb roots also have one of three different tone melodies: L, H, and T̅ (H); the last 
melody finishes with a floating High tone. It is posited that the H tone on the incompletive 
subject pronominal spreads to the toneless vowel of the first syllable of Melody 3 verb roots. 
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(518) Immediate Future Using Auxiliary 'go' (S. Dettweiler 2012a) 
t͡ʃèt-mé    tú-háv  ú-hʷá: gʷɛl̀ ùnló. 
father-1s.INAL 3s.ICM-go 3s-kill  AG1.that.near 
'My father is going to kill that goat.' 

5.4 Combination of Aspects 
Imperfective aspects may be combined in the same clause: the data in (519) show 
incompletive combined with progressive, interpreted as a future progressive in (a) and 
as a hypothetical progressive in (b) because of its discourse context.62 
 
(519) Clauses Combining Imperfective Aspects 

a. tɘv́-wá    n(ɘ)̀ m-lɘv́ɘ.̀     (Dettweiler 2012b:19) 
2s.ICM-be.IRR  LOC C8M-sleeping 
'You will be sleeping.' 

 
b. tɘv́-t͡ʃí   wà:ɾk  (ɘ)́n s-pɔg̀ɔ.́  (Modern16, Dettweiler 2012b:39) 

2s.ICM-have older.child LOC C4-calling 

'Suppose you have an older child you are repeatedly calling.' 

 

5.5 Other Aspects (Direction and Location of Action) 
There are aspects marked in C'Lela by alteration of the tone melody of the verb stem 
and of the quality and persistence of its final vowel. Semantically these aspects indicate 
the direction of motion or the spatial location of the action specified by a verb. The two 
aspects shown in the chart below are sometimes called itive and ventive in the study of 
verbal inflection on Bantu verbs. Bybee explains (1994:320, as cited in Nurse 
2008:313) that itive aspect involves the agent moving "away from the deictic centre in 
order to do something..." and ventive aspect involves "movement of an agent toward 
the here-and-now", that is, toward the deictic centre (Nurse 2008:318). The time 

                                           
 
 
62 Dettweiler (2012c, 23-27) gives further detail on the importance of discourse context in 
interpreting incompletive aspect. 
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element of these aspects suggested in these definitions is not noticeable in C'Lela, only 
the spatial element.  
 
(520) Pairs of C'Lela Verbs of Motion, showing Itive and Ventive Aspect 
 Verb Root Main Perfective  

-kV 
Regular Relative 
Perfective -inE 

Incompletive 
Imperfective 

a. ùvù        'go in!' 
 

ù-úvkù 
'he went in' 

ù-ùvìnî 
'that he went into' 

tú-ùvù 
'he will go in' 

b. ùvɘ ́     'come in!' ù-úvkɘ ̀
'he came in' 

ù-ùvɘí́nì 
'that he came into' 

tú-úvɘ ́
'he will come in' 

c. nòkà     'go!' ù-nókkà 
'he went' 

ù-nòkìnê 
'that he went' 

tú-nòkà 
'he will go' 

d. nòká     'come!" ù-nókkà 
'he came' 

ù-nòkáínè 
'that he came' 

tù-nóká 
'he will come' 

 
Data set (521) shows how the contrast between ventive and itive is carried in some 
situations only by the tone pattern of the utterance. The C'Lela orthography maintains a 
distinction between writing the retained final vowel of ù-úvkɘ ̀in (521a) and not writing 
the elided final vowel of ù-úvk in (521b). Thus, the written form of C'Lela will keep the 
meaning contrast carried by tone in the oral form. 
 
(521) Examples of Morphological Contrasts 
 a. ù-ʔúv-kɘ ̀   n d-kɘb́ɘ.̀    'S/he came into the entrance hut.' 

 3s.-come.in-PFV1 LOC C5-entrance.hut 

versus 
 b. ù-ʔúv-k    (ɘ)́n d-kɘb̀ɘ.̀   'S/he went into the entrance hut.' 

 3s-go.in-PFV1  LOC C5-entrance.hut 
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6. Syntax of Phrases 
This chapter primarily concerns itself with various types of noun phrases, with its final 
section considering the syntax of adpositional phrases. 

6.1 Simple Nouns 
When a simple lexical noun is in object position, its class prefix precedes it (CM-N), as 
shown in (601). This is usually the citation form of the noun, with class marker having 
default low tone. However, the epenthetic high-toned vowel shown preceding the class 
prefix m- in (601b) results from the loss of the final vowel of the verb sɔ:̀ké, with the 
high tone from the lost vowel docking on the epenthetic vowel. (601c) shows an 
example of a Class 2 noun, where the class marker is a suffix. 
 
(601) Simple Nouns in Object Position 
a. ɘm̀-t͡ʃé-k  ù-bèlà.      'I reached a farm.' 

1s-reach-PFV1 C3A-farm 
b. ù-sɔ:̀-k    (ɘ)́m-hɔ:̀.     'S/he drank water.' 

3s-drink-PFV1 C8M-water 
c. bùk   tá-hɛń  hʲòmsó-nò. 'Tomorrow they will see hippos.' 

tomorrow 3p.ICM-see hippopotamus-C2 
 
When a simple noun is in subject position, its class prefix is deleted. The subject 
pronominal on the verb shows agreement with the now implicit class marker of the 
subject, as shown in the examples of (602). Unless the noun root is monosyllabic as in 
example b, the root's final vowel normally elides unless it is lexically marked for 
retention, as in example c . 
 
(602) Simple Nouns in Subject Position 
a. bèl   ù-nák-kà.      'The farm is far away.' 

C3A.farm  AG3A-be.far.away-PFV1 
b. hɔ:̀   m-tá:-kà.      'The water is finished.' 

 C8M.water AG8M-finish-PV1  
c. hʲòmsó   lɔǵ-kɔ.̀      'A hippo is big.' 

 hippopotamus be.big-PFV1 
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The presence of a subject agreement pronominal on the verb is obligatory, not optional. 
However, nouns from the four classes which have a null prefix in isolation have a 
corrspondingly null subject agreement marker on the verb when they are used as 
subject. This is shown for the Class1 noun hʲòmsó in (602), and made more explicit for 
the examples of (603).  
 
(603) Subject Nouns with Null Subject Agreement Prefixes on Verbs 
a.  ø-jàmpɾà  ø-én-kà.     'The millet is ripe.' 
  C10-millet  AG10-be.ripe-PFV1 

b.  ø-ɔḿ  ø-ɾʷú:-kù.       'The dog went out.' 
  C1-dog AG1-go.out-PFV1    
 
A noun from any of the null-prefix classes does have non-null agreement markers on its 
targets when head of a noun phrase. 
 

6.2 Noun Phrases with Agent Nominalizing Clitics  
Two morphemes used very productively in the formation of C'Lela noun phrases are the 
singular nominalizer ká (with allomorph kán) and its plural form ʔá (with allomorph 
ʔán). These are used to identify the agent(s) of an action (when followed by a verbal 
noun as in (604b,d)) or the individual(s) associated in some significant active way with 
an object in a narrative (when followed by another noun or noun phrase as in 
(604a,c)). 
 
(604) Noun Phrase Formation: Nominalizer +Noun  
a. ká   t͡ʃ-hìnɘ ̀   'drummer' 
 NOM  C6-drum 
b. ʔá   d-gʷɘ:́mɘ ̀  'rescuers' 
 NOM.p  C5-rescue 
c. kán   ù-bù:    'householder', 'head of household' 
  C3A-house 
d. ʔán   lɘ:̀sì    'students' 
  C3.learning 
e. ká   ú-nɛ-̀ìnê   'one to whom he gave it' (Smith12) 
  3s-give-RPFV1 
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These morphemes are proclitics in form, because:  
1) each of them occurs invariably as head of a noun phrase (thus functioning "at a 

phrasal or clausal level"), and  
2) they are bound in form to what immediately follows them, as shown by the fact 

that "morphophonemic rules affect the boundary between them and what 
follows them." (T. Payne 1997, 22) Specifically, the choice of whether to use the 
allomorph with n or the one without it depends on what kind of noun-class 
prefix, if any, is present.63 

 
The final example in (604) shows that an agent nominalizing morpheme can function 
as head of a relative clause, which is also a kind of noun phrase. In (604e), ká cliticizes 
to an inflected verb form ú-nɛ-̀ìnê.  
 

6.3 Nouns with Possessive Adjectives 
C'Lela has a set of pronominal morphemes used to indicate alienable possession, in 
which "... a possessed item is seen as having only a temporary or non-essential 
dependence on a possessor" (Crystal 1997, 12). These morphemes are not bound 
suffixes (as are the inalienable set), but bound adjectival roots that mandatorily take 
prefixes marking their agreement with the head noun in a noun phrase. A 
corresponding adjectival stem (with agreement prefix) can stand alone as a pronoun, 
with its agreement prefix indicating the noun class membership of its referent. 
 
(605) Personal Possessive Adjective Roots 
1st singular (1s)             -ɾì   'my' 
2nd sg. (2s)              -ɾóvò  'your' 
3rd sg. (if possessor is from Noun Class 1)   -ɾù  'his/her/its' 
1st plural (general)            -t͡ʃìnná 'of all of us' 
1st pl. (inclusive)            -nà  'our' 

                                           
 
 
63 The same rules are followed as for whether or not an n should be included in the linking material 
between two nouns in the associative construction (Section 6.6) 
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(605) Personal Possessive Adjective Roots, cont'd. 
1st pl. (exclusive)           -t͡ʃò  'our (not your)'  
1st pl. (dual)             -t͡ʃín  'of the two of us' 
2nd pl.               -nò   'your' 
3rd pl. (if possessor is from Noun Class 2)  -nɘ ̀  'their' 
 
As in most languages, the idea of alienable possession extends beyond a relationship of 
strict possession to include things such as association and description. The head of this 
kind of noun phrase is the "possessed" item, and the pronominal refers to the 
"possessor" of said item. Virtually any lexical noun not in the special set of nouns taking 
the inalienable possession suffixes (see Section 4.4) is a candidate for head of the noun 
phrase. 
 
(606) Noun Phrase Formation: Noun + Possessive Adjective  
 
Head Noun 

Possessive 
Adjective 

 
Noun Phrase (N# + AG#-ADJ.POSS ) 

a. t͡ʃ-kúnkú  'sweet potatoes' 
                                          (C6) 

ɾóvò  2s.POSS 

ɾì      1s.POSS 
kúnkú  t͡ʃ-ɾóvò    'your sweet potatoes'    
kúnkú  t͡ʃ-ɾì         'my sweet potatoes' 

b. ɔḿɔ ̀             'dog'  (C1) ɾóvò  2s.POSS 

ɾù      3s.POSS 
ɔḿ v-ɾóvò            'your dog' 
ɔḿ v-ɾù                'his dog' 

c. ì-kùsú   'blouse, shirt'  (C7) ɾóvò  2s.POSS 
ɾù      3s.POSS 

kùs   í-ɾóvò            'your shirt' 
kùs   í-ɾù              'his shirt' 

d. k-pɘɾ̀ú       'flower'  (C11) ɾóvò  2s.POSS 

ɾì      1s.POSS 
pɘɾ̀  k-ɾóvò           'your flower' 
pɘɾ̀  k-ɾî             'my flower' 

e. k-lɛǹdɛ ́'cotton boll'  (C11) ɾóvò  2s.POSS 

ɾù   3s.POSS 
lɛǹdɛ ́  k-ɾóvò       'your cotton boll' 
lɛǹdɛ ́  k-ɾù          'his cotton boll' 

f. k-tɛl̀ɛ ̀           'bone'  (C11) ɾì      1s.POSS tɛl̀    k-ɾî               'my bone' 

g. v-zɘt̀ɘ ̀        'branch'  (C9) ɾóvò  2s.POSS 
ɾì      1s.POSS 

zɘt̀   (ɘ)́v-ɾóvò       'your branch' 
zɘt̀   (ɘ)́v-ɾì           'my branch'   
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(606) Noun + Possessive Adjective, cont'd. 
h. s-zɘt̀ɘ ̀      'branches'  (C4) róvò  2s.POSS 

ɾì     1s.POSS 
zɘt̀    s-ɾóvò           'your branches' 
zɘt̀    s-ɾî             'my branches' 

i. d-dìnɘ ́         'name'  (C5) ɾù     3s.POSS dìn   d-ɾû   or         'his/her/its name' 
dìn   d(ɘ)́-ɾù  

j. dàptà         'monkey'  (C1) ɾù     3s.POSS 
nò    2p.POSS 

dàpt  (ɘ)́v-ɾù       'his monkey' 
dàpt  (ɘ)́v-nò        'your (pl.) monkey' 

k. dàpt-nà    'monkeys'  (C2) t͡ʃò 1p.EX.POSS 
nɘ ̀  3p.POSS 

dàpt-ɘǹ  t͡ʃô         'our monkeys' 
dàpt-ɘǹ  nɘ ̂        'their monkeys' 

l. (dàpt-nà)  'monkeys',  
(or any other Class2 noun as 
referent) 

t͡ʃò 1p.EX.POSS 
nɘ ̀  3p.POSS 

á-t͡ʃò                  'ours'64 
á-nɘ ̀                 'theirs' 

 
The pattern of this type of noun phrase is Head Noun, followed by possessive adjective. 
The possessive adjective has an agreement marker as its prefix which corresponds to 
the class of the Head Noun. In addition, the agreement marker (or possibly the juncture 
of the new (phrase-medial) word) brings with it a floating High tone. This docks on the 
first available TBU (tone-bearing unit). If the Head Noun finishes with a lexically-
assigned High, this absorbs the floating High. This is illustrated in the contrast between 
the tonal pattern of the C'Lela phrases 'my branch', zɘ̀t (ɘ́)v-ɾì, versus 'my branches', zɘ̀t 
s-ɾî . Syllabification of the first phrase requires epenthesis of ɘ, which receives the 
floating High as the first TBU of the second word. But in the second phrase the first 
TBU is the vowel of ɾi, so the floating High docks there.  

6.4 Nouns With Deictic Adjective  
Noun phrases consisting of a head noun followed by a deictic adjective are widely used 
in C'Lela conversation and discourse. The deictics, which include three demonstratives 

                                           
 
 
64 The second word of each noun phrase of (606a-j) can serve as a substantive (i.e. an independent 
pronoun), but not the second word of the two phrases in (606k). The independent pronominal forms that 
would refer to phrases like those in (k) are shown in (l).  
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and one definite article, are shown in (607). They are bound roots, requiring a noun 
class agreement prefix. Together with such a prefix each can stand alone as a pronoun, 
but more commonly the deictic adjective stem attaches as an enclitic to a noun phrase 
element. (608) displays the more common scenario, with the enclitic attaching to the 
head of the noun phrase. 
 
(607) Four C’Lela Deictic Bound Pronominal Roots 

-hnà / -nà  'this (near us)' 
-nló    'that (near you)' / 'the' (recent reference, high status) 
-nzó    'that (yonder)' 
-nè     'the' (recent reference, low status) 

 
The four deictic pronouns for Noun Class 1 are formed by adding the agreement prefix 
ú- to each root, giving úhnà, únló, únzó, and únè. Noun Class 2 uses the agreement 
prefix á- in a similar way. Class 4 uses s(ɘ́)-, Class 5 uses d(ɘ́)-, and so on.65 The deictic 
adjectives are identical to the deictic pronouns except for tone. It can be seen in the 
examples of (608) that the tone on the head noun which hosts the deictic adjective has 
an impact on its tone. Thus noun head gwɛl̀ɛ ̀in (608a) takes adjectives ùhnâ, ùnló, ùnzó, 
and ùnê. Seemingly, the first vowel of the adjective has taken over the tone of the 
deleted final vowel of gwɛl̀ɛ ̀and its former High tone has been 'pushed' to the next tone-
bearing unit. This phonological dependence on the host, along with the fact that other 
noun phrase elements can host the deictic adjective, shows that the deictic adjectives 
are clitics. Data set (608) illustrates how deictic adjectives cliticize on head nouns of 
different classes. 
 
  

                                           
 
 
65 Two of the four deictic pronouns are shown for each class in (203), column I. 
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(608) Noun Phrase Formation: Noun + Deictic Adjective66 
 Class Head Noun  Noun Phrase (N# AG#.DEICTIC )  

a. 1 gʷɛl̀ɛ ̀    'goat' gʷɛl̀ ùhnâ    'this goat' 
goat AG1.this 
gʷɛl̀ ùnló   'that goat (near you)'  
gʷɛl̀ ùnzó   'that goat yonder' 
gʷɛl̀ ùnê      'the goat' 

b. 1 nà:mâ   'cow' nà:m úhnà   'this cow' 
nà:m únló   'that cow (near you)' 
cow AG1.that.near.you 
nà:m únè      'the cow' 

c. 2 gʷɛl̀nɛ ̀  'goats' gʷɛl̀-n àhnâ      'these goats' 
goat-C2 AG2.this 
gʷɛl̀-n ànzó     'those goats (yonder)' 

d. 2 nà:mnâ   'cows' nà:m-n áhnà    'these cows'  
nà:m-n ánè       'the cows' 
cow-C2 AG2.the 

e. 4 s-tɔ:̀   'soup' tɔ:̀ sɘh́nà      'this soup' 
soup AG4.this 
tɔ:̀ snê            'the soup ' 

f. 5 d-ìsɘ ́  'eye' ìs dɘńló      'that eye (near you)' 
eye AG5.that.near.you 
ìs (ɘ)́dnè          'the eye' 

g. 6 t͡ʃ-kómá  'hands' kóm t͡ʃɘh́nà    'these hands' 
hand AG6.this 
kóm t͡ʃnè         'the hands' 

h. 7 ì-hònò  'calabash' hòn ìhna    'this calabash' 
hòn ìnló   'that calabash (near you)'  

 

                                           
 
 
66 This data was originally collected in earlier fieldwork, but verified and recorded in 2013 (S. 
Dettweiler 2013a). 
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The demonstratives are widely used in the C'Lela participant reference system, not only 
as indicators of physical location. For example, the demonstrative adjectives built on –
nló 'that (near you)' frequently function as a definite article, used for referents of higher 
discourse status than those indicated by –nè 'the', which merely indicates recent 
reference.  

6.5 Nouns with Attributive Adjectives  
In terms of how agreement with the head noun is displayed, C'Lela has two types of 
attributive adjectives, with the second type being more common.  
 
Type 1 attributive adjectives have two agreement markers, so that the bound adjective 
root has an agreement prefix (null for four classes) and an agreement suffix. The 
agreement suffix harmonizes with the adjective root in vowel height, except for the 
opaque /a/ in (609d).67 
 
(609) Noun Phrase Formation: Noun + Attributive Adjective Type 1 
 Head Noun Adjectives 

(Bound Roots) 
 Noun Phrase (Noun AG#-ADJ-AG#) 
   # Class number of Head Noun 

a. ɔḿɔ ̀   'dog'  (C1) -gʲɔz̀-   'brown' 
 
-pùs-   'white' 
 
-ɾìm-   'black' 
-èss-    'small' 

ɔḿ   ø-gʲɔz̀-ó                'brown dog' 
dog   AG1-brown-AG1 

ɔḿ   ø-pùs-ú                'white dog' 
dog   AG1-white-AG1 

ɔḿ   ø-ɾìm-ú                'black dog' 
ɔḿ   ø-èss-ó                 'small dog' 

b. nòt͡ʃó    'person'  (C1) -zìs-     'tall'  
  
-sʷà:-   'big'  

nòt͡ʃ    ú-zìs-ú              'tall person'  
person   AG1-tall-AG1 
nòt͡ʃ    ú-sʷà:-w(ɘ)́       'big person' 

c. ù-bèla   'farm' (C3A) -pò:-   'new' bèl   ú-pò:- w(ɘ)́ 'new farm' 
d. nèt-ná  'people'  (C2) -ɾìm- 'black, real' nèt-(ɘ)́n ɾìm-á  'black people, human beings' 

                                           
 
 
67 C‘Lela vowel harmony is explored with reference to these adjectival suffixes, including the 
phenomenon of transparent and opaque vowels, in Dettweiler (2000b, 10-13). 
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A frequently used and interesting alternative form of the adjectival word has an 
additional suffix -n(E) to the forms shown in the final column of (609). This form also 
has some differences in tonal melody and in vowel quality of the agreement suffix, 
investigated in Dettweiler (2000b, 10-18). The noun phrases corresponding to the five 
shown in (609a,c) are ɔḿ gʲɔź-ú-né, ɔḿ pús-ú-ní, ɔḿ rím-ú-ní, ɔḿ éss-ú-né and bèl ú-pó:-ú-
né. I have explored various hypotheses concerning the distinction in function between 
this form and the ones in (609), but have not yet reached a clear understanding. 
 
Type 2 attributive adjectives have only an agreement prefix, with no agreement suffix. 
A few examples are shown in data set (610). 
 
(610) Noun Phrase Formation: Noun + Attributive Adjective Type 2 
  (S. Dettweiler 2013a) 
 Head Noun Adjective Root  Noun Phrase:   Noun AG#-ADJ 

    # Class number of Head Noun 
a. ù-bèlà   'farm' 

                 (C3) 
ʔùtù 'old' 
kàsí 'good' 
nà:ké 'bad' 
dámɾá  'big' 

bèl  ú-ʔùtù  'old farm' 
bèl ú-kàsí  'good farm' 
bèl ú-nà:kè  'bad farm' 
bèl ú-dámɾá 'big farm' 

b. t͡ʃ- kà:tá  'shoes' 
                   (C6) 

ʔùtù 'old' kà:t  t͡ʃ-ʔútù  'old shoes' 

 
There is a High tone that occurs on agreement markers when the noun root carries the 
Low tone melody, as in (610a). To account for this, a floating High tone at the 
beginning of the adjective agreement marker is posited. This is the same as the way 
tone works in noun phrases with possessive adjectives. 
 
A further distinction should be noted between the two types of attributive adjectives. 
Type 1 adjective roots are heavy (bimoraic) monosyllables, while Type 2 adjectives are 
disyllabic, ending in light syllables. When the class agreement suffix is added to the 
Type 1 adjective root, the resulting form is disyllabic and ends in a light syllable, 
looking similar to the Type 2 adjective root. 
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6.6 Nouns with Nouns (Associative Construction) 

The associative noun phrase construction joins two (or more) nouns and is highly 
productive in C'Lela. The head noun in a two-noun construction is being described or 
somehow qualified by the second noun. The semantic relationship may be that of 
possession or more broadly genitive. 
 
Three segmental elements occur between the head noun and the noun associated with 
it by the construction. First, the marker showing agreement to the head noun; second, a 
linking particle n which is present under certain well-defined conditions;68 third, the 
noun class prefix of the associated noun, if non-null as in examples (611c,d,e). 
 
There is a floating High tone that comes into this construction with the first of these 
segmental elements, the prefix showing agreement with the head noun. This High 
surfaces on the first available TBU in the same way that has already been seen in 
Sections 6.3 and 6.5. Thus it seems appropriate to associate a floating high tone with 
each new word juncture within the noun phrase after the head noun (rather than with 
the agreement markers themselves). In Section 6.4 there is no new word juncture in a 
noun phrase involving deictic suffixes, so a different kind of tone pattern arises. 
 
  

                                           
 
 
68The linking n is epenthetic, predictable in this associative construction on the basis of what the 
combination of agreement marker of Noun1 and class marker of Noun2 looks like. So in example 
(611g), the agreement marker of ù-t͡ʃòpó (u) and the class marker of à-ʔìsɘ ́ (a) are kept in separate 
syllables by the epenthetic  n. If the agreement marker and the class marker are both consonants as in 
(611h), then an epenthetic ɘ keeps the markers separate as the onset and coda respectively of the 
'linking' syllable and the n is not needed. An epenthetic n also arises in the agentive construction 
discussed in 6.2. However, the conditions for this epenthesis are not merely phonetic. That is, examples 
of similar phonetic environments where the n does not epenthesize can be given e.g. compare (604e) to 
(604c). 
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(611) Noun Phrase Formation: Noun + Noun 
 Head Noun Noun2  Noun Phrase: 

 Noun1  AG#1-(LINK)-C#2-Noun2 
a. gɔm̀ɔ ̀   'chief'  (C1) mɛǹkɛ ̀  'rain' 

                (C3) 
gɔm̀   v(ɘ)́-n-Ø-mɛǹkɛ ̀
chief    AG1-LINK-C3-rain 
    'chief of rain' (traditional title)  

b. d-hʷén  'day'  (C5) gɔm̀ɔ ̀   'chief' 
                 (C1) 

hʷé    d(ɘ)̀-n-Ø-gɔm̀ɔ ̀69 
day      AG5-LINK-C1-chief    
     'day of chief (Saturday)' 

c. ù-bèlà  'farm' (C3A) t͡ʃ-lɔǹ   'yams'  
(C6) 

bèl    ú-t͡ʃ-lɔǹ     'farm of yams' 
farm   AG3A-C6-yam 

d. d-rémé  'tongue' (C5)          t͡ʃ-lélà   'language 
of the Lelna' (C6)  

rém    d(ɘ)̀-t͡ʃ-lélà    'C'Lela language'  
tongue  AG5-C6-Lela    

e. ì-dòɾò    'pot'  (C7) s-tɔ:̀  'soup' (C4) dòɾ     í-s-tɔ:̀       'pot of soup' 
pot       AG7-C4-soup 

f. k-tɛl̀ɛ ̀ 'large bone'  
                  (C11) 

tɔɾ̀ɔ ́  'neck' 
                (C3) 

tɛl̀    k(ɘ)́-n-Ø-tɔɾ̀ɔ ́       'neck bone' 
bone  AG11-LINK-C3-neck 

g. ù-t͡ʃòpó   'land' 
                   (C3A) 

à-ʔìsɘ ́'outside'  
             (C13) 

t͡ʃòp  ú-n-à-ʔìsɘ ́         'foreign land' 
land    AG3A-LINK-C13-outside 

h. d-dòpɾò  'joint' 
                 (C5) 

v-d͡ʒú: 'finger'  
          (C9) 

dòpɾò  d(ɘ)́-v-d͡ʒú:      'finger joint' 
joint      AG5-C9-finger 

 

6.7 Count Nouns with Numbers 
This is the only type of C'Lela noun phrase where the head noun retains its noun class 
prefix. Just as for class agreement on deictics (see 6.4), the agreement marker on 
numbers from 1 to 9 is non-null no matter what the class of the head noun is. But 
number units ten, twenty, hundred and so on are not marked for agreement with the 
head noun, functioning instead as nouns in their own right. 
Another quantifier besides the numbers 1 to 9 which shows class agreement is the 
interrogative pronoun nài 'how many?'. 

                                           
 
 
69hʷén is the only noun root known to elide a word-final n in a phrase-medial environment.  
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(612) Noun Phrase Formation: Noun + Number 
 Head Noun Number  Noun Phrase 
a. dáptá 

'praying mantis' (C1) 
dɘń 
'one' 

dáptá    v-dɘń  
mantis     AG1-one 
‘one praying mantis’ 

b. dáptánà 
'praying mantises' (C2) 

tɘ:́t͡ʃù 
'three' 

dáptá-n    í-tɘ:́t͡ʃù 
mantis-C2    AG2-three 
'three praying mantises'  

c. dàptnà 
'monkeys' (C2) 

tɘ:́t͡ʃù 
‘three’ 

dàpt-n       í-tɘ:́t͡ʃù 
mantis-C2     AG2-three 
‘three monkeys’ 

d. t͡ʃ-tà:ɾè 
'stones' (C6) 

jɘ:́ɾù 
‘eight’ 

t͡ʃ-tà:ɾ     t͡ʃ-jɘ:́ɾù 
C6-stone  AG6-eight 
‘eight stones’ 

e. t͡ʃ-vá: 
'leaves' (C6) 

ʔó:pá-n t͡ʃ-ílɘ ̀
‘twelve’ 

t͡ʃ-vá:    ʔó:pá-n      t͡ʃ-ʔílɘ ̀
C6-leaf     ten-and       AG6-two 
‘twelve leaves’ 

f. dàptnà 
'monkeys' (C2) 

ʔó:pá-n í-tân 
‘fifteen’ 

dàpt-(ɘ)̀n    ʔó:pá-n   í-tân 
monkey-C2     ten-and     AG2-five 
‘fifteen monkeys’ 

g. m-hònò 
'calabashes' (C8) 

d-kʷɛz̀-n í-dɘń 
'twenty-one' 

m-hòn      d-kʷɛz̀-n        í-dɘń 
C8-calabash C5-twenty-and  AG7-one 
'twenty-one calabashes' 

 
The pattern of this type of noun phrase is the head noun with its class prefix, followed 
by a number phrase. The number phrase optionally starts with units of ten, twenty, or 
higher without class agreement. It finishes with any number less than ten,70 marked by 
the appropriate agreement with the head noun. In the case of a number ending in one, 
the agreement will be marked with the singular class in the gender to which a plural 
head noun belongs, as in (612g) where the singular of m-hònò (Class8) is ì-hònò 
(Class7). 

                                           
 
 
70 optional if a larger unit has been used 
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6.8 Prepositional Phrases 
C'Lela has two types of prepositional phrases. Both types have a preposition 
complemented by a noun phrase. The additional feature of Type 2 prepositional 

being added to the final word of the noun phrase. Data set (613) gives examples of 
Type 1 prepositional phrases and data set (614) shows Type 2 prepositional phrases. 
 
Many C'Lela adverbial phrases which give locative information are introduced by the 
proclitic n(H) , as illustrated in (613a-g).71 This is a phrase-level clitic which is bound to 
the word following it, the head noun of a noun phrase. It brings with it a floating high 
tone which attaches to the first available tone-bearing unit. This is frequently an 
epenthetic vowel ɘ immediately preceding the n, as in (613b,e). It can also attach to 
the class marker on the head noun such as the u- in n꞊ú-só:tó (613g) or in n꞊ú-bù: 
(613a). But the floating High can be absorbed (in accord with the Obligatory Contour 
Principle) by a High tone just before the prepositional clitic – for example in (613c) zá 
n꞊ù-bù: shows the default low tone on the class marker of 'house'. 
 
(613) Prepositional Phrase Formation, Type 1 
Preposition Prepositional Phrases [in brackets] (Pattern:  
n(H)     a.(ɘ)̀m-háv-k   [ n ú-bù:    ]    'I went to a house.' 
'to, in, into'  1s-go-PFV1    LOC C3A-house 
(LOC) 
     b. (ɘ)̀m-háv-k [ (ɘ)́n bù:  ù-ɾû    ] 'I went to his house.' 
      1s-go-PFV1   LOC house AG3A-3s.POSS 
 

     c. ù-zá  [ n ù-bù:   ] dá     'He is not in the house.' 
      3s-not.be  -house  not 
  

                                           
 
 
71 Noun phrases can also have a locative function, particularly with a head noun such as bà: 'place'. 
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(613) Prepositional Phrase Formation, Type 1, cont'd. 
     d. nà-ʔém-k  mèró  [ (ɘ)̀n  lɛ ́ ínló   ] 'There was famine in that town.' 
      1p.IN-do-PFV1 hunger    (Deceit10) 
      

     e. ù-ʔèl  [ (ɘ)́n d-sɛ:́tɛ ̀ ]       'S/he is helping.' 
      3s-be   LOC -helping 
 

     f. à-zá  [ n pàt   k-dán  dá  ] 'They are not beside a termite hill.' 
      3p-not.be   termite.hill not    (S. Dettweiler 2000a, 167) 
 

g. ù-ʔèl [ n ú-só:tó    ]   'S/he is (in process of) sitting down.' 
      3s-be   -sitting.down 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- 

à       h. ù-ʔèl  [ à sò:tá     ]  'S/he is (in state of) sitting down.' 
'at'      3s-be   POS-C3.sitting.down 
(POS)     

     i. ù-t͡ʃì  wà: [ à sàkà   ]  'She has a child riding (on her back).' 
      3s-have child  POS-C3.riding 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
ɘǹɁá    j. Bɔǵtɔ ́à-nók-kà  [ ɘǹɁá nètà v-ɾû  ]  'Bogto came with his wife.' 
'along with'   Bogto 3p-come-PFV1  with  wife  AG1-his 
 
Contrasting (613g) and (613h) note that (g) is referring to an action in progress and (h) 
is describing a state or posture. It is this kind of parallel which has led to conjecturing 
that à is one of C'Lela's rare prepositions. Its occurrence immediately following the 
copula ʔèl suggests that the word following à in each of these examples is a verbal noun 
(object of the preposition), not a verb.  
 
There is an interesting connection between the final example of (613) and the first five 
shown in (614), which seem similar in both form and function. The more common 
construction for accompaniment is that of (614). 
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(614) Prepositional Phrase Formation, Type 2 
Preposition 
á ... –nV 
'with, along with' 
(accompaniment, instrument) 
 
Prepositional Phrases [in brackets]    -nV) 
a. ù-nók-kà   [ á nètà v-ɾú-nù     ]  'He came with his wife.' 
 3s-come-PFV1  wife AG1-3s.POSS-with 
 
b. ù-nók-kà   [ á hʷèlá-nà ]        'S/he came with fire.' 
 3s-come-PFV1  -with 
 
c. ù-pét-k   bénjá [ á jál-nà   ]     'S/he cooked rice with beans.' 
 3s-boil-PFV1 rice   -with 
 
d. u-el  [á d-ʔùb-nû     ]      'She was pregnant.' 
 3s-be  -pregnancy-with 
 
e. à-só:t-k  ʔɘńzú [ á Yámrí-n-nì   ]    'They lived there among Igbo people.'  
 3p-sit-PFV1 there   -C2-with 
 
Preposition 
ɘv́ ... -nV 
'at place of ...' 
 
f. ɘv́  Násòm-ná          'at the place of Nasoma' 
 at.place.of Nasoma-and.his.people 
 
g. ɘv́  Bɔǵtɔ-́nɔ ̀          'at the place of Bogto' 
 at.place.of Bogto-and.his.people 
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7. Syntax of Simple Clauses 
 
Like many of Nigeria's languages, C'Lela has an S V O word order typology. The 
unmarked configuration of the clause's arguments around a standard kind of C'Lela 
verb72 is: Subject Verb ( Object1 (Object2)). In terms of transitivity, this formula 
indicates the configuration of arguments around the verb for intransitive, transitive, 
and ditransitve clauses. There are also two other types of simple clause, both involving 
a Subject and a Complement. The first of these has Subject Verbcop Complement as its 
unmarked order, where the Verb is one of a small number of irregular copular verbs. 
The second has Subject (Particle) Complement as its order, where the particle (if 
present) shows few of the morphosyntactic characteristics of a verb. 
 
The next five sections give examples of these types of clauses. The remaining sections 
of this chapter then give examples of the negation of simple clauses, and examples of 
the interrogative mood, the passive voice, and the subjunctive mood as expressed in 
simple clauses. 

7.1 Intransitive Clauses 
An intransitive clause has a subject73 argument, but lacks an explicit or implied object 
argument. The verb of such a clause is also identified as intransitive. The unmarked 
intransitive clause order is: SubjectNP Verbi . 
 
For example, a prototypical intransitive verb may describe an event of motion 
involving only a subject. (701a,c,e) are all examples of this. The latter two end with 
locatives which state the goal of the motion expressed in nokta / haka 'came'.74 This 

                                           
 
 
72 By this is meant a morpheme that can be shown to adequately follow "the morphosyntactic pattern of 
prototypical verbs." (T. Payne 1997, 47) 
73 The subject may be realized as a lexical NP, an independent pronoun, or a subject agreement prefix 
on the verb.  
74 Though given the same gloss, the first verb form expresses a less deliberate motion towards someone 
than the second, according to my language consultants. 
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goal would usually be considered an adjunct of a truly intransitive verb of motion, not 
an argument (that is, a clause constituent required for the full expression of the verbal 
idea). 
 
(701) Examples of C'Lela Intransitive Clauses 
a. wa: v-rí  tú-sómá.   'My child will run.' 

child AG1-my 3s.ICM-run    (S. Dettweiler 2000a, 17) 
SubjectNP   Vi 

 
b. jòmk á-n-à-bɛm̀    à-tá:-kà.    'The work of roofing is finished.' 

work AG13-LINK-C13-roof AG13-finish-PFV1  (S. Dettweiler 2000a, 198) 
SubjectNP       Vi 

 

c. lɘńt   nók-tà   bɔ ́ ba: dapta.    'Then Mosquito came to Monkey.' 
Mosquito  come-PFV2  DEV place Monkey     (Monkey & Mosquito8) 
Subject  Vi     CONJ [Locative NP] 

 
d. cèt  zán-tà    bɔ ́.       'So Father waited until morning.' 

father  await.morn-PFV2 DEV           (Hyena15) 
Subject Vi      CONJ 

 
e. hìv  há-kà  (ɘ)̀n dìm d(ɘ)́-ɾù.     'A thief came up behind him.' 
 thief  come-PFV1   AG5-3s.POSS     (Farmer12) 

Subject Vi    [Locative Prepositional Phrase] 
 

7.2 Transitive Clauses 
Where the verb requires an object argument as well as a subject, the verb and clause 
are called transitive and the clause order is SubjectNP  Vt  ObjectNP. In the four transitive 
clauses shown in (702), all but one have an explicit object noun phrase. The object of 
(702c) is implied by the prior clauses in the discourse, where it (a cooked mixture of 
rice and beans) has been marked several times as a highly topical prop. 
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(702) Examples of C'Lela Transitive Clauses75 
a. kó: wɛ ̀ hòng  gél (ɘ)̀v-n-à-sìlɘ.̀   'Everyone should know the fear of God.' 

every who hear  fear AG9-LINK-C13-God   (Found01) 
SubjectNP  Vt   ObjectNP 

 
b. kòŋgám únló  tú-káɾgsà  ʔàk-nâ  'The old man would gather the children...' 

old.man  AG1.that 3s.ICM-gather child-C2    (Freed07a) 
SubjectNP    S-Vt    ObjectNP 
 

c. à-dɛĺ-k   ø     (ɘ)́n gʲɔb̀ t͡ʃ-nɘ.́     'they put (it) in their baskets.' 
3p-pour-PFV1       AG2-3p.POSS    (Smith18) 
S-Vt    Object (impl.) Locative Prepositional Phrase 
 

d. ù-hɛń-tɛ ̀  bɔ ́ wɘńí  wàrkó à ʔèsá.    'Then he saw a child standing near.' 
3s-see-PFV2  DEV certain child       (Farmer18b) 
S-Vt    ObjectNP      Locative 

 

7.3 Ditransitive Clauses 
Where there are two object arguments, the clause and verb are known as ditransitive 
and the unmarked clause order is SubjectNP Vdi ObjectNP1  ObjectNP2. In a C'Lela 
ditransitive clause, the primary object O₁ immediately follows the verb or verb phrase 
and is usually the benefactive object (normally human or at least animate). The 
secondary object O₂ follows the primary object. It is often the patient or undergoer of 
the action specified by the verb and is often inanimate. 
 
Most of the examples of (703) have an object pronominal clitic with human referent as 
Object1 and a lexical noun phrase as Object2. For example in (c), Object1 is the clitic nà 
'us' (the people who benefit from the carrying action) and Object2 is d-gá: 'food'. 
 

                                           
 
 
75 The notation S-Vt indicates a subject agreement prefix on the transitive verb. 
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C'Lela has a productive strategy of deriving ditransitive verbs from transitive verbs. 
This strategy can grammatically promote the status of a participant from oblique 
expression (in relation to the transitive verb) to being primary object of the ditransitive 
verb. For example, a transitive clause with meaning similar to (703e) is  tá-sáv s-ʔɔń bà:   
d-gʷɛḿnɛt́ì. 'They will take their complaints to the government.' In this clause the last 
two words are a locative noun phrase, literally 'place of-government', an oblique 
expression of the role of gʷɛḿnɛt́ì. Replacing the verb sávà with its derived stem sɛv̀ɛ ́
allows promotion of gʷɛḿnɛt́ì to primary object status, with s-ʔɔń 'sounds' de-
emphasized as secondary object.76  
 
Another interesting example of the use of the ditransitive is (703f), a chain of three 
clauses from a reported speech within a narrative. The first clause is intransitive and its 
verb tɘ́m-há: is marked as incompletive, the notional aspect of all three verbs. The 
latter two clauses have ditransitive verbs: mɛ:́ 'build for' is derived from the transitive 
verb má: 'build' and gʷɛt̀ɛ ́ 'watch for' is from the transitive verb gɔt̀ɔ ́ 'watch' (Rikoto 
2002, 64). The secondary object of each ditransitive clause could be the sole object in a 
corresponding transitive clause which leaves unspecified the beneficiary of the action, 
i.e. ɘ̀m-má: ù-bù:. 'I will build a house.' and ɘ̀v-gɔt̀ɔ ́bà: dɘ́n-gá:dò.'You will watch the 
home property.' The ditransitive clauses as they are each have a beneficiary specified as 
primary object. 
 
(703) Examples of C'Lela Ditransitive Clauses 
a. (ɘ)̀m-nɛ:̀    tà:ɾíhì.    'Let me give you a story.' 

1s-   story(Hausa)     (Golmo08) 
S-Vdi  O₁   O₂ 

 
  

                                           
 
 
76 The derivation of the C'Lela applicative stem is explored in Dettweiler (2005). Besides sɛvɛ in 
(703e), the verb forms hivkɘ, ji:ti, and gʷɛtɛ in (b), (c), and (e) respectively indicate that they 
also are applicative stems by retaining their final vowel in a phrase-medial environment.  
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(703) Examples of C'Lela Ditransitive Clauses, cont'd. 
b. (ɘ)̀m-hív-kɘ̀ ʔù  gʷɛl̀ɛ.̀    'I stole from him a goat.' 
 1s-steal-  goat      (Hyena40) 
 S-Vdi    O₁  O₂ 
 
c. (ɘ)̀v-jí:tì nà     d-gá:  n ù-bèlà. 'You would take us food far out to the farm.' 

2s- .OBJ  food  -farm   (Advgirl12) 
S-Vdi   O₁     O₂   Locative PP 
 

d. t͡ʃèt-mé  nɛ:̀-k~nɛ:́ ʔò    kɘt́͡ʃ únló.  'My father recently gave him that chicken.’ 
 father-my give-PFV1~IMM 3s.OBJ AG1.that  (S. Dettweiler 2012a, 3) 
 Subject  Vdi    O1    O2 
 
e. tá-sɛv́ɛ ́   gʷɛm̀nɛt́ì s-ʔɔń.  'They'll take the government their complaints.' 
 3p.ICM-convey.to government C4-sound     (S. Dettweiler 2005, 3) 

S-Vdi   O1    O2 
 
f. tɘḿ-há:   m-mɛ ́     ù-bù: ...  ɘv̀-gʷɛt̀ɛ ́ tʃ͡ò bà: dɘń-gá:dò. 
 1s.ICM-come  1s-build.for you  C3A-house 2s-watch.for us place AG5.of-inheritance.H   

S-Vi    S-Vdi   O1   O2    S- Vdi  O1  O2 

'I will come and build you a house ... (and) you will watch our home property for us.' (Found60) 

7.4 Subject-Complement Clauses with Copular Verbs 
As is common cross-linguistically, predications of identification, description, location, 
and possession are handled by copular verbs. C'Lela has a system of nine distinct 
copular verbs used for predicating possession and location (and a metaphoric extension 
of location to progressive action and to habitual action, as discussed in Section 5.3 on 
imperfective aspects). These copula verbs all exhibit subject agreement and some of 
them can be inflected for certain aspects. But almost all are more irregular in their 
morphosyntactic properties77 than the verbs considered in the previous three sections. 
                                           
 
 
77 The exception to this may be t͡ʃì, which appears to have all the properties of a normal 
transitive verb. However, it has been included here because of C'Lela speakers' assertions that 
the copula tà is the negation of t͡ʃì in subordinate clauses. 
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Their structural properties and the limitations on their distribution are noted in (704), 
then data set (705) gives a few examples of how the positive copulas function in simple 
predications of location and possession. Examples of negative predications will be 
given in a later section of this chapter. 
 
(704) Copula Verbs Used in C'Lela 
 Copula Polarity Gloss Clause Type & 

Mood(s) 
Inflection for Aspect  

a. ʔèl positive be main clause, 
declarative, realis 

not inflected, takes only 
regular subject 
pronominal 

b. lá positive be.Q main clause, Yes/No 
interrogative, realis 

not inflected, takes only 
regular subject 
pronominal 

c. ɾè- positive be.SUB subordinate, realis -ine, -tine 
(RPFV1, RPFV2) 

d. là- positive be.PST main & subordinate, 
realis 

-k, -ine, -tine 

e. wà positive be.IRR main & subordinate, 
interrogative, irrealis 
(potential, 
conditional, future) 

takes only incompletive 
subject pronominals as 
prefixes, no inflectional 
suffixes  

f. t͡ʃì positive have main & subordinate, 
realis 

-k, -t -ini , -tini, -uzu 

g. tà ... dá negative not.have main (before lexical 
verb) & subordinate 
when suffixed; 
negates realis only 

takes only regular 
subject pronominals as 
prefix; takes 
suffixes -ine, -tine 

h. zá ... dá negative not.be main (before lexical 
verb) & subordinate, 
negates realis only 

takes only regular 
subject 
pronominals, -ine, -tine 

i. ʔá ... dá negative not main & subordinate, 
negates irrealis and 
realis 

takes regular or 
incompletive subject 
prefixes, -ine, -tine  
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A copula clause involving ʔèl, or any of its relatives (704b-e, h-i) which stand in for it 
in the variety of clause environments noted in the fifth column of (704), is used to 
specify the clause subject's location or some property it possesses. Its unmarked order 
is: SubjectNP Vcop Complement. The complement in simple predications is frequently a 
prepositional phrase indicating location (as in (705c,d,f)). 
 
(705) Subject-Complement Clauses involving Copular Verbs 
 Clause                Comment re Clause Function 
a. ù-ʔèl  táhn  à-zùgɾù.    'He is here in Zuruland.' 
 3s-be  here  C13-Zuruland     (Found27b) 
 S-Vcop  Complement: Locative NP            subject's location 

 
b. t͡ʃèt-(ɘ)́v  ʔèl ló.      'Your father is around.' 
 father-2s.INAL be  there       (Found29d) 
 SubjectNP   Vcop Complement: Adverb         subject's location 

 

c. wà:  v-rú     ʔèl (ɘ)́n sɛ:́tɛ ̀ m-rú,   bà:-n  húl (ɘ)̀m-t͡ʃ-vùkt͡ʃù. 
 child AG1-3s.POSS be    AG8M-3s.POSS place-of blow AG8M-C6-bellows 
 SubjectNP     Vcop Complement: PP    Adjunct: Locative NP 
 'His son was helping him, pumping the bellows.' (paraphrase of Smith04) 

                 subject's progressive actions as location 
 
d. ù-ʔèl nètà-nâ.          'He had a wife.' 

3s-is  wife-with          (Smith02) 
S-Vcop  Complement: PP              subject's possession 
 

e. ù-t͡ʃí  já:jántá-nà.         'He had daughters.' 
3s-has daughters-C2          (Smith02) 
S-Vcop  Complement: NP              subject's possession 
 

f. gɔl̀ɘm̀   lá-k    á-k-gʷìn-nì.   'Bride-service used to have honour.' 
 bride.service  be.PST-PFV1  with-C11-honor-with   (Golmo09) 
 Subject   Vcop    Complement: PP      subject's possession 

 
The first four of the examples in (705) illustrate the use of ʔèl with various locatives. 
Many of the other copulas do not occur in simple main clauses, so their use is 
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illustrated in other parts of this study (subordinate clauses, questions, negation). In its 
discourse context, example (b) simply asserts the physical location of the father nearby, 
but in another context a statement like Sil a-ʔel lo 'God is there' might extend to a 
predication of the Subject's existence.78 Example (c) actually has a second locative 
phrase after the complement of ʔèl. This noun phrase, bà:-n  húl (ɘ̀)m-t͡ʃ-vùkt͡ʃù 'place of 
pumping bellows', gives more specific information about what 'helping' activity the son 
was engaged in.  

7.5 Equative Clauses with Particle í  
Simple predications of description and identification are achieved in C'Lela using the 
invariant particle í between Subject and Complement or simply by juxtaposition of two 
nominals which can be identified as Subject and Complement (or Topic and Comment) 
of an independent clause. SubjectNP (í) ComplementNP

79 is the unmarked order. This 
particle does not show subject agreement or have other structural properties of a verb; 
however, it has a distributional property of verbs, which is to follow the Subject and 
precede the Complement. The copula ʔèl 'be' similarly takes a subject and complement 
(usually referring to location) and allows no inflectional suffix; it may however take a 
subject agreement prefix in lieu of a lexical NP as subject. The parallels between ʔèl 
and í are such that the latter can also be identified as a copula, with the suggested gloss 
'be.EQ'80 (referring to its use in predications of identification or description, which we 
can lump together as equative clauses). Data set (706) gives examples of such clauses, 
along with a few comments on their function.  
 
  

                                           
 
 
78 Many devout Lelna parents give the name Silaʔello to one of their children.  
79 One marked order of this kind of clause is a cleft construction, considered in Chapter 8 under the 
section on Complement Clauses.  
80 Until this point in the paper, the í particle has been given the English gloss it.is . 
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(706) Equative Clauses Involving Optional81 Particle í  
 Clause                Comment re Clause Function 
a. ɘr̀m     í  dámrán  gɔv́gè.  'That man was a good farmer.' 

  be.EQ big    farmer      (Farmer02) 
SubjectNP    Vcop Complement NP       identification (by inclusion in a class) 
 

b. ɔṕ    í   là:gò.      'The fellow is a madman.' 
fellow   be.EQ  madman        (Farmer38) 
SubjectNP  Vcop  Complement NP         identification (by inclusion in a class) 
 

c. ìn-ú     í   k-jámrí.    'His mother is Igbo.' 
 mother-3s.INAL  be.EQ  TYP.C1-Igbo    (Found13) 

SubjectNP    Vcop  Complement       identification (by inclusion in a class) 
 

d. ʔɘr̀m úhnà (í)   ù-zìs-ù     'This man is tall.'  
 (be.EQ) AG1-tall-AG1    (S. Dettweiler 1996a, 24) 

SubjectNP   (Vcop)  Complement               description 

 
e. dìn  d(ɘ)́-rù (í)   já:gé      'His name is Yaage.' 

name  AG5-his (be.EQ) Yaage 
SubjectNP   (Vcop)  Complement          identification by equation 
 

f.  í   m-hɔ:̀.          'It is water.' 

 be.EQ  AG8M-water 
 Ø  Vcop  Complement               identification by equation 

 
The first three clauses in (706) are examples of both the subject and the complement 
being nominals. The entity referred to by the subject is asserted to be "among the class 

                                           
 
 
81 The í copula is not marked as optional in clauses from discourse; it has not been confirmed that the 
copula is optional for these clauses.  
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of items specified in the nominal predicate [complement]." (T. Payne 1997, 114) So, 
for example, the free translation of (706c) might be paraphrased as 'His mother is a 
member of the group of people designated by the noun Igbos.' This membership in a 
particular group is flagged by a special use of the k- prefix. The gloss TYP.C1 indicates 
that the noun is a marked member of Class 1, not Class 11.82 Another notion typically 
asserted by this kind of clause is exemplified in (706e,f). Here the entity specified by 
the subject of the clause is asserted to be identical to the entity specified in the 
complement: in (e), for example, dìn dɘ-́rù 'his name' is given to be Yaage). C'Lela, like 
most languages (according to Payne (1997, 114)), makes no grammatical distinction 
between such equative clauses and those expressing inclusion in a class. The lack of a 
specified subject in the final example of (706) indicates that there is enough discourse 
context for the hearer of the utterance to infer what the subject is - possibly the speaker 
is referring to the liquid in a glass he is offering the hearer. 

 
Example (706d), where the complement is the predicate noun u-zisu 'tall one', is still a 
clause with the same grammatical structure though the function of the clause, to 
describe rather than to identify, is different. The particle í is known to be optional in 
both (d) and (e), so that juxtaposition of subject and complement is hypothesized to be 
grammatically acceptable C'Lela clause structure for identification as well as 
description. This morpheme sometimes takes the role of identifying what immediately 
follows it as in focus (examples of this are contained in content questions in Section 7.7 
and in cleft constructions in Section 8.2.2). The clauses of (706) all show Topic-
Comment articulation. Whether or not the equative copula í is present, such 
articulation places unmarked focus on the Comment (the Complement in each of these 
clauses), i.e. the new information is disclosed by the Complement of an equative clause.  

7.6 Negation of Clauses 
C'Lela has three types of negation, and a fourth type which has been adopted from 
Hausa. The nature of the clause being negated appears to determine the type of 
negation which is used, as shown in Table (707). 
                                           
 
 
82 This corresponds to the use of a ko- prefix on some nouns with human referents in Dukawa language. 
Invalid source specified. This gives a title (or higher status) to the referent. 
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(707) Types of Negation 
 Nature of the clause negated 

(i.e. the underlying positive statement) 
Copulas of negation 

Type 1 verb is active (non-copula), 
subject may be pronominal or full NP  

ta .... dá  
subject precedes ta 

Type 2 verb is active (non-copula), 
pronominal subject is always present in the 
clause; aspect is often incompletive  

á .... dá  
Pronoun subject frequently 
follows á, but may precede 
it for emphasis 

Type 3 predication negated has either: 
a) copular 'location' verb ʔèl 'be' or a relative 

thereof, given in (704b-e), so predication 
indicates spatial presence of the subject or its 
progressive activity or  

b) juxtaposion of subject and complement or use 
of copular verb í, so predication indicates 
identification or description of the subject 

zá .... dá 
When negating an èl-type 
clause, subject precedes zá. 
When negating an í-type 
clause, subject follows zá. 

Type 4 predication has a copular verb adopted from 
Hausa, concerns the existence or spatial 
presence of the subject (overlap with Type 3) 

bâ .... or bá:bò .... 
(no closing dá ) 

 
Tables (708) to (710) illustrate the first three types of negation with data drawn from a 
number of C'Lela texts. 
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(708) Negation in C'Lela, Type 1 ( tà ... dá )  
Negative Clause (with text reference)    Corresponding Positive Form 

             (confirmed, Dettweiler (2015a))  
a. ján d-tà-vòd     dá.      ján d-vód-kà. 
 world AG5-not.have-change  not      world AG5-change-PFV1 
 'the world has not changed.' (Deceit04)      'the world has changed.' 
 
b. ú-tà- ʔò    dá.        ù-hó-k ʔò. 83 
 3s-not.have-  not        3s-kill-  
 'He did not kill him.' (Smith05)        'He killed him.' 
 
c. ú-tà-tɔ:̀    á ríhì-n   dá.     ù-tɔ:́-k   á ríhì-nì. 
 3s-not.have-pass -with not     3s-pass-PFV1 -with 
 'She did not leave with something.' (adapted,    'She left with something.' 

            Found07a) 
d. wà: tà-nàp   dá  nà-pàl-k~pálk ʔò.    
 child not.have-know not 1p.IN-trick-  

'the boy did not know that he had just been tricked.' (Deceit26) 
 

Corresponding positive form:  wà: náp-kà   nà-pàl-k~pálk ʔò. 
              child know-PFV1 1p.IN-trick-  
              'the boy knew he had just been tricked.' 
              
 
  

                                           
 
 
83 The perfective form of this verb is hó-kà  'killed', with the final vowel à elided in this phrase-medial 
environment.  The corresponding subjunctive form used in the negative is hʷá: 'kill'.  
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(709) Negation in C'Lela, Type 2 ( ʔá ... dá )  
Negative Clause (with text reference)    Corresponding Positive Form 
              (confirmed, Dettweiler (2015a)) 
a. ù-zè ʔɔṕ  ʔá-ù  gá: ʔò   dá.   ù-zè ʔɔṕ  gá:-  

3s-say fellow  not-3s   not   3s-say fellow  marry-  
'She said the fellow had not married her.' (Found09c) 'She said the fellow had married her.' 
 

b. ʔá-nán-gá: nɘ ̀    t͡ʃ-hʲùbù  dá.   nán-gá: nɘ ̀    t͡ʃ-hʲùbù. 
not-1p.IN.ICM-  co-wives  not   1p.IN.ICM-  co-wives 
'Our people do not practice polygamy.' (Found09e)  'Our people practice polygamy.' 
 

c. ríhí rú tɘm̀ɘ ̀ʔà-tí-dʷɛv́ɛ ́     dá.  ríhí rú tɘm̀ɘ ̀ tí-dwɛv́ɛ.́ 
things his also not-AG10.ICM-be.touched not  things his also  AG10.ICM-be.touched 
'His possessions are not accessible to others.' (Deceit09)  'His possessions are accessible to others.' 

 
d. sái ú-zè àj  ʔá-tú-gɔv́    dá.   sái ú-zè àj  tú-gɔv́ɔ.́ 

then 3s-say that not-3s.ICM-cultivate not   then 3s-say that 3s.ICM-cultivate 
'he would say that he would not farm.' (Smith08)  'he would say that he would farm. 
 

(710) Negation in C'Lela, Type 3 (zá ... dá ) 
Negative Clause (with text reference)    Corresponding Positive Form 
               (confirmed, Dettweiler (2015a))  
a. zá  ì-wà:gá  dà.       í   ì-wà:gá. 
 not.be   C7-bit.of.food not       be.EQ  C7-bit.of.food 
 'It was not a morsel of food.’ (Deceit23)     'It was a morsel of food.' 

 
b. zá vó:  wà: k-jámrí   dá.    í  vó:  wà: k-jámrí. 
 not.be 2s.INDE boy TYP.C1-Igbo  not     be.EQ 2s.INDE boy TYP.C1-Igbo 
 'You are not the son of an Igbo.' (Found15)    'You are the son of an Igbo.' 

 
c. ù-zá   n ù-bù:   dá.       ù-ʔèl  n ú-bù:. 
 3s-not.be  -house not       3s-be  -house 
 'he is not at home.' (Found30b)        'he is at home.' 
 
d. hɔ:̀ m-rí   zá   dá.       hɔ:̀ m-rí   ʔèl ló. 
 water AG8M-my not.be  not       water AG8M-my be  there 
 'It is not my responsibility.' (Advgirl35)      'It is my responsibility.' 
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7.7 Clauses in Interrogative Mood 
Two types of questions are grammatically differentiated in C'Lela. The first are those to 
which the answer is Yes or No (that is, it is being questioned whether the situation 
under discussion obtains in the real world (or the discourse world) or not). The second 
type, content questions, seeks some kind of information about the situation being 
discussed – who are the participants? where, why or how did it occur? Usually this 
type involves an interrogative pronoun, and frequently the focus system of the 
language comes into play. 
 
The Lelna frequently use either type of question for purposes other than these. For 
example, a rhetorical question may be a polite way to express disagreement or to 
encourage someone else to see things as you do.  
 
Examples of Yes/No questions, sometimes called polar questions, are shown in (711). 
Answers are also given for comparison. 
 
(711) Yes/No Questions 
 Question        Answer (confirmed, Dettweiler (2015a)) 
a. kʷɛs̀  (ɘ)́v-ɾì tú-nók-â?    hɘ,̀ kʷɛs̀ (ɘ)́v-ɾóv   tú-nóká. 
 friend  AG1-my 3s.ICM-come-Q   yes  friend AG1-2s.POSS 3s.ICM-come 
 'Will my friend come?'       'Yes, your friend will come.' 

 
b. t͡ʃèt-vó   hó-k  dàpt-ê?   ɘʔ́ɘ,̀ t͡ʃèt-mé   tá-hʷá:   dàpt  dá. 
 father-2s.INAL kill-PFV1 monkey-Q  no  father-1s.INAL not.have-kill  monkey not 
 'Did your father kill a monkey?'    'No, my father did not kill a monkey.' 

 
c. hɘǹ-vú    hɛń-k dápt-â?   ɘʔ́ɘ,̀ hɘǹ-mí    tà-hɛǹ  dáptá dá. 
 brother-2s.INAL  see-PFV1 mantis-Q   no  brother-1s.INAL  not.have-see mantis not 
 'Did your brother see a praying mantis?'  'No, my brother did not see a praying mantis.' 

 
d. kán ù-bù:   lá  n(ɘ)̀ m-lɘv̀-î?   hɘ,̀ kán ù-bù:   ʔèl n(ɘ)́ m-lɘv̀ɘ.̀ 
 NOM.s -house be.Q -sleeping-Q yes  NOM.s -house be  -sleep 
 'Is the head of the house sleeping?'     'Yes, the head of the house is sleeping.' 

(711) - Yes/No Questions, cont'd. 
e. nán-hɘĺ   (ɘ)̀m-hɔs̀-ê?   ɘʔ́ɘ,̀ ʔá-nán-hɘĺ    (ɘ)̀m-hɔs̀ dá. 
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 1p.IN.ICM-refuse C8M-gift-Q    no  not-1p.IN.ICM-refuse C8M-gift  not 
 'Do we (usually) refuse a gift?     'No, we do not refuse a gift.' 

 
The two features of Yes/No questions in C'Lela are: 
1. The vowel of the final syllable of the question consistently bears a tone that falls 

from High to High-Mid whatever the lexical tone of that syllable might be. This 
contrasts with the tone on the final vowel of a declarative statement, which if 
lexically Low retains its pitch but if lexically High may either retain its pitch or be 
pronounced as a steeply falling tone (High to Low). The final vowels in both an 
interrogative and a declarative are lengthened phonetically to accommodate the 
falling tone. 

2. The same vowel is fronted, to i if having the feature [+High] and to e if having the 
feature [-High]. Exceptions to this occur only when the vowel is lexically marked 
for retention. For example, the verb form nókâ at the end of the question of (711a) 
and the noun dáptâ which ends the question in (c) both have marked final vowels 
which are not fronted (in contrast to dàptê, a different lexeme, in (b)). 

 
Examples of content questions are shown in (712). 
 
(712) Content Questions 
Question            Answer 
a. í  lɛ:̀lɛ ́ ù-wɛd̀ɛ?́       ù-wɛd̀  á sàᵘkí-nì 

be.EQ how C3A-body       C3A-body -with 
‘How is your health?’ (Modern03)    ‘It’s getting better.’ (Modern4.1) 

 
b. dìn  d(ɘ)́-ɾù   wɛ?̂     dìn d(ɘ)́-ɾù   Násòmà 

name  AG5-3s.POSS who     name AG5-3s.POSS Nasoma 
‘What is his/her name?’ (Found47)    ‘His name is Nasoma’ 
 

c. í   wɛ-́n   tú-gá: ʔò?    bâ:  ùn   tú-gá: ʔò 
be.EQ who-that  3s.ICM-  not.exist 3s.REL 3s.ICM-  
‘Who will marry her?’ (Modern23)    ‘No one will marry her’ (Modern24) 
 

(712) Content Questions, cont'd. 
d. í   jà   hɔ:̀-mà  v-tɔǹ-ìnê?    í  hɔ:̀-m(ɘ)́-nz   (ɘ)̀m-tɔǹ-ìnê 
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be.EQ  which  water-AG8M 2s-want-RPFV1   be.EQ water-AG8M-yonder 1s-want-RPFV1 
‘Which water do you want?’ (2013a)      ‘It’s that water over there that I want.’ 

 
The only example where the question pronoun is not in fronted position for focus is the 
question in (b), where wɛ 'who' is in the normal Complement position of an equative 
clause. 
 

7.8 Impersonal Passives  
By far the most common strategy for expressing the passive in C'Lela is to use nà or the 
corresponding incompletive-aspect form nán as the subject pronominal prefixing the 
clause's verb. Besides being used to express a generic subject, these pronominals can 
also function as indicating an inclusive first person plural subject ('we, including you'), 
with context serving to distinguish between these meanings. This is known as a non-
promotional (or impersonal) passive, where the topic of the passive is not promoted to 
the Subject position and "the verb is coded grammatically as the normal active form." 
(Givón 1990, 576) 
 
This is illustrated in (713) - compare the active statement of (a), with lexical subject 
t͡ʃètò 'his/her father', to the passive statement of (b), with subject pronominal nà-. Note 
that the verb is coded with the same active form. 
 
(713) Active Utterance vs. Non-promotional Passive Utterance 
a. t͡ʃèt-ò   sɛ:́t-kɛ̀ ʔò   dɛ:̀dɛ.̀ 'Her father helped her yesterday.' 

father-3s.INAL  help-PFV1 3s.OBJ yesterday 
 

b. nà-sɛ:́t-kɛ̀ ʔò      dɛ:̀dɛ.̀   'She was helped yesterday.' 
 1p.IN-help-PFV1 3s.OBJ   yesterday   literally, 'We helped her yesterday.' 
 
Other examples of impersonal passives in C'Lela narratives are shown in (714). The 
passive can be used at any point in development of a narrative, with the verb inflected 
for various aspects. The statement of (714a) gives a background event, shown by the 
verb's inflection with -k(V) for ordinary perfective. (714b) is a statement of setting in 
which the name of the story's main participant is given in the incompletive aspect 
(interpreted from context as habitual). (714c) is a statement of how people helped this 
story's main participant find his long-lost father: the highlighting perfective is shown by 
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the inflectional suffix -tà, the development marker bɔ ́ underscores the significance of 
people's action for the plot, but the use of passive is necessary to retain the main 
character as Topic of this statement (though grammatically the object pronominal clitic 
ʔò is Object1 with people's words to him reported as Object2, represented in the 
English translation by ...). 
 

(714) Non-Promotional Passive in C'Lela Narratives 
a. nà-ʔém-k    à-wɘ:́ .   'A funeral was held.' (literally 'We did a death.') 
 1p.IN-do-PFV1   C13-death      (Smith13) 

 
b. nán-zé ʔò    Túkkùwà.  'He was called Tukkuwa.' (lit. 'We would say him Tukkuwa.') 
 1p.IN.ICM-say  Tukkuwa        (Hyena02) 
 
c. nà-ʔèmá-tà    bɔ ́ ʔò   'Then he was urged ...' (lit. 'Then we did for him ...') 

1p.IN-do.for-PFV2        (Found35)  
 

7.9 Clauses in Subjunctive Mood 
As already indicated (in Section 5.1) the simplest form of the verb is the subjunctive. 
Another common discourse context for this verb form is in a string of juxtaposed 
co-subordinate clauses (as shown in 501, where the form carries a realis interpretation 
dependent on the verb of the main clause). The scope of the C'Lela subjunctive mood 
(in its classic irrealis interpretation) includes not only recommendations or commands 
made by the speaker to a second person or persons but also expressions of positive and 
negative wishes addressing the first person/persons (often called hortative) and 
concerning a third person/persons (often called deontic, optative or jussive). This range 
of subjunctives is illustrated in (715) for a single verb, bìtí 'cover'. The final example 
shows that a "modal" verb (here làgà 'let') can also be used along with the lexical verb 
bìtí to convey a more specific kind of modality. In this example, the modal and the 
lexical verb both take the unmarked form. 
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(715) Expressions of Subjunctive Mood (confirmed, Dettweiler (2015b)) 
a. (ɘ)̀m-bìtí  ʔìsɘ.́       'Let me cover my eyes.' 

1s-cover   eyes 

b. [(ɘ)̀v]-bìtí  ʔìsɘ.́       'Cover your eyes.' (pronominal prefix is usually omitted) 
2s-cover   eyes 

c. ʔá-v-bìtí  là  ʔìs  dá.  'Don't cover your eyes.' (pronominal prefix required) 
not-2s-cover RESP* eyes not  *là requests a willing, not forced, response 

d. ù-bìtí  ʔìsɘ.́       'He should cover his eyes.'/ 'Let him cover his eyes.' 
3s-cover   eyes 

e. Násòm bìtí ʔìsɘ.́       'Nasoma should cover his eyes.' 
Nasoma cover eyes 

f. t͡ʃɘ-́bítí  ʔìsɘ.́       'We two should cover our eyes.' 
 1p.DU-cover  eyes 
g. ná-bítí  ná    ʔìsɘ.́    'We should cover our eyes.'/'Let us cover our eyes.' 
 1p.IN-cover 1or2p.OBJ  eyes 
h. t͡ʃɘ-́bítí ná    ʔìsɘ.́   'We should cover our eyes.'/'Let us cover our eyes.' 84 
 1p.EX-cover 1or2p.OBJ  eyes 
i. [(ɘ)̀n]-bìtí ná   ʔìsɘ.́   'You(pl) should cover your eyes.' 

2p-cover   2p.OBJ eyes   (2p prefix is optional here, but not for negative form of (j)) 

j. ʔá-n-bìtí  là  ʔìs  dá.   'You(pl) should not cover your eyes.' 
not-2p-cover  RESP* eyes not   *as in (c) 

k. à-bìtí  ʔìsɘ.́       'They should cover their eyes.'  
3p-cover   eyes 

l. ʔàk-ná    bìtí  ʔìsɘ.́   'The children should cover their eyes.' 
children-C2   cover  eyes 

m. làg ʔàk-ná  à-bìtí  ʔìsɘ.́   'Let children cover their eyes.' 
allow children-C2 3s-cover eyes 

                                           
 
 
84 Modern C'Lela seems to have no strong distinction in meaning between (715g) and (715h). 
Historically (g) may have been inclusive and (h) exclusive 1st person plural (hortative meaning 
as subjunctive), but they seem to be used interchangeably now, with the form of (h) more 
popular. The appropriate gloss of the post-verbal particle is uncertain (see also (i)).  
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Examples of subjunctive mood from C'Lela texts are shown in (716). The final one is a 
negative imperative, taken from a translated text. In each example the imperative is 
used in reported speech; all of these are direct speech except (b), which is indirect. 
Notice the simplicity of the five verb forms in the subjunctive mood: (716a) has the 
two verb forms hàv, vɛt̀͡ʃɛ;́ (b) has ù-nés; (c) has t͡ʃɘ-́nókà; (d) has v-sáv. Three of the five 
have lost their final vowel because they are in phrase-medial context; vɛt̀͡ʃɛ ́also occurs 
phrase-medially but is lexically marked for retention of its final vowel. 
 
(716) Subjunctives in C'Lela Texts 
a. hàv  (ɘ)́n bù:  ù-ɾí ,   vɛt̀͡ʃɛ ́  nètà  v-ɾî ... 

2s.go  LOC house AG3A-my  2s.tell  wife AG1-my 
'Go to my house and tell my wife ...' (Farmer26) 

b. ...   àz  ù-nés mè.  
    that 3s-hand.over 1s.OBJ 
 '(I said) that he should hand over to me (my bride).' (Golmo80) 

c. tɔ ̀ hìví ,  t͡ʃɘ-́nókà.  
okay thief  1p.DU-go  
'Okay, thief, let's go!' (Farmer36, confirmed in Dettweiler (2015a)) 

d. ʔá-v-sáv   là t͡ʃò     bà: t͡ʃ-kɛt́ɘḿsɛ ̀ dá. 
not-2s-take.to  RESP 1p.EX.OBJ place C6-distraction not 
'Don't take us to a place of temptation.' (Luke11:4) 
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8. Clause Combinations 

Now that the various forms and functions of simple clauses have been described, the 
exploration of typical strategies of C'Lela for combining two or more clauses in a 
sentence can be undertaken. 
 
In Section 8.1 the grammatical devices for coordinating clauses deemed equal in 
grammatical status are studied. Then three standard types of structures for 
grammatically marking one clause as subordinate to another are considered in Section 
8.2. C'Lela also makes some use of chains of co-subordinate clauses with the same 
subject. Detailed exploration of this is left to another study. 

8.1 Coordinate Clauses 
A simple device used to link clauses of equal status in one sentence is to juxtapose the 
clauses with no connecting word. (801) shows examples of this "zero strategy", (T. 
Payne 1997, 337), which I believe is used as extensively in C'Lela as conjoining with 
connectives.85  
 
C'Lela employs this device for a variety of functions. (801a) shows an additive function 
of juxtaposition when a whole slew of six parallel clauses is listed, all of which have 
the same subject and the same inflected verb-form.86 The three sentences of (801b,c,d) 
each have two juxtaposed clauses and the function of juxtaposition in each case is to 
draw out a different kind of contrast between the two propositions. 
 
In (801b), the juxtaposed clauses are in a concession-contraexpectation semantic 
relationship. The expected result of seeing meat is wanting to eat at least some of it, 
and the negative second proposition indicates that did not happen. 
 

                                           
 
 
85 To make a more definite statement would require a statistical study of a corpus of C'Lela narratives. 
86 This is not to be confused with co-subordination of a string of clauses under a main clause with an 
inflected verb form. 
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(801c) was elicited by a scenario of a husband and wife going together to a large river 
to see what game animals were there. Both see an animal, and the husband reports a 
prototypical kind of contrast, where the verb form hɛńk 'saw' is identical in both clauses 
but both subjects and objects differ. The independent pronouns are effectively used 
instead of a conjunction in making the contrast clear (only one such pronoun is really 
needed). 
 
(801d) involves a juxtaposition of two clauses. Both of these are C'Lela cleft 
constructions which put constituent focus on the subject, in both cases the 2nd-person 
singular pronoun vò: . The entire co-ordinate structure is what Payne calls a 
"prototypical contrastive focus sentence". (1997, 269) 
 
(801) Juxtaposition of Coordinate Clauses 
a. ... tú-zɔ:́   t͡ʃ-kʷìntɘ,̀ ... tú-zɔ:́    m-gʲùrù, ... tú-zɔ:́   m-vàná. 
  3s.ICM-forge  C6-hoe   3s.ICM-forge  C8-axe   3s.ICM-forge  C8-knife 
  '(Besides this,) he would forge hoes ... and axes ... and knives.(Smith06) 
 
b. (ɘ)̀m-hɛń-k nɘḿɘ,́  ɘḿ-tà-tɘ:̀   kô:  v-dɘń dá. 

1s-see-PFV1 C10.meat  1s-not.have-chew even.H AG9-one not 
'I saw meat, but I did not eat even one piece.' (S. Dettweiler 2007, 5) 

 
c. mí:  (ɘ)̀m-hɛń-k cɘẁí:mɘ,̀ ùnwá u-hɛń-k  hʲòmsô. 

1s.INDE 1s-see-PFV1  crocodile  3s.INDE 3s-see-PFV1 hippo 
'I saw a crocodile, but she saw a hippo' (S. Dettweiler 2007, 5) 
 

d. Áj  zá  vó:  wá: k-jámrí  dá,  í  vó:  wà: k-lélà. 
  NO not.be 2s.INDE child TYP.C1-Igbo not  be.EQ 2s.INDE child TYP.C1-Dakarkari 
   'No, you are not an Igbo boy, you are a Dakarkari boy!' (Found20) 
 
Dooley and Levinsohn (2001, 92-93) contend that a number of West African languages 
make a clear distinction between one kind of connective that express a kind of 
continuity between propositions of equal status and another kind that express 
discontinuity (specifically, marking development in a narrative). (802a,b) show one 
elicited example and one example drawn from a C'Lela narrative of the additive 
connective tɘḿ 'also'. (802c) gives clauses that both use development connectives, the 
first one sái adopted from Hausa and the second one bɔ ́a very important morpheme in 
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C'Lela narrative. Both the father standing guard and his shooting of the female hyena 
are presented as developments in the plot. No story teller has been heard to employ 
both the Hausa and the C'Lela strategies on the same simple clause, so it is likely that 
they are basically equivalent and mutually exclusive in function. It is important to note 
that these C'Lela connectives often occur immediately after the inflected verb (see 
second clauses of (b) and (c)), and bɔ ́unlike tɘ́m cannot occur at the beginning of the 
clause. 
 

(802) Connectives: Additive tɘḿ(ɘ)̀, Developmental bɔ ́
a. (ɘ)̀m-háv-k sɛǹt͡ʃɛ,̀  tɘḿ ìn-mí     já:ks-kà mè  í-kàsí. 
 1s-go-PFV1  Senchi ADD mother-1s.INAL  feed-  AG10-good 
 'I went to Senchi and my mother fed me well.' (Dettweiler2007)  
 
b. ù-ʔɔḿ-k   k-gʷɛl̀ɛ,̀  ù-síp-k    tɘḿ k-gʷɛl̀ɛ.̀ 
 3s-pick.up-PFV1 C10-goat  3s-grab-PFV1 ADD C10-goat 
  'She picked up a big goat, that is, she grabbed a big goat. (Hyena11) 
 
c. Sái   cet-aco    reg(ɘ)d-ko ká:nà, ù-tá:-t    bɔ ́ nètà v-rú. 
 DEV.H father-1p.EX  guard-PFV1 so   3s-shoot-PFV2 DEV wife AG1-his 
  'So then, our father guarded (his goats), and he shot his [Tukkuwa's] wife.' (Hyena10)  
 
The examples in (803) both show two clauses with a connective of disjunction. It is 
difficult to argue without more examples that either of these connectives (the one in 
(b) is adopted from Hausa) express exclusive logical disjunction, that is if one 
alternative is accepted the other must by definition be rejected.  
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(803) Connectives of Disjunction: álà, kó: 
  (confirmed, Dettweiler (2015b)87 
a. bùk   tɘḿ-háù   álà tɘv́-hân? 

tomorrow 1s.ICM-come.IT  or  2s.ICM-come.VEN 
 'Tomorrow shall I come to you or will you come to me?' (Rikoto 2002, 2) 
 

b. ù-sɔ:̀~sɔ:̀   m-hɔ:̂,  kó: ù-àsk~àskà?  
 3s-drink~IPFV  C8M-water or.H  3s-pour.out~IPFV  
 'Was he drinking water or pouring it out?' (S. Dettweiler 2007, 5) 

8.2 Subordinate Clauses 

8.2.1 Relative Clauses 
C'Lela makes extensive use of restrictive (defining) relative clauses. These function as 
nominal modifiers, subordinating old or accessible information to identify or describe 
participants in a discourse. Complement clauses and adverbial clauses sometimes use 
the same perfective suffixes on the verb as seen in relative clauses. These kinds of 
clauses may be used to present new information in a subordinated fashion (see Sections 
8.2.2 and 8.2.3), but to my knowledge C'Lela does not use relative clauses for this 
purpose. To put it another way, C'Lela does not naturally use non-restrictive relative 
clauses. 
  
C'Lela relative clauses are marked by the following features: 

 The relative clause is always post-nominal, following the nominal head which it 
modifies.  

 The relativizer, that is "the morpheme or particle that sets off the restricting 
clause as a relative clause" (T. Payne, 326), is a relative pronoun which begins 
the clause and shows agreement with the nominal head. The nominalizing 

                                           
 
 
87 The speaker of the Zuru dialect with whom I confirmed these two examples said that ala and ko are 
definitely not interchangeable. The exact functional dictinction between these two connectives is a 
matter requiring further research.  
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proclitics ká(n) and ʔá(n) can also function as relativizers at the beginning of 
headless relative clauses.88 

 The verb in the relative clause often has a relative perfective suffix, -inE or -tinE, 
but other inflections are possible. 

 
The examples of relative clauses presented here are grouped according to which 
grammatical relation is being relativized. Elements of a C'Lela main clause that can be 
relativized include the subject, the direct object, the indirect object, time, place, and 
accompaniment. Examples of each of these are given in data sets (804) to (808). The 
nominal head is indicated by shading in examples throughout this section, and the 
relative clause is indicated in brackets. 
 
(804) Head as Subject of the Relative Clause 
a. ù-gɔt́-t   gʷɛl̀  [ kɘńkɘǹ   lɔg̀-ínè    ]. 

3s-look-PURP C11.goat  AG11.REL  grow.big-RPFV1 
'he wants to see the biggest goat.' (Hyena07cd) 

 
b. wègá  [ ʔán ɾè-ìn     (ɘ)́n t͡ʃ-nɘḿsɘ ̀]. 
 point.out  NOM.p be.SUB-RPFV1  LOC C6-laughing 

'Point out those who are laughing.' (Dettweiler 2000a:105) 
   

c. wègá   àk-ná   [ nán   ɾè-ìn     (ɘ)́n s-hʷèɾè  ]. 
 point.out  children-C2  AG2.REL  be.SUB-RPFV1  LOC C4-amusement 
  'Point out children who are playing.' (Dettweiler 2000a:105) 
 
As for most C'Lela noun phrases, the head is stripped of its class prefix. For example, 
the head in (804a) is actually k-gʷɛl̀ɛ ̀ 'large goat', since the relative pronoun would be 
únɘ̀n for a Class1 gʷɛl̀ɛ ̀(without the augmentative Class11 prefix). A simple example of 
a headless relative clause is given in (804b), with nominalizing proclitic ʔán as 
relativizer. The main clause which has been relativized in (804c) is àkná èl ɘ́n s-hʷèrè 

                                           
 
 
88 I have observed one other nominalizing morpheme, probably also a proclitic, functioning as a 
relativizer of a headless relative clause: vɘ́nɘ́n  'place where ...'   
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'children are playing'. This statement in the progressive aspect has its copular verb form 
changed from èl to rè-ìn(é) when the clause is relativized.  
 
When the head is other than subject of the relative clause, then the form of the relative 
pronoun may be reduced. This seems to result from the relative clause verb form 
beginning with a subject agreement prefix that is a vowel. For example, compare the 
relativizer t͡ʃɘ́nt͡ʃɘ̀n in (805a) to the t͡ʃ prefixed to the verb form in (c) - this may be a 
case of allomorphic variation predictable on the basis of the following environment.89 
(805d) is included as the sole example where the head (unspecified but clarified in 
context as anyone in the main participant's immediate family) is indirect object or 
recipient of the relative clause's verb ú-nɛ-̀ìnê 'to whom he gave (food)'; the first three 
parts of (805) are examples of head as direct object.  
 
(805) Head as Object / Indirect Object of the Relative Clause 

a. í   ɾíhì [ t͡ʃɘńt͡ʃɘǹ  nán-émá. ]  'It is what we used to do.' (Golmo84) 
be.EQ thing  AG6.REL  1p.EX.ICM-do 
 

b. wègá  kùs  [ kɘńk    ù-gàg-ínè.  ] 
point.out wrapper  AG11.REL  3s-tie-RPFV1 
'Point out the wrapper she tied on.’ (Dettweiler 2000a:111)  

 
c. tú-ʔɔḿ   ɾí:   [ t͡ʃ-ù-sá-ín     ] kʷɛ.́ 

3s.ICM-pick.up things   AG6-3s-bring-RPFV1   all 
'He would pick up all the things he brought.' (Farmer04) 
 

d. bá:   [ ká ú-nɛ-̀ìnê.   ]    'There was no one to whom he gave (it).' 
not.exist.H  NOM.s 3s-give-RPFV1      (Smith12) 

                                           
 
 
89 This suggests that the relative pronouns are proclitics (though not shown thus in the notation), 
dependent on what follows them. Comparing the relativizers kɘńkɘǹ of (804a) and kɘńk of (805b) also 
suggests an intermediate-length allomorph exists for each noun class. Tone on the head and speaker 
preference may also have an impact on allomorph choice. 
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Both time and location nominals are constituents of a main clause on which a relative 
clause may be constructed with the nominal as head. The nominal heads in (806) are 
wɛ:̀ 'year' (Class3) and v-dà: 'time' (Class9) and in (807) they are d-bà: 'place' (Class5) 
and zɔ:́ ànló 'that smithing' (Class13). These examples also show that relative clauses 
are often embedded as modifiers within adverbial clauses: when the nominal heads are 
included, (806a,b) show examples of time adverbials. The relative clause plus head 
plus connective ɾèmɘ́n in (807b) are a good example of a cause adverbial 'due to that 
smithing in which he was engaged'. 
 
Inflection on the relative clause verb other than the popular relative perfectives  are 
illustrated in (806a) and (807a). Both these examples have the verb inflected with 
incompletive aspect (shown by the subject pronominals and verb tone) and in addition 
have a -t(V) suffix. When asked about the meaning of this suffix, C'Lela speakers 
consistently told me that it was meant 'of the future'. It is tentatively glossed as IRR for 
'irrealis', as tokens of this suffix in other contexts suggest a wider meaning than 
predictive future (see purpose adverbials in 8.1.3). A glance back at the relative clause 
verb form nán-émá at the end of (805a) provides an interesting comparison: this verb 
form is marked for incompletive aspect, but the lack of the irrealis -t(V) suffix 
recommends the realis (i.e. habitual) interpretation of the incompletive, which is 
verified by the context. 
 
(806) Head as Time 

a. tɘḿ-gʲɘ:́n    wɛ:̀ [ ùnɘń   tɘḿ-tá:s-tà    yòmk ánló. ] 
1s.ICM-come.home year  AG3.REL  1s.ICM-finish-PURP work AG13.that 
'I will come home the year that I finish the work' (Farmer30) 

 
b. tɘḿ-nés vò     dà: [ vɘńv   ì-t͡ʃé-tín mè.    ] 

1s.ICM-  time  AG9.REL  AG7-arrive-  
'I will hand (her) over to you when I am ready.' (Golmo81) 
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(807) Head as Location or Activity (as extension of location) 
a. t͡ʃɘń-kùm   bà: [ dɘń   t͡ʃɘń-ʔém-t    ù-gɔv̀ɔ.́  ] 

1p.EX.ICM-obtain place  AG5.REL  1p.EX.ICM-do-PURP C3A-cultivate 
 'We'll get a place where we will do farming' (Found59) 
 

b. tú-ʔèm  tá:-hnà ɾèmɘń  zɔ:́ ʔànl    [ á-ù  ɾè-tìnê.   ] 
3s.ICM-do way-this because.of smithing AG13.that AG13-3s be.SUB-RPFV2 
'He acted this way due to that smithing in which he was engaged' (Smith09) 

 
The only clause constituent observed to need a pronominal 'trace' when relativized is 
accompaniment, as shown in (808). The independent pronouns ìnjá and dɘǹdá in (a) 
and (b) respectively provide the nominal needed for the accompaniment phrase 
construction. These two clauses, as can be seen from the free translation line, are both 
references to the main participant at the peak of a narrative about a young soldier who 
locates his long-lost father living in a village near Zuru.  
 
(808) Head as Accompaniment 

a. rì:  [ ìn    ù-tɔ-̀ìn    á ʔìnjá nà.   ] 
  thing  AG7.REL  3s-depart-RPFV1 with 

'a thing with which she departed' (Found50) 
 

b. ùb    dɘǹl  [ d-ù-tɔ-̀ìn      á dɘǹdá-nà.  ] 
  pregnancy AG5.that  AG7.REL-3s-depart-RPFV1 -with 

'that pregnancy with which she departed' (Found51) 
 

8.2.2 Complement Clauses  
Frequently, a verb of speaking, knowing, wanting, or feeling takes a complement clause 
as its direct object. The verb in these complement clauses is often in the simplest form, 
i.e. subjunctive. 
 
Complementizers àz or àj appear to be optional in many contexts. When there is no 
complementizer, the beginning of the complement clause is frequently marked with a 
High tone on the subject, especially when it is pronominal (see (809b) and (809c)).  
 
In each data set of this section the complement clauses are indicated with brackets. 
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(809) Complement Clauses as Object of want and see 
a. (ɘ)̀m-tɔń-k [ àz   ìn-mí     sò:t  (ɘ)́nzó. ] 

1s-want-PFV1  COMP  mother-1s.INAL  sit   yonder 
'I want my mother to sit over there.' (Dettweiler2007) 
 

b. (ɘ)̀m-tɔń-k [ (ɘ)́m-sò:t tá-hnà. ] 
1s-want-PFV1  1s-sit   place-here 
'I want to sit here.' (Dettweiler2007) 
 

c. (ɘ)̀m-lá-k   bɛ ̀    m-tɔń-k   [ (ɘ)́v-bàb gʷɘ:́nɘ.̀  ] 
1s-be.PST-PFV1 CONTRFACT 1s-want-PFV1  2s-sell   groundnuts 
'I wanted you to sell groundnuts [but you didn't].' (Dettweiler2013b) 

 
d. à-tɔń-k  [ cèt-mé   ù-báb gʷɘ:́nɘ.̀  ] 

3p-want-PFV1  father-1s.INAL 3s-sell  groundnuts 
'They want my father to sell groundnuts.' (Dettweiler2013b) 
 

e. (ɘ)̀v-hɛńɛ-́kɛ́    [ -bù:     há-kà?  ] 

2s-see.for-   NOM.p -house  come-PFV1 
'Have you checked for me whether people have come?' (Rikoto 2002, 4) 

 
Another common use of complement clauses is in a focus construction involving the 
copula í. Examples of this are shown in (810). 
 
(810) Complement Clauses in Focus Constructions 

a. í dɛ:̀dɛ ̀   n (ɘ)́m-zàn    (ɘ)́m-gàd-ìn ô.  
be.EQ yesterday  -morning  1s-meet-RPFV1 3s.OBJ 
'It was yesterday morning I met him.’ (Dettweiler2013b) 

 
b. dà:  v-(ɘ)́m-gàd-tín ò    í  dɛ:̀dɛ ̀  n (ɘ)́m-zànà. 

time  AG9-1s-meet-RPFV2 3s.OBJ  be.EQ yesterday  -morning 
'The time I met him was yesterday morning.’ (Dettweiler2013b)  
 

Data set (811) gives first an example of an embedded subject clause in the first 
sentence of a C'Lela narrative. The subject (or topic) of (811a), which is '(the fact) that 
you brought along a tape recorder', is right-dislocated from its usual initial position. 
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This is a way commonly used in C'Lela to present a new event. (811b,c) show object 
complement clauses (in both cases objects of a cognitive verb).  
Finally (811d) is an example of how C'Lela typically uses the complement clause in the 
Subject Vcop Complement clause to make unambiguous the interpretation of the 
incompletive inflection in the complement clause verb as a habitual rather than a 
future. 
 
(811) Sentences from Narrative which include Complement Clauses 
a. ém-k  d-kɛm̀   hʷɛd́í , [ àz   (ɘ)̀v-ɔm̀ɔ-́ín     tèp ] 
 do-PFV1 C5-sweetness much   COMP  2s-pick.up.VEN-RPFV1  tape.E 
 'It pleases (me) a great deal that you brought along a tape recorder.'  (Golmo01) 
   
b. nán-zé ʔò     [ àj   í  ántɘḿì  kòɾdógó. ] 
 1p.IN.ICM-   COMP  be.EQ Antɘmi  Kordogo 
   ‘He was called Antɘmi Kordogo.’ (Found04bc) 
 
c.  ù-náp-k   [ àj   tɘḿ-ʔés   gɔl̀mɔ.̀ ] 
 3s-know-PFV1  COMP  1s.ICM-stand Golmo 
 ‘He knew that I would take part in Golmo.’ (Golmo73) 
 
d. t͡ʃèt-mé   lá-k   [ tú-gʷá:   t͡ʃ-lɔǹ  táhnà. ] 
 father-1s.INAL be.PST-PFV1  3s.ICM-plant  C6-yam here 
  'My father used to plant yams here.'  (Monkey10) 
 

8.2.3 Adverbial Clauses 
Since they "attach to constructions that are already complete propositions", adverbials 
are normally seen as "adjuncts", adding information such as how, why, when, and 
where the situation described in the proposition happened. Adverbial clauses are 
therefore not difficult to distinguish from complement clauses, which fill the various 
argument positions required to make the proposition complete. (T. Payne, 317)  
 
This section presents examples of C'Lela adverbial clauses that give, subordinated to a 
main clause, information on time (in Data Set (812)), location and manner, condition 
(813), and reason and purpose (814). The adverbial clause in each example is 
bracketed. For each data set, brief consideration is given to how these clauses are 
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formed and their placement with respect to the main clause (particularly whether there 
is meaning associated with this). (T. Payne, 320) 
 
Five of the six time adverbial clauses in (812a-e) begin with the connective a(n).90 It is 
possible for a time adverbial to follow the main clause, as in (812e). But in C'Lela 
narratives a time clause is frequently positioned in front of a main clause to aid the 
cohesion of events in temporal succession. (812b) and (812c) show a sequence of three 
pairs of clauses in a single narrative. Each pair has a time adverbial clause before a 
main clause, which in each case tells us that the boy is processing a tree sprig (plant 
parasitic to the tree) as if it were food or medicine: first he goes to pound it after 
leaving the people who gave it to him, he pounds it again after he hangs up the sprig to 
dry for a while in the sun, and a third time after the already twice-pounded sprig is 
completely dried up. The second subordinate time clause in this sequence is the only 
one with a slightly different structure. The more frequent order has the connective a(n) 
introducing the subordinate clause, i.e. the Subject (with at least a subject agreement 
prefix on the verb). But it is possible for the subject agreement prefix to precede the 
connective, which then immediately precedes the verb root. In (812c), then, we have 
w-a-gangtin i-waga instead of a-u-gangtin i-waga.91  
 
The time connective used in (a) through (e) is considered to be a proclitic with four 
allomorphs: à, àn, á, and án. The tone of this proclitic is opposite to the tone of the 
syllable following it, and the epenthetic n appears only when that syllable is part of a 
lexical noun root which has a null class prefix. 
(812) Adverbials of Time and Circumstance 

                                           
 
 
90 This connective is a proclitic with several allomorphs, as discussed in the next paragraph. It can also 
be used to introduce a conditional adverbial clause, as shown in (813a,c). 
91 As we worked through the glossing of the Deceit narrative, my language consultant  
told me that the change in the order of these two morphemes did not affect meaning. 
His claim has been sustained by many others since then.  
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a. [ á ú-nòkà, ]   málé  tú-hán    (ɘ)̀n ɾìg  bà: t͡ʃèt-át͡ʃò. 
  when 3s-move.about always 3s.ICM-come  LOC visit  place father-1p.EX.INAL   
  'Whenever he moved about, he would always come to visit at our father's place.' (Hyena07) 
 
b. [ wà:  háv-ín ]  ú-dɔ:́-k   ì-wàgà,... 
  when child go-RPFV1  3s-pound-PFV1 C7-sprig 
   'When the boy left there, he pounded the sprig, ...' (Deceit24a) 
 
c. [ w-à gàng-tín    ì-wàgà ] ù-dɔ:́  [ à ì-hɔ:́-ínè     ] ù-dɔ:́... 
  3s-when sun.dry-RPFV2 C7-sprig  3s-pound  when AG7-dry.up-RPFV1  3s-pound  
   'when he had hung the sprig to sun-dry, he pounded (it), when it was dried up, he pounded it.'  
                  (Deceit24bc) 
d. [ án dà:  v-ʔém-tìnè,  ] ù-gí:-kɘ ̀... 
  when time AG9-do-RPFV2   3s-come.home-PFV1   
   'After time passed, he came home ... (Found09) 
 
e. ʔàk-ɘń  tɔ:́-kɔ ̀  [ à t͡ʃ-ʔém-tín    sèpà. ] 
 children-C2 leave-PFV1  when 1p.IN-do-RPFV2 song 
   'The children left after we sang a song.' (S. Dettweiler 2013b, 2) 
 
f. [ hìv hɛń-tín  ù-hɔĺ-k     t͡ʃ-kà:tâ ..., ] hìv zé-t   bɔ ́... 
  thief see-RPFV2 3s-remove-PFV1 C6-sandal  thief say-PFV2  DEV  
  'When the thief saw the farmer had removed his sandals ..., then the thief said ...' (Farmer35) 
 
The verb in the adverbial clauses introduced by a(n) is often inflected with one of the 
two Relative Perfective suffixes, -in(E) or -tin(E). The adverbial clause in (812a) shows 
that the simple subjunctive form of the verb is also possible. The noka in this clause is 
interpreted as imperfective (specifically, habitual) aspect, but the context of the 
incompletive in the main clause may contribute to that interpretation.  
 
The example (812f) shows an "absolutive" use of a subordinate clause (with the 
highlighted relative perfective -tinE). This is best understood as giving circumstancial 
or time information. Here the whole subordinated clause gives surprising new 
information just before the action peak, which comes in the main clause. The time 
adverbial shows that the thief has believed (hɛńtín 'seen') exactly what the wily farmer 
intended him to and thus about to concede defeat in his attempt at stealing the farmer's 
few possessions. This new information is highlighted by the kind of relative perfective 
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used. In passing it is noted that this kind of subordinate clause can convey new 
information even if (as previously claimed) C'Lela relative clauses cannot.  
 
Adverbials of location have been observed to occur only after a main clause, but 
adverbials of manner have been observed in a hortatory text (Advice to a Daughter) to 
be used both after a main clause and before it. 
 
The connectives that introduce a conditional adverbial include à, wáj, and áwà as 
shown in the examples of (813), but áwàj and áwàz have also been seen in use. 
Differences in function of these are not obvious. The first two examples are positive 
conditions: the condition of (813a) is expressed with the uninflected verb and the 
consequence, with verb in the incompletive, is given a future interpretation. The 
condition of (813b) is marked as a perfective, indicating a present state of desire, and 
the consequence is a simple imperative (uninflected verb). 
 
(813) Conditional Adverbials 
a. [ á v-sɛs̀ɛ]̀  tá-tɔ:́.  
  if 2s-agree  3p.ICM-leave 
  'If you agree, they will leave.' (S. Dettweiler 2015a, 1)   
 
b. [ wáj v-tɔń-k   v-hɛń ʔò, ]  nók à-zùgrù. 
 if 2s-want-PFV1 2s-see 3s.OBJ go  C13-Zuru   
 'If you want to see him, go to Zuru.'  (Found25) 
 
c. là-k    bɛ ̀    ù-lɘv́-k  [ á v-nɛ:̀ ʔò   m-hɔ:̀. ] 
 be.PST-PFV1  CONTRFACT  3s-sleep-PFV1 if 2s-  C8M-water 
   'He would have slept if you had given him water.'  (S. Dettweiler 2015a, 1)  
 
d. [ áwà bɛ ̀     ʔìn-mí   ʔá  tù-vèn ɘ)́m   dá]  

 if CONTRFACT  mother-my not 3s.ICM-train  not  
 là-k    bɛ ́    (ɘ)́m-tà  gá:  t͡ʃèt-ánò   dá.  
  be.PST-PFV1  CONTRFACT 1s-not.have marry  father-2p.INAL not  
'If my mother had not disciplined me, I would not have married your father.'  (Advgirl09)  

 
The conditions of (813c,d) are both counterfactual. Note that (c) is the only example 
where the conditional clause is expressed after the consequence. The C'Lela speakers 
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from whom (813a) was elicited said its order could be reversed, but they felt that 
putting the subordinate clause (the condition) first was preferable. The particle bɛ ̀
seems to be necessary at least in the main clause of a counterfactual proposition, with 
(d) showing it also in the condition. The inflected copula là-k in the main clause of the 
counterfactual takes as complement the unrealized result that would have followed (in 
the discourse world projected by the speaker) if the unrealized condition had been 
satisfied. 
 
The first two examples of (814) show that the connective ɾémɘ́n can be used to 
introduce an adverbial of cause (814a) or one of purpose (814b). The distinction 
between cause and purpose is formally made in that the purpose clause is marked on 
its verb kùmù 'get' with suffix -tE.92 Treating cause and purpose similarly is a feature of 
many other languages, including Yoruba (T. Payne, 318). 

 
(814) Adverbials of Cause and Purpose 
a. à-sò:t-k  (ɘ)́d-bà:  d-dɘńkɘ.̀..[ ɾémɘń ʔín-ú    í   k-jámɾí ]  
 3p-sit-PFV1  C5-place  AG5-single  because mother-3s.INAL be.EQ  TYP.C1-Igbo 
 'They stayed alone ... because his mother was an Igbo.' (Found13)  

 
b. (ɘ)̀v-ɔḿ-kɔ ̀     tèp  [ ɾémɘń  (ɘ)̀v-kúm-t  tà:ɾíhì. ] 
 2s-pick.up-PFV1.VEN  tape.E   so.that 2s-obtain-PURP story.H 
  'You brought along a tape recorder in order to get a story.'  (Golmo01) 
 
c. ù-wá:-kà  gɛńn [ ú-tɘ:̀-tí.   ]   ‘He bought fish to eat.’ 
 3s-buy-PFV1  fish  3s-chew-PURP    (S. Dettweiler 2012a, 9) 
(814) Adverbials of Cause and Purpose, cont'd. 
d. ù-wá:-kà  gɛńn [ tú-tɘ:́-tì.   ]   
                                           
 
 
92 The suffix final vowel, represented as the archiphoneme E, harmonizes with the verb root for vowel 
height and surfaces accordingly as /i/ or /e/, though this vowel elides phrase-medially as in (814b). It 
carries tone which is opposite to the tone that precedes it, i.e. polar tone. This suffix is tentatively 
glossed as PURP (marking purpose), though the most frequent comment I have heard from my tutors in 
the language is that it indicates the future. 
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 3s-buy-PFV1  fish  3s.ICM-chew-PURP 
‘He bought fish to be eating (i.e. more than once).’ (S. Dettweiler 2012a, 9) 
 

e. à-zá   n ɘ)̀m-sò:tè [ à-ém-t  áikì ]  dá. 
3p-not.be LOC -sit   3p-do-PURP work.H not 
'They are not staying home in order to do work (i.e. they are going out to avoid work at home).'  
                (Modern11.2) 

 
It can be seen that the remaining three examples in (814) are all purpose clauses, with 
the irrealis suffix -tE on the clause verb. Comparison of (c) and (d) show with 
contrasting verb forms ú-tɘ̀:tí and tú-tɘ́:tì that a distinction is made between a one-time 
(complete?) purpose and one that is spread out over time. Further study of the tonal 
effects of subordination on at least the subject and verb in adverbial clauses is called 
for, noting that these have tones different from what is expected in parts (a) and (c) of 
(814). 
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9. Summary - Themes of C'Lela Grammar 
 Class system 
C'Lela has twelve noun classes with extensive marking of agreement on other 
elements of the phrase and clause. 
 
 Handling of time reference 
Time reference is not handled directly by morphology, but lexically, through 
marking of aspect and from context. 
 
 Aspect prominence 
The distinction between perfective and imperfective is very important in C'Lela. 
 
 Use of copula verbs 
The system of copula verbs is used widely in describing stative situations with both 
positive and negative copulas. Some copulas are not inflected and others are. 
 
 Elision versus persistence of final vowels 
Though phrase-medial final vowel elision from noun and verb roots is widespread, 
there are numerous idiosyncratic lexical exceptions. We have called this 
phenomenon final vowel persistence. Final vowel persistence on verbs may not 
always be idiosyncratic - it is a known feature of the applicative/benefactive 
derived verb stem. The contrast of persistence and elision is frequently used to 
convey meaning. 
 
 Two levels of tone 
C'Lela has two emic levels of tone: High and Low. Falling tone is often realized at 
the end of utterances, but it is thought to be a phonetic realization of high tone in 
this context. 
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 Use of floating High tone 
New constituents within a noun phrase frequently bring in a floating High tone. 
Also, prepositional phrases and complement clauses are sometimes marked at their 
left boundary by a High tone. Low tone that is linked to a single mora seems to be 
more susceptible to being replaced through morphological processes by a High tone 
than is a Low tone that is doubly linked. This feature seems to help with the 
persistence of a lexical tone melody on noun and verb roots. 
 
 Use of verbal suffixes 
Verbal morphology is used to background situations and to highlight them. 
 
 constituent order 
The unmarked order of constituents in a clause is subject-verb-object. 
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11. Appendices 

11.1 Key to Grammatical Abbreviations 
Pronouns: 
1 first person 
2 second person 
3 third person 
s singular 
p plural 
DU dual 
EX exclusive 
IN inclusive 
INDE independent pronoun 
 
Class Markers: 
C1 Ø prefix, Noun Class 1 
C2 Ø prefix, -nV suffix,  

Noun Class 2  
C3 Ø prefix, Noun Class 3 
C3A u- prefix, Noun Class 3A 
C4 s- prefix, Noun Class 4 
C5 d- prefix, Noun Class 5 
C6 t͡ʃ- prefix, Noun Class 6 
C7 i- prefix, Noun Class 7 
C8 m- prefix, Noun Class 8 
C8M m- prefix, mass noun, 

Noun Class 8M 
C9 v- prefix, Noun Class 9 
C10 Ø prefix, Noun Class 10 
C11 k- prefix, Noun Class 11 
C13 a- prefix, Noun Class 13 
 
 
 

Other: 
ADD additive marker 
ADJ adjective 
AG1, AG2, 
etc. 

noun class agreement - 
class number indicated 

COMP complementizer 
CONJ conjunction 
CONTRFACT counterfactual marker  
DEV marks development of 

author's purpose 
E English loan 
EMPH emphasis particle 
EQ equative 
EVI evidential marker 
EXP marks expected or 

conventional material 
H Hausa loan 
ICM incompletive 
IMM immediate past 
INAL inalienably possessed 
INCE inceptive / immediate 

future 
IPFV imperfective 
IRR irrealis 
IT itive 
LINK epenthetic link between 

certain class markers 
LOC locative (prepositional 

clitic) 
NO contradicts assertion just 

made 
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NOM agent nominalizer 
NP noun phrase 
OBJ object 
PFV1 main perfective 
PFV2 highlighting perfective 
POS positional (prepositional 

clitic) 
POSS possessive 
PP prepositional phrase 
PREP preposition 
PST past 
PURP purpose 
Q Yes-No question marker 
REL relative pronoun 
RPFV1 regular relative perfective 
RPFV2 highlighting relative 

perfective 
RESP volitional response from 

1st or 2nd person 
S- subject agreement prefix 

on verb 
SBJV subjunctive 
SEQ sequential 
SUB subordinated 
TYP type (of person) 
Vcop copular verb 
Vdi ditransitive verb 
Vi intransitive verb 
Vt transitive verb 
VEN ventive 
~ reduplication 
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11.2 Narrative Text, Displayed in Propositional Chart  
Text: Hyena Shot (Hyena)     Dialect Group of C'Lela Speaker - K'Manga 
 Grammatical glosses are explained in Key to Grammatical Abbreviations (11.1) 
 
 Pre-Nuclear   Nuclear            Modifiers/Post-Nuclear   
1 Dɛh̀ɘń ká: gɛ,́ tʃ͡-lák  gɛ ́ á wɘńí  ʔɘr̀ɘḿ-n   (ɘ̀ ʔɛs̀ɛ.̀      
 formerly EXP EVI 1EX-were EVI certain  man-with   village 
 
  'In former times, there lived a man in our village.'  
2 Kán ʔɛs̀   t͡ʃò gɛ ́ nán-zé ʔò    Túkkùwà. 
 NOM  our EVI 1p.IN.ICM-say  Tukkuwa 
 
  'He really was our neighbour  and his name was Tukkuwa.' 
3       Gàm  t͡ʃ-pás-k        d-kàl  d-kàlà. 
       mischief AG6-pass.over-PFV1    always always 
 
  'Trouble was always happening (because of him)' 
4       Ùnwá  tú-bálɘḿ   dʷìɾì.       
       3s-INDE  3s.ICM-turn.into hyena  
 
  'This man would often turn into a hyena.' 
5 dà:-vɘńl    ù-ʔèl á nètà-nâ,  
 time-AG9.that  3s-be wife-with 
       nán-zé ʔò    Zɔ:̀ɾè. 
       1p.IN.ICM-say 3s.OBJ Zoore  
 
  'He had a wife who was called Zoore.' 
6a  á ú-nòkà,  
  3s-move.about 
6b   málé   tú-hán   ɘ̀ ɾìg       bà: t͡ʃèt-át͡ʃò.   
   always  3s.ICM-come       place  father-ours 
6c   málé   tú-hán   ɘ̀ ɾìg       bà: t͡ʃèt-át͡ʃò. 
   always  3s.ICM-come       place father-ours 
 
  'Whenever he moved about, he always used to visit our father.'
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 Pre-Nuclear    Nuclear           Modifiers/Post-Nuclear   
7a Tɔ,̀ àsè    u-lâ   
 well  oy!     3s-be.PST  
7bcd á ú-hàn    ù-gɔt́-tè    gʷɛl̀ [kɘńkɘǹ lɔg̀-ínè],      
  when 3s-come  3s-look.at-PURP  goat [AG11.REL be.big-RPFV1]      
7e        ù-gì:-tî           
        3s-go.home-PURP    
7f        ù-bàlɘḿ-tà   dʷìɾì 
        3s-change-PURP hyena 
7g        ù-há-tà           ù-hʷà:.   
        3s-come-PURP         3s-kill    
 
 'Now, his strategy whenever he came was to check for the biggest goat, then he would go 

home and turn hyena and come back to kill the goat.' 
8  Sái  ká: gɛ ̀ kúllún hɔd̀únè, kúllún hɔd̀únè. 
 DEV.H EXP EVI always.H like.that always.H like.that 
 
   'So every time, every time he did like that.' 
9a À ì-t͡ʃé-tàin   ɘ́ d-hʷén,   
 it-reach-RPFV2  C5-day   
9b        à-bàlɘḿ-kà  ɘǹʔá  nètà   v-ɾû 
        3p-turn-PFV1  with woman AG1-his 
9c        nán-zé    nètà únl    Zɔ:̀ɾè. 
        1p.IN.ICM-say AG1.that Zoore 
 
   'Now it happened one day that he and his wife Zoore together turned into hyenas.' 
10 Sái      t͡ʃèt-át͡ʃò    ɾègɘd́-kò  ká:nà, 
 DEV.H     father-1p.EX.INAL guard.H-PFV1 then  
10b        ù-tà:-t   bɔ ́ nètà v-ɾú     ɘ̀ k-tɘ:́snɘ.̀    
        3s-shoot-PFV2  DEV wife AG1-his   C11-arrow 
 
   'But our father kept on guard then, and he shot the wife with an arrow.'
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  Pre-Nuclear      Nuclear          Modifiers/Post-Nuclear 
11ab À  ù-tà:-tín   nètà v-ɾú  ɘ̀ k-tɘ:́snɘ,̀   ɾèmɘǹ ù-ɔḿ-k   k- 
  when  3s-shoot-RPFV2 wife AG1-his C11-arrow   because 3s-take-PFV1 C11- 
11c                    ù-síp-k   tɘḿ k-gwɛl̀ɛ,̀ 
                     3s-catch-PFV1 again C11-goat, 
 
11d       nà-tá:-t    bɔ ́ ká: gɛ ́ nètà  v-ɾú  ɘ̀ k-tɘ:́snɘ,̀ 
        1p.IN-shoot-PFV2 DEV EXP EVI woman AG1-his C11-arrow 
11e          ù-kánà. 
           3s-scream 
 
 'When he shot the woman with an arrow, because he (her husband) took ... he caught 

the goat - well, the woman really was hit (as I've told you) with an arrow, and she 
screamed.' 

12a            à-tɔ-́úz             á-sòmá, 
            3p-pass-SEQ            C13-running 
12b           à-gʲí-úz             ù-bù: . 
            3p-go.home-SEQ         C3A-house 
    
  'But they got away running and returned to their home.' 
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  Pre-Nuclear      Nuclear          Modifiers/Post-Nuclear 
13a á à-gʲì-tín     n ù-bù:   
  when 3p-go.home-RPFV2 C3A-house  
13b           tʃ͡èt zán-tà  bɔ ́
            father dawn-PFV2 DEV 
13c           ù-hàvá 
            3s-go  
13d           ù-zè,  [13e-f] 
            3s-say  
13e «  Zɔ:̀ɾ,         í  jɛ ̀  ká: 
   Zoore        be.EQ what EXP  
        n     tʃ͡ì-ìn   ká: vò,    (ɘ)̀n s-tɘǹglɘ ̀ tá:-hnà? » 
        REL   have-RPFV1 EXP    LOC C4-limping way-this 
 'After they were home, father waited until dawn, went there and said, "Zoore, so what is 

it that has you limping like this?" ' 
14a            u-ze,  [14b-15] 
            3s-say 
14b           « zá   dái  
             not.be  EMPH.H 
14c            í    t͡ʃèt [14d] 
             be.EQ  father 
14d       (ɘ)́n   tà-ìn (ɘ)́m       dɛ:̀dɛ ̀  dá,  
           shoot-RPFV1 1s.OBJ   yesterday  not 
                    ɾèmɘń  gʷɛl̀ í-ɾù   dá? » 
                    because goat AG7-his not   
 
  'She said, "Is it not father who shot me yesterday, because of his little goat?' 
15        àj      m-hív-kɘ̀ ʔù   gʷɛl̀ɛ.̀ 
        COMP    1s-steal-PFV1 3s.OBJ goat 
     

"(He thinks) that I stole his goat from him." 
16a          t͡ʃ-bálɘḿsá   ká: gɛ,́  
          1p.EX-turn.self  EXP EVI 
16b         t͡ʃ-kɛḱɘĺ  gɛ.́ 
          1p.EX-laugh EVI 
 
  'So we began laughing and really laughed.' 
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  Pre-Nuclear      Nuclear          Modifiers/Post-Nuclear 
17a  hɛ,́        í   málé  [17b] 
  sure       be.EQ  always 
17b         tú-ʔèmà. 
          3s.ICM-do 
 
  'Sure, she had always been the one that did it.' 
18a          t͡ʃ-náp-k    [18b] 
          1p.EX-know-PFV1   
18b     àj     í  ʔún. 
      COMP   be.EQ 3s.INDE 
 
  'We knew that she was the thief.' 


